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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
GENETIC DIVERSITY AND SYMPTOM SEVERITY DETERMINANTS OF BEAN
POD MOTTLE VIRUS
        Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV), a member of the genus Comovirus in the family
Comoviridae, is widespread in the major soybean-growing areas in the United States.
Soybean yield losses of 10-40% have been reported as a consequence of BPMV
infection.  The complete nucleotide sequences of two strains, K-Ha1 and K-Ho1, were
determined. Field isolates of BPMV were classified into two distinct subgroups (I and II)
based on slot blot hybridization and sequence analyses. Full-length cDNA clones from
which infectious transcripts can be produced were constructed for strains K-G7, K-Ho1
and K-Ha1. Whereas strains K-Ha1 and K-G7 induced mild or moderate symptoms in
infected soybean plants, strain K-Ho1 produced very severe symptoms. Symptom
severity was mapped to RNA1. Chimeric RNA1 constructs were generated by
exchanging full or partial coding regions of the five RNA1-encoded mature proteins
between the full-length cDNA clones of the three RNA1s and the resultant transcripts
were inoculated onto soybean.  The results showed that the coding regions of the protease
co-factor (Co-pro) and the putative helicase (Hel) are determinants of symptom severity.
Although symptom severity correlated well with accumulation of viral RNA, neither the
Co-pro nor Hel protein could be demonstrated as a suppressor of RNA silencing.
Furthermore, separate expression of the Co-pro or Hel proteins from a PVX vector
induced necrosis on the inoculated leaves of Nicotiana benthamiana.
Characterization of BPMV K-Ho1 indicated that it is a diploid reassortant,
containing two distinct types of RNA1s and one type of RNA2. Examination of field
isolates from various locations in the United States and Canada revealed that diploid
reassortants are of frequent occurrence in natural populations of BPMV. The vary severe
symptoms induced by BPMV K-Ho1 can be mimicked by inoculation of plants with a
mixture of RNA1 transcripts from two distinct strain subgroups and RNA2 transcript
from either subgroup. Plants inoculated with a mixture of transcripts containing two types
of RNA1 from the same strain subgroup did not produce very severe symptoms. These
are due to interactions between two distinct types of RNA1s.
        At present, no soybean cultivars with resistance to BPMV are commercially
available. Therefore, the feasibility of cross protection as an alternative disease
management strategy was studied. Two mild strains of BPMV (K-Da1 and K-Ha1),
belonging to subgroup II, were tested for their ability to protect infected plants against a
severe strain (K-Ho1). Inoculation of the soybean cultivar Essex on the primary leaves
with either of the two mild strains conferred complete protection against challenge
inoculation with the severe strain K-Ho1, regardless of the timing of challenge
inoculation. Cross-protection was evident regardless of whether virions or BPMV-RNA
were used as inocula. Cross protection was independent of the soybean cultivar used and
method of virus inoculation, sap-inoculation or by the bean leaf beetle, vector of BPMV.
Protection was complete and durable.
KEYWORDS: Bean pod mottle virus, diploid reassortments, cross-protection, infectious
cDNA clones, symptom severity determinants.
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                                                Chapter I
                                            Literature review
                                              Introduction
        The genus Comovirus in the family Comoviridae includes 15 approved members,
Andean potato mottle virus (APMoV), Broad bean stain virus (BBSV), Bean rugose
mosaic virus (BRMV), Broad bean true mosaic virus (BBTMV), Bean pod mottle virus
(BPMV), Cowpea mosaic virus (CPMV), Cowpea severe mosaic virus (CPSMV),
Glycine mosaic virus (GMV), Pea green mottle virus (PGMV), Pea mild mosaic virus
(PMiMV), Quail pea mosaic virus (QPMV), Radish mosaic virus (RaMV), Red clover
mottle virus (RCMV), Squash mosaic virus (SqMV) and Ullucus virus C (UVC) (Welink,
et al., 2000). The genomes of comoviruses are bipartite consisting of two positive sense
single-stranded RNA molecules that are separately encapsidated in icosahedral particles
(T=1, pseudo T=3) 28-30 nm in diameter. Three sedimenting components, designated
top, middle and bottom components are resolved when purified virions are subjected to
density gradient centrifugation. The top (T) sedimenting component contains only empty
capsids, whereas middle (M) bottom (B) components contain single molecules of RNA2
(M-RNA) and RNA1 (B-RNA), respectively (Welink et al., 2000). The comovirus capsid
is composed of 60 copies of two coat proteins. The host range of each member is usually
limited to one plant family. For example, the natural hosts of CPSMV and BPMV are
limited to species in the family Leguminosae (Fabaceae; Valverde and Fulton, 1996).
Organization and expression of comovirus genomes
        The complete nucleotide sequences of BPMV ( Di, et al., 1999; MacFarlane, et al.,
1991), CPMV (Lomonossoff and Shanks, 1983; van Wezenbeek et al., 1983), CPSMV
(Chen and Bruening, 1992a, b), RCMV (Shanks and Lomonossoff, 1992; Shanks et al.,
1986), SqMV (Han et al., 2002) have been reported. The sequences of RNA2 and the
RdRp gene of APMoV are also published (Shindo et al., 1993; Krengiel et al., 1993). The
sizes of RNA1 of comoviruses range from 5.9 to 7.2 kb and those of RNA2 vary from 3.5
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to 4.5 kb. Both RNA1 and RNA2 have a genome-linked viral protein (VPg) covalently
linked to the 5’ terminus and a 3’-terminal poly (A) tail (Welink et al., 2000).
         Cowpea mosaic virus (CPMV), the type species of the genus Comovirus, has been
extensively studied (Pouwels et al., 2002a). Both genome organization, expression
strategy, and the conserved sequence motifs of the proteins encoded by CPMV RNA1
show a strong resemblance to those of the animal picornaviruses (Kamer et al., 1984;
Franssen et al., 1984). Both RNA1 and RNA2 are expressed via the synthesis and
subsequent cleavage of large precursor polyproteins. CPMV RNA1 contains a single
large open reading frame (Lomonossoff and Shank, 1983; Van Wezenbeek eat al., 1983).
The 200 kDa polyprotein precursor encoded by RNA1 is cleaved into 5 mature proteins
(from 5’ to 3’: protease cofactor [Co-Pro, 32K], NTPM [58K], VPg, Protease [Pro, 24K],
Polymerase [Pol or RdRp, 87K]) and 5 intermediate proteins (170K
[NTBM+VPg+Pro+Pol], 112K [VPg+Pro+Pol], 110K [Pro+Pol], 60K [NTBM+VPg],
84K [NTBM+VPg+Pro]) (Pouwels et al., 2002a). The Co-Pro is a hydrophobic protein
functioning as a cofactor during cleavage of the RNA2 encoded polyprotein precursor
(Peter et al., 1992). The Co-Pro is also involved in the regulation of RNA1 polyprotein
processing as well as targeting the replication proteins to host membranes where viral
RNA replication takes place (Peter et al., 1992; Carette et al., 2002a). When individually
expressed from a Tobacco rattle virus (TRV) expression vector, the Co-Pro induced
necrotic lesions in the inoculated Nicotiana benthamiana leaves, suggesting that it is a
cytotoxic protein (Carette et al., 2002b). The 58K protein has been designated NTBM,
based on the fact that it contains a Walker nucleotide-binding motif, which is
characteristic of viral RNA helicases (Gorbalenya et al., 1990). Mutation in the NTBM
debilitated its binding capacity to ATP, and as a consequence viral RNAs were not able
to replicate in cowpea protoplasts (Peters et al., 1994). The 60K [NTBM+VPg] protein
also interacts with three host proteins upon transient expression, two of which are
homologs of the VAP family of SNARE-like proteins of animals and they are associated
with ER membranes. Another protein, which interacted with the 60K in the yeast two-
hybrid system, is the translation elongation factor eEF-1β, a putative component of the
replication complex of positive sense RNA viruses (Carette et al., 2002c). The 60K
protein (NBTM+VPg) was shown to induce the formation of small membranous
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structures in both plant and insect cells by using the TRV and baculovirus expression
systems, respectively (Carette et al., 2002; van Bokhoven et al., 1992). The VPg of
CPMV contains 28 amino acids and is covalently linked to the 5’-termini of both positive
and negative strands of the viral RNAs. It was proposed that VPg may prime viral RNA
transcription (Lomonossoff et al., 1985; Pouwels et al., 2002a). The 24K protein is a
member of the trypsin-like family of serine proteases and the major player in processing
of both RNA1 and RNA2 encoded polyproteins (Verver et al., 1987; Dessens and
Lomonossoff, 1991). Although the C-terminal 87K protein has an RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase domain, it was proposed that the 110-kDa protein (87K+24K) is the
polymerase because it is the only viral protein found in associated with purified viral
replication complex (Eggen et al., 1988).
       Depending on which start codon (AUG at positions 161 to 163 or positions 512 to
514) is used, RNA2 can be translated into either a 105K or 95K polyprotein (Rezelman et
al., 1989). RNA2 polyproteins are processed into 4 mature proteins (from 5’ to 3’: CR
[cofactor of RNA2 replication, 58K], MP [movement protein], LCP [large coat protein]
and SCP [small coat protein]) and one intermediate protein (60K [LCP+CP]) (Pouwels et
al., 2002a). The CR is the protein translated from the first start codon in RNA2 and is
carboxy coterminal with the MP. The N-terminal region of CR (58K) is tightly associated
with CPMV RNA2 replication. It was suggested that the N-terminal region of the CR
may target RNA2 to the replication complex (van Bokhoven et al., 1993a). The MP of
CPMV is capable of inducing the formation of tubular structures, which are deposited
into the cell walls at the site where viral particles move from cell-to-cell (Wellink et al.,
1993; Pouwels et al., 2002b). Using wild type and mutant forms of MP, Carvalho et al.
(2003) showed that the MP binds to intact viral particles and specifically to the LCP. The
MP is able to bind to rGTP and ssRNA in vitro (Carvalho et al., 2004), and mutational
analysis further demonstrated that GTP binding is critical in targeted transport of the MP.
The MP is divided into two regions based on their functions. The N-terminal region (1-
313) is responsible for the formation of the tubular structures, which protrude from the
virus infected cells to the neighboring cells, whereas the C-terminal region (314-331) is
required for targeting virus particles to tubules (Lekkerkerker et al., 1996). The LCP is
able to bind to MP in vitro, but the significance of this interaction is not clear (Carvalho
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et al., 2003). Notably, the LCP and SCP can form virus-like particles when expressed
separately in insect cells or protoplasts (Wellink et al., 1996, Shank and Lomonossoff,
2000), suggesting that host proteins are not required for virion assembly.
        Remarkably, it is not known which of the CPMV genes may serve as the
determinants of symptom severity in infected plants even though almost every gene has
been studied extensively. The symptoms expressed in diseased plants are of the greatest
concern for growers because they are highly correlated with yield reduction. In the case
of RCMV, it was shown that both RNA1 and RNA2 contribute to symptom severity in
Pisum sativum (Oxelfelt et al., 1992). However, which gene in RNA1 and RNA2
specifies symptom severity remains unknown. It is thus important to investigate further
the symptom determinants in comoviruses
        Like CPMV, RNA1 of all comoviruses so far sequenced  also encodes 5 mature
proteins (Di et al., 1999). Comparison of RNA1 encoded proteins of 4 species in the
genus Comovirus indicates that the sizes of the individual proteins are very close to their
corresponding proteins of other comoviruses (Di et al., 1999). The percentage
identities/similarities scores of the deduced amino acid sequences of the mature proteins
between comoviruses vary from 27.5/39.3% to 75.0/89.3%. The corresponding similarity
scores of RNA2- encoded proteins range from 21.1 to 56.7% (Haudenshield and
Palukaitis, 1998).
Replication of comovirus RNA
        The RNA1 of CPMV is capable of self replication in cowpea protoplasts in the
absence of RNA2 (Goldbach et al., 1980). In contrast, replication of RNA2 is dependent
on RNA1-encoded proteins (van Bokhoven, 1993b). CPMV infection induces a
cytopathological structure containing small membranous vesicles in cowpea cells (De
Zoeten et al., 1974). It has been proposed that replication of positive-strand RNA viruses
is associated with intracellular membranes (Buck, 1996). The notion that CPMV
replication takes place in association with host membranes is further supported by the
fact the RdRp activity of CPMV is associated with the crude membrane fraction of
infected cowpea plants (Eggen et al., 1988). In the GFP transgenic N. benthamiana
plants, GFP binds to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the Golgi membrane (Haseloff
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et al., 1997; Carette et al., 2000). By using the transgenic plants, Carette and coworkers
(2000) found that CPMV infection elicited a massive proliferation of the ER, which in
turn resulted in the production of small membranous vesicles where viral RNA replicates.
In contrast, the Golgi membranes remain intact. These results were confirmed by
fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) assays. CPMV plus-strand RNA is localized in
multiple small membrane vesicles distributed throughout the cytoplasm 12 hours post
infection. These small bodies merge into large membranous vesicles that are detected
adjacent to the nucleus (Carette et al., 2002a). It was further shown that CPMV RNA
colocalized with viral replication complex, suggesting that virus replication takes place in
the membrane sites. CPMV replication is blocked by an inhibitor of lipid synthesis,
implying an inter- connection between lipid biosynthesis and the proliferation of the
membranes (Carette et al., 2000).
        Proliferation of the ER membranes induced by individually expressed Co-pro or
60K (58Kl+VPg) resembles that elicited by CPMV infection (Carette et al., 2002b). It
was proposed that the Co-pro and 60K target the replication complex to ER membranes
at the beginning. As a result, interaction between the viral-encoded proteins and ER
membranes leads to rearrangement of ER membranes and formation of the small
membranous structure in plant cells. Accordingly, Pouwels et al. (2002a) proposed a
model about the formation of CPMV replication sites. Upon infection of plant cells by
CPMV, the RNA1 encoded polyprotein is processed to the Co-pro (32K) and 170K
proteins. Interaction between Co-pro and 60K (Hel+VPg) domain in the 170K prevents
further proteolytic cleavage of the 170K. The localization signal in the Co-pro guides the
Co-pro/170K complex to ER membranes, from where the 170K is further processed to
either NTBM (58K) and 112K (VPg+Pro+Pol) or 60K and 110K (Pro+Pol). Meanwhile,
the NTBM or 60K is inserted into the ER membrane. As a consequence, the replication
complex binds to the ER membrane. The VPg released from either 60K or 112K may link
to viral RNAs shortly. The interaction between Co-pro/NTBM (or 60K) and membranes
triggers lipid biosynthesis and proliferation of ER membranes, which further compart-
mentalizes the viral RNAs and provides more spaces for RNA replication.
        However, how the viral RNAs bind to the replication complex remains a mystery,
and it is also not known how the Co-pro/NTBM induces the proliferation of the ER
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membranes.  Furthermore, no information on the replication of other comoviruses is
presently available.
Movement of comoviruses
        Following replication, viral RNAs are assembled into virus particles in the
cytoplasm. Carette and coworkers (2002a) have shown that viral RNAs accumulate in
membranous vesicles adjacent to the nucleus 36 hours post infection. Virus particles, on
the other hand, have been shown, based on immunodetection, to accumulate at the
periphery of the plasma membranes in the protoplasts. The results suggest that viral
assembly may take place in the peripheral structures. However, it is more likely that the
viral RNAs are encapsidated at the sites where RNAs are replicated and translated and
the virions are then transported to the cell periphery (Carette et al., 2002a). The latter
proposal is supported by the evidence that the capsid proteins can assemble into virus-
like particles when expressed in insect and protoplast cells (Wellink et al., 1996; Shank
and Lomonossoff, 2000). Present evidence suggests that no other viral proteins are
required for capsid assembly. How the virions travel from the assembly site to the cell
periphery remains uncertain.
        CPMV moves from cell-to-cell in the form of viral particles via tubular structures
that are pierced through the cell wall. It was shown that tubules containing a single row
of virions were produced in plant cells upon infection by CPMV (van Lent et al., 1990).
Mutation analysis indicates that the MP of CPMV is the only viral protein required for
tubule formation (Kasteel et al. 1993; Wellink et al., 1993). In addition, mutations in the
central region of CPMV MP abolish virus ability to induce tubular structures and
therefore mutant virions are unable to move from cell-to-cell (Bertens et al., 2000).
Expression of MP using a baculovirus vector also induces the formation of similar
tubular structures in the insect cell surface (Kasteel et al., 1996). Taken together, these
results suggest that either host components are not necessary for forming tubules or that
they are highly conserved between plants and animals.
        It is not clear how the virion-containing tubules are formed. However, it is certain
that both cytoskeleton and the secretory pathway are not necessary in the assembly of
those tubular structures because inhibitors of cytoskeleton and secretory pathway cannot
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block tubule formation induced by CPMV inoculation (Pouwels et al., 2002a). And also,
intact plasmodesmata are not essential since the tubular structures, which resemble that
induced by virus infection in plant cells, protruding from the cell surface to medium were
observed in the protoplast and insect cells in the presence of CPMV movement protein
(Carvalho et al., 2003; Kasteel et al., 1996; ven Lent et al., 1991). Immuno-electron
microscopy observation indicates that the CPMV MP is a main ingredient of the tubules
(van Lent et al., 1990). Similarly, when the MP fused to GFP (MPfGFP) was expressed,
it was observed that the MP accumulated in the peripheral punctate structures and in the
long tubules protruding from the protoplast cell surface (Pouwels et al., 2002c).  Pouwels
and associates (2003) identified the distinct steps during tubule formation by mutational
analysis of MP. The C-terminal deletion (deletion of amino acids 252-331) of MP results
in that the mutant MPfGFP accumulated mostly in the plasma membrane and rarely in
peripheral punctate structure. In contrast, fluorescence from mutant MPfGFP is observed
mainly in peripheral punctate structures and in some protoplast cells when protoplast are
infected with a MP mutant virus (deletion of amino acids 277-331). Another mutation of
MP (deletion of amino acids 297-331) corresponds to mutant MPfGFP accumulates in
peripheral punctate structures and occasionally in short tubular structures.  The results
suggest that MP may move to and accumulate in the plasma membranes in an early stage
and gather to the punctate structure where the tubules are assembled later. MP mutations
further demonstrate that tubular structures disperse and virions are released in the
neighboring cells (Pouwels et al., 2003). Taken together, a working model about CPMV
cell-to-cell movement is proposed as follows (Poulwels et al., 2002a; Poulsels et al.,
2003): A proportion of MP binds virus particles at viral RNA replication/virion assembly
sites and guides the MP-virion complex to plasma membranes without participation of
cytoskeleton and secretory pathway (Carvalho et al., 2003). On the other hand, the
majority of MP or GTP binding MP diffuses to the cell periphery and are targeted to
plasma membranes (Pouwels et al., 2002b). In the plasma membranes, MP and MP-virion
complex accumulate via interaction with membrane residing proteins. Tubules initiated in
punctate structure form within plasmodesmata through polymerization of MP and MP-
virion complex, thereby encaging virus particles (Pouwels et al., 2002a). The growing
tubules replace the desmotubules within the plasmodesmata and eventually extend to the
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neighboring cells where the tubular structures are disassembled and the virions released.
Subsequently, the neighboring cells are infected (Pouwels et al., 2003). Hydrolysis of the
MP-binding GTP may provide energy to the whole event (Carvalho et al., 2004).
        Silva and colleagues (2002) reported that vascular movement of CPMV is through
phloem of the cowpea plant. By using GFP-expressing recombinant virus, it was
illustrated that CPMV invade both major and minor veins of the inoculated leaves.
However, it is only unloaded from major veins. CPMV is able to replicate in all types of
vascular cells except companion cell (CC) and sieve cell (SC). CPMV move from phloem
parenchyma cell to CC and from CC to SC in a way other than through tubules because
those structures are absent in the plasmodesmata connecting those cells (Silva et al.,
2002). The detail of CPMV vascular movement is still enigmatic.
Transmission of comoviruses by vectors
        Most comoviruses are transmitted by leaf feeding beetles in the families
Chrysomelidea, Coccinellidae, Curculionidea or Meloidae, except GMV, PMiMV and
UVC whose beetle vectors have not been identified (Gergerich and Scott, 1996). Beetles
are able to transmit comoviruses immediately after feeding on infected plants, although
prolonged feeding indeed increases transmission frequency. Bean leaf beetle (Cerotoma
trifurcata), the vector of BPMV, can transmit virus after a single bite of an infected
soybean plant (Pitre and Patel, 1975). The virus acquisition/inoculation access periods of
C. ruficornis of less than 5 min/ 1hr have been documented for CPSMV (Gergerich and
Scott, 1996). Comoviruses do not replicate in their beetle vectors (Hull, 2001).
Furthermore, a latent period is not necessary for the transmission of comoviruses. The
retention time during which a beetle can transmit a virus following feeding acquisition
varies from 1 to 10 days among different beetles species. Virus retention time as long as
several months has been observed in preliminary reports for SqMV and BPMV in the
overwintering beetles (Gergerich and Scott, 1996). The efficiency of comovirus
transmission is highly related with the species of beetle vector and the species of host
plant. For instance, BRMV is transmitted by C. ruficornis at a frequency close to 80%. In
contrast, the transmission frequencies of Diabrotica balteata and D. adelpha are only
20% and 10%, respectively (Gergerich and Scott, 1996).
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Seed transmission
        Seed transmission has been documented for 6 members in the genus Comovirus, and
the transmission frequencies range from 1% to 90% (Hull, 2001). Embryo infection by
comoviruses derives either from the pollen or the ovule. Seedling infections of SqMV
and BBMTV from ovule have been reported. In addition, BBMV was able to infect the
seeding through either the virus-containing pollen or ovule (Gergerich and Scott, 1996).
The transmission frequency of BPMV through seeds is as low as 0.1%, suggesting that
the seed transmission might come from seed coat contamination by this virus (Giesler et
al., 2002). Seed transmission plays an important role in the epidemiology of
comoviruses. Low percentage of infected seedlings resulting from seed infection will be
augmented after secondary spread by a large number and efficient beetles, thereby
causing significant yield reductions (Gergerich and Scott, 1996).
Diversity of the genus Comovirus
        Based on experimental and diagnostic host reactions and/or serological assays, ten
species in the genus Comovirus have been reported to contain more than one strain
(Lomonossoff, 2001, Valverde and Fulton, 1996). In contrast, only one strain was
identified in BBTMV, GMV, PMiMV, QPMV and UVC. SqMV contains 6 biotypes
based on host range as well as symptomatology. The biotypes are classified into two
serological groups by agar double-diffusion serological tests (Nelson and Knuhtsen,
1973). Diversity of SqMV isolates collected in the United States was further investigated
by nucleotide sequencing and Northern blot hybridization analysis of RNA2. The results
indicate that SqMV has at least two subgroups (Haudenshield and Palukaitis, 1998). One
isolate of SqMV collected from Japan (Y-SqMV) was sequenced recently (Han et al.,
2002). Sequence comparison among isolatesof SqMV suggests that the isolates Y may
belong to a distinct subgroup of strains. In the case of RCMV, cDNA clones of strains O
and S were generated and those c-DNAs were used to make probes. The results from the
Northern blot hybridization indicated the existence of two subgroups of strains as well as
pseudo-recombinants between them (Oxelfelt et al., 1992).
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        Complete nucleotide sequences of 6 species in the genus Comovirus have been
reported (Lomonossoff, 2001). However sequence diversity within species other than
SqMV has not been studied extensively although yield reductions caused by different
isolates vary significantly. Sequence comparisons and molecular genetic analysis of
different strains are needed to extend our knowledge about host range, symptomatology
and serology, properties that are used to differentiate strains within species.
Cross-protection
         Cross-protection among three isolates of SqMV has previously been reported. In
contrast, SqMV was unable to protect against infection with tobacco ringspot nepovirus,
cucumber mosaic cucumovirus and watermelon mosaic 2 potyvirus (Demski, 1969).
Cross-protection was also demonstrated between two isolates of RCMV. Attempts to
demonstrate cross-protection between two different members of the genus Comovirus,
BBSV and BBTMV were not successful. However, incomplete protection was observed
between BBMV and RCMV (Valverde and Fulton, 1996). All these studies were
conducted in the 60s and 70s at a time when the general knowledge about viruses was
limited. With more and more comoviruses characterized at the molecular level, it may
now be possible to gain an understanding of the mechanisms underlying cross-protection.
Research objectives and outline
      The major objectives of my research are to:
1. decipher the genetic diversity among natural isolates of Bean pod mottle virus;
2. identify the viral genes responsible for symptom severity; and
3. investigate whether cross protection can be exploited as a disease management
strategy and elucidate the mechanism underlying cross-protection.
The information generated in this study should be useful to the understanding of
BPMV-host interaction.
      In Chapter II , the complete nucleotide sequences of the genomic RNAs of two
strains of BPMV are reported. The sequences are compared with those previously
reported for BPMV strain K-G7 and other comoviruses. In Chapter III, I describe the
results of my studies on the diversity among natural isolates of BPMV, which
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demonstrate the presence of at least two distinct subgroups of strains. In Chapter IV,
cross-protection among isolates of BPMV is investigated and the possible mechanisms
are discussed. In Chapter V, I describe the isolation and molecular characterization of a
novel diploid reassortant of BPMV that induces very severe symptoms in soybean. The
diploid reassortant contains two types of RNA1 and one type of RNA2. In chapter VI, I
describe the production of full-length cDNA clones from which infectious transcripts can
be generated and present evidence that the Co-pro and Hel coding regions are symptom
severity determinants
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                                                       Chapter II
                Complete nucleotide sequences of two strains of BPMV:
Sequence comparisons and evolutionary relationships to other Comoviruses
                                                         Introduction
        Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) is a member of the genus Comovirus in the family
Comoviridae (Goldbach, et al., 1995). Like other comoviruses, BPMV has a bipartite
positive-strand RNA genome consisting of RNA-1 and RNA-2, which are separately
encapsidated in isometric particles 28 nm in diameter. The genus Comovirus includes 15
approved members (Lomonosssoff and Ghabrial 2001).  Of these, the complete
nucleotide sequences of BPMV K-G7 (Di, et al., 1999; MacFarlane, et al., 1991),
Cowpea mosaic virus (CPMV, Lomonossoff and Shanks, 1983; van Wezenbeek et al.,
1983), Cowpea severe mosaic virus (CPSMV, Chen and Bruening, 1992a, b), Radish
mosaic virus (RCMV, Shanks and Lomonossoff, 1992; Shanks et al., 1986), and Squash
mosaic virus (SqMV, Han et al., 2002) have been reported. The sequences of RNA2 and
RdRp gene of Andean potato mottle virus (APMoV) have also been published (Shindo et
al., 1993; Krengiel et al., 1993).
      Symptoms induced by various isolates of BPMV vary from mild, moderate to severe.
The strain K-G7 induces mild symptoms and its genome sequence was reported earlier
(Di, et al., 1999; MacFarlane, et al., 1991). In this chapter, I report the complete
nucleotide sequences and deduced amino acid sequences of two strains of BPMV, of
which K-Ho1 induces severe symptoms and K-Ha1 elicits mild symptoms in soybean
plants. Sequence comparisons to the previously characterized BPMV strain K-G7
(MacFarlane et al., 1991; Di et al., 1999) as well as to other comoviruses are made.
                                      Materials and Methods
cDNA synthesis and cloning
        The BPMV isolates, K-Ho1 and K-Ha1, were collected from Kentucky and
maitained in soybean plant (cv. Essex) in green house. Viral RNAs were extracted from
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purified virions according the procedures of Peden and Symons (1973). RNA1 and
RNA2 were purified from low-melting agrose following electrophoretic separation of the
viral RNAs. cDNA synthesis was carried out using the SuperScript choice system
(Gibco-BRL). First strand cDNA synthesis was primed with oligo(dT)12-18 primers.
Following addition of EcoRI adapters to the ends of the double stranded cDNA, it was
ligated into EcoRI-linearized pGEM 3ZF(+) vector (Promega).
 Sequence analysis
         Multiple independent cDNA clones containing large inserts were selected and used
for sequencing. Universal M13 and gene-specific sequencing primers were used to
sequence both K-Ho1 and K-Ha1. M13 forward and reverse primers were used to
sequence the 5’ and 3’ terminal nucleotides of the selected cDNA clones and primers
based the generated sequences were synthesized for subsequent sequencing (Tables 2.1
and 2.2). The longest cDNA clones missing nucleotides 1-23 were cloned into pGem-
Teasy vector (Promega) using the 5' RACE kit. All sequencing was carried out by the
dideoxy-termination sequencing using the Rhodamine-Terminator sequencing kit (ABI)
and an ABI310 automated sequencer.  The complete nucleotide sequences of the genomic
RNAs from isolates K-Ha1 and K-Ho1 have been deposited in the GenBank (see Chapter
III for the GenBank accession numbers). Sequence analysis was performed using the
GAP, PILEUP and PRETTY programs of the University of Wisconsin GCG software
package (Genetics Computer Group, Inc, Madison, WI). Phylogenetic trees were created
using the neighbor-jointing method, as implemented in the PAUP program 4.0b 2a PPC
(Swofford, 2000).
                                                   Results and discussion
Sequence analysis of two strains of BPMV
        The complete nucleotide sequences of K-G7 RNA1 and RNA2 have been reported
(Di et al., 1999; MacFarlane et al., 1991). To decipher the diversity among isolates of
BPMV, multiple cDNA clones representing the entire lengths of the genomic RNAs of
two other strains, K-Ho1 and K-Ha1, were sequenced (Figure 2.1-2.4). At least three
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clones were used to sequence each nucleotide.  The lengths of the coding and noncoding
regions of RNA1 and RNA2 were compared with the corresponding regions of strain K-
G7 as well as with other comoviruses (Tables 2.3 and 2.4).  The percentage nucleotide
and deduced amino acid sequence identity of RNA1 and RNA2 between BPMV strains is
shown in Figure 2.5. Alignment of the 5’-UTR of RNA1 and RNA2 showed that they
share extended regions of sequence identity (Figure 2.11).  Percentage sequence identity
and similarity of the individual mature proteins encoded by RNA1 and RNA2 between
BPMV strains and other comoviruses are shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.10, respectively.
Phylogenetic analyses of comovirus RNA1 and RNA2 encoded polyproteins and mature
proteins was performed using the neighbor-joining method.  The resulting consensus
trees of 1000 bootstrap replicates are separately shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.9.
RNA1 and RNA1 encoded proteins
         K-Ho1 RNA1 is 5986 nucleotides in length excluding the poly (A) tail (Figure 2.1).
The complete nucleotide sequence of K-Ha1 RNA1 is 5989 in length (Figure 2.3).
Similar to BPMV strain K-G7 as well as other members of the genus Comovirus,
sequence analysis of RNA1 of either K-Ho1 and K-Ha1 revealed the presence of a single
open reading frame (ORF). The K-Ho1 ORF is predicted to initiate at the AUG at
nucleotide positions 367 to 370 and to terminate at the UAG at nucleotide positions 5920
to 5922. The K-Ho1 ORF encodes a polyprotein of 1851 amino acids with calculated
molecular mass of 209,491 Da. It is one amino acid longer than that of K-G7 (Di, et al.,
1999). The RNA1 ORF of K-Ha1 is predicted to initiate at the AUG at nucleotide
positions 370 to 373 and to terminate at the UAG at nucleotide positions 5923-5925. The
RNA1 ORF codes for a polyprotein with calculated molecular mass of 209,309 Da. The
sequence context (ACAACAUGAA) surrounding the start codon in the RNA1 ORFs of
K-Ho1 and K-Ha1 RNA1 are identical to those of K-G7. It is not in optimal context
(AACAAUGGC) for plant mRNA ( Lütcke, 1987). Sequence comparisons indicated that
K-Ho1 RNA1 share very high nucleotide and amino acid sequence identities with K-G7
RNA1 (98.1% and 98.0%, respectively; Figure 2.5A). The percentage of nucleotide
sequence identity scores between K-Ha1 and K-Ho1 or between K-Ha1 and K-G7 RNA1
were similar (85.9% and 85.5%, respectively).  Relatively higher identity scores,
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however, were obtained for the deduced amino acid sequences (95.9% and 97.3%,
respectively). These results are consistent with those of slot blot hybridization, which
placed K-Ho1 RNA1 and K-G7 RNA1 in subgroup I and K-Ha1 in subgroup II (Gu, et
al., 2002).
        In order to demonstrate the relationship among BPMV strains and other members of
the genus Comovirus, the percentage deduced amino acid identity/similarity between the
individual proteins encoded by RNA1 were generated by the GAP program in the
UWGCG package. Phylogenetic trees were also constructed based multiple alignments of
the amino acid sequences of the RNA-encoded polyproteins and mature proteins. All five
proteins encoded by RNA1s of K-Ho1 and K-Ha1 were of similar sizes to those encoded
by K-G7 RNA1 except that the RdRps from K-Ho1 and K-Ha1 have one more amino
acid residue than that of K-G7. With the exception of VPg, the sizes of the other four
mature proteins varied among the different species in the genus Comovirus.
     The percentage amino acid sequence identities/similarities of the Co-pro between
BPMV strains in the same subgroup (99.7/99.7%) are higher than those between strains
in different subgroups (96.7/97.7%). In contrast, the percentage identities/similarities of
the Co-pro between different species in the genus Comovirus are significantly lower
(23.3-39.2%/39.2-52.0%; Figure 2.7). The lowest identities/similarities scores of Co-pro
were between RCMV and SqMV, whereas the highest interspecific scores were between
BPMV (strain K-Ha1) and CPSMV. The percentage amino acid sequence
identities/similarities of the helicase between strains of BPMV are also very high, ranging
from 96.0/97.8% to 98.8/99.0%; whereas the interspecific identities/ similarities scores
are low and vary from 39.6/49.7% to 52.6/62.9%. Sequence comparisons of the Co-pro
and Hel indicated that K-G7 and K-Ho1 are more similar to each other than either is to
K-Ha1. These results support the conclusion that BPMV is more closely related to
CPSMV than to other comoviruses.  Likewise, CPMV is more closely related to RCMV
than to other members of comovirus (Di et al., 1999). The VPg is composed of 28 amino
acid residues and is the most conserved protein of comoviruses.  Fifteen out of 28 amino
acid residues are identical (Figure 2.8A) among all comoviruses sequenced so far. The
amino acid sequence VPg is identical among all BPMV strains.
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         Interestingly, it was found that the highest amino acid sequence similarity/identity
scores of the protease is between strains K-Ho1 (subgroup I) and K-Ha1 (subgroup II)
instead of between members of the same strain subgroup (Figure 4.7). Similar
observations were also made in comparisons of the RdRp sequence among BPMV
strains. The percentage identities/similarities scores of protease between different
comoviruses range from 43.8/54.8% to 54.8/63.5%. The catalytic triad of CPMV
protease, His 40, Glu76 and Cys166, was also found be absolutely conserved in the
proteases of all three strains of BPMV as well as of other comoviruses (Dessens, et al.,
1991; Di, et al., Figure 2.8 B).  Sequence alignments indicated that the repeated Cys-Trp-
Asp tripeptide in the protease of CPMV and RCMV show variation in one amino acid
position in one repeat or another in BMPV, SqMV and CPSMV. Differences between
BPMV (strain K-G7) and CPMV in the amino acids comprising the substrate-binding
pocket of the protease reported by Di, et al. (1999) were also found in the other two
strains of BPMV and SqMV (Figure 2.8. B).  Comparisons of deduced amino acid
sequences of comovirus RdRps demonstrated that RdRp is the second most conserved
protein encoded by comovirus genomes. The highest interspecific identity/similarity
scores of RdRp are between CPMV and RCMV (61.6/69.2%). In contrast, the lowest
interspecific identity/similarity scores (49.3/57.9%) are between APMoV to CPSMV.
        The results from protein sequence comparisons are in agreement with those inferred
from phylogenetic analysis (Figure 2.6). In the phylogenic trees generated based on the
complete polyprotein sequences, BPMV was shown to cluster with CPSMV, whereas
CPMV clusters with RCMV (Figure 4.6A, Di et al., 1999). In addition, the BPMV strains
K-Ho1 and K-G7 were found to be more closely related to each other than either one to
K-Ha1. These same conclusions can also inferred from phylogenetic analysis of the Co-
pro and Hel proteins. In contrast, phylogenetic trees created using VPg, protease and
RdRp varied slightly from those generated based on the complete polyprotein sequences.
CPSMV did not cluster with any of the other comoviruses when comovirus protease
sequences were subjected to phylogenic analysis (Figure 2.6 E). Apparently, APMoV is
distantly related to other comoviruses sequenced as far as can be inferred from the
phylogenetic analysis of comovirus RdRp.
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RNA2 and RNA2-encoded proteins
        The complete nucleotide sequences of RNA2s of K-Ho1 and K-Ha1 are shown in
Figure 2.2 and 2.4, respectively. The RNA2 of K-Ho1 consists of 3674 nucleotides, and it
is one and twelve nucleotides longer than those of K-Ha1 and K-G7 RNA2, respectively.
It was proposed that the translation of CPMV produces two carboxy coterminal
polyproteins depending on which start codon is used (Holness, 1989). The ORFs of K-
Ho1 or K-Ha1 RNA2s code for two large polyproteins, the larger of which have
molecular masses of 113,508 and 113,517 Da, respectively. The larger RNA2 ORF in
both K-Ho1 and K-Ha1 is predicted to initiate translation at the AUG at nucleotide
positions 467 to 469 and to terminate at the UGA at nucleotide positions 3521 to 3523.
The smaller ORFs are predicted to start at the AUG at nucleotide positions 773 to 775
and to terminate at the same UGA as the larger ORF. The second in-frame AUGs of K-
Ha1 and K-Ho1 RNA2, like that of K-G7, are in optimal sequence contexts
(GAAAGAUGGA) for plant mRNA (MacFarlane, et al., 1991). Nucleotide sequence
alignment of RNA2 of BPMV strains showed that the RNA2s of strains K-Ho1 and K-
Ha1 have the highest percentage sequence identity (98.8%). The percentage nucleotide
sequence identities of RNA2 between K-G7 and K-Ho1 or K-G7 and K-Ha1 are 87.25
and 86.9%, respectively (Figure 2.5). These results are in good agreement with those of
slot blot hybridization analysis, which placed K-Ho1 and K-Ha1 RNA2s in the same
subgroup (II) and placed K-G7 RNA2 in a separate subgroup (subgroup I).
        The sizes of the mature proteins encoded by BPMV RNA2, CR, MP, LCP and SCP,
are 466, 364, 374 and 198 amino acid residues, respectively (Figure 2.2 and 2.4). Values
for percentage of deduced amino acid sequence identities/similarities of the three proteins
CR, LCP and SCP between BPMV strains and other comovirus, as determined by the
GAP program, are shown in Figure 2.10. Since the coding region of MP is in frame with
that of CR, the inter- and intraspecific identities and similarities scores were very similar
to those of CR and thus were not included here. The values for percentage
identities/similarities of CR were highest (>94.6/96.4%) between strains of BPMV with
values as high as of 99.3/99.3% determined between the RNA2s of strains K-Ha1 and K-
Ho1 (both RNA2s belong to subgroup II). Pair-wise alignments of other mature proteins
encoded by BPMV RNA2 yielded similar results. Significant differences, however, were
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observed when comparing the percentage amino acid sequence identities/similarities of
CR between BPMV and other comoviruses. Pair-wise sequence alignments indicated that
BPMV is most closely related to CPSMV (percentage identity/similarity of 42.0-
42.8/52.4-52.9%).  The lowest percentage identity score of CR (28.6%.) was obtained
between APMoV and CPMV. These results are consistent with those of Haudenshield
and Palukaitis (1998). It is noteworthy that the percentage amino acid sequence
identities/similarities scores of LCP between BPMV strains are very close to each other,
ranging from 98.9 to 99.7%. Based on identities/similarities scores of LCP between
BPMV and other comoviruses, BPMV is most closely related to RCMV, but not CPSMV
as is the case with other BPMV proteins. The lowest percentage identities/similarities
scores of LCP between comoviruses were obtained between APMoV and CPSMV
(30.3/42.9%). Pair-wise sequence alignments of SCP from BPMV strains K-Ho1 and K-
Ha1 indicated that they are identical. Whereas, the percentage identity/similarity scores
of SCP between BPMV subgroups I and II strains were 95% and 98%, respectively, the
corresponding values of SCP between APMoV and RCMV (28.7%/36.2%) were the
lowest among comoviruses. In this regard, the highest interspecific scores were obtained
between CPMV and RCMV (49%; Figure 2.10).
        The sequence comparison results were confirmed by phylogenetic analysis of
comovirus RNA2-encoded polyproteins and individual mature proteins. The phylogenetic
trees created by using the complete polyprotein sequences as well as sequences of the
individual mature protein were essentially indistinguishable expect for that of SCP.
Within BPMV, strain K-Ho1 RNA2 (subgroup II) is most closely related to K-Ha1
RNA2 (subgroup II) and the two cluster with strain K-G7 RNA2 (subgroup I). Among
the comoviruses, BPMV is most closely related to CPSMV. On the other hand, APMoV
is distantly related to other comovirues (Figure 2.10; Haudenshield and Palukaitis, 1998).
5’ and 3’ UTR
        Sequencing data demonstrated that the lengths of the 5’- and 3’- UTRs of RNA1s
and RNA2s are similar among BPMV strains. In comparing the 5’-UTRs of BPMV
RNA1 and RNA2, it was found that the 5’ UTRs of RNA2 are about 100 nucleotides
longer compared to those of RNA1. Interestingly, the 5’ UTRs of RNA1 and RNA2 were
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found to share extended regions of sequence identity (Figure 2.11).  Only one out of the
first 5'-terminal 91 nucleotides is different in the 5’ UTRs in the BPMV genomic RNAs.
This characteristic has also been reported for RCMV and some nepoviruses (Shank and
Lomonossoff, 1992; Greif et al., 1988; Ritzenthaler et al., 1991; Rott et al., 1991). The
lengths of the 3’ UTRs in BPMV RNA2s are twice as large as those of RNA1s. No
highly conserved regions were found upstream of the poly(A) tail, with the exception of
the putative polyadenylation signal (AAUAAA).
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Table 2.1. Primers used in K-Ho1 cDNA sequencing.
     Name                                                 5’→3’                                     Position
___________________________________________________________________
1. Forward primer for RNA1 cDNA
    BH-RNA1-5’                  TACTGAAGTCCTCGCTCGTTTG         475-496
    2BM-RNA1-5'                TGCATTTTGGCTAGCTCC                    1034-1051
    4HOPKINS-RNA1-5’    TGAAGGCTTACATGTCGC                   1569-1586
    5HOPKINS-RNA1-5’    AACATGGCTGGTTTGGAG                   2021-2038
    6HOPKINS-RNA1-5’    TGAACAAGGAAGGCGAGTG               2526-2544
2. Reverse primer for RNA1 cDNA
    BH-RNA1-3’                  TCCAAGCAGTAGTAGGTAAAC          5652-5672
    2BM-RNA1-3'                TCACACTCTGACAACTTTC                 5091-5109
    4HOPKINS-RNA1-3      ATTCCAACTTGGCAACTC                   4537-4554
    5HOPKINS-RNA1-3      TATCCTTCATGCTCTGTGC                  3990-4008
             6HOPKINS-RNA1-3      AGAAAAGGTCCCAAGCAG                 3435-3452
             HOP-RNA1-GSP1          CAGACGAGGATTACACT                     501-507
             HOP-RNA1-GSP2          GCATCTAACCTATTGGCTGTCTCA    424-447
         3. Forward primer for RNA2 cDNA
             BH-RNA2-5'                  TAGGACTTCGTGGGTAGAC                  350-368
             2BH-RNA2-5'                TCCTGCTGTTGACAAGTTG                   874-892
             4HOPKINS-RNA2-5’   AGATCTCGCAATGGTTAAAG               1399-1418
       4. Reverse primer for RNA2 cDNA
            BH-RNA2-3'                    ACTGTAGACTGTTTGGGATTG            3382-3402
            2BH-RNA2-3'                  ACCTGGTATTGTAGACACTGAAC      2802-2824
            4HOPKINS-RNA2-3       TGTAACCTGAACATCCTGC                 2287-2305
            HAN-RNA2-GSP1          GCAGGAATGCCTCTAT                         789-804
            HOP-RNA2-GSP2           ACAGATGCCACCTAATGTAATGC     592-614
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Table 2.2. Primers used in K-Ha1 cDNA sequencing.
     Name                                           5’→3’                                                        Positions
1. Forward primer for RNA1 cDNA
    HAN-RNA1-FOR-2nd    TGTGGCTGTGAAGAGGATACTGAAG             461-485
    HAN-RNA1-FOR-3rd     TTGAAGAGGCTGCGAAGG                               969-986
    HAN-RNA1-FOR-4th     AGGAAACTTTTGGGATTGG                             1460-1478
    HAN-RNA1-FOR-5th     ATTTCAAGTGCTCCATACC                              2000-2018
    HAN-RNA1-FOR-6th     TCTCTGCTGGAAGGAAGGAC                          2490-2509
2. Reverse primer for RNA1 cDNA
   HAN-RNA1-REV-1st      TGCTTCTGAAGGTAATTGAC                           5598-5616
   HAN-RNA1-REV-2nd     AGAACCACTAAAGTAAGGC                            4996-5104
   HAN-RNA1-REV-3rd      TCCATAGGGAGAATAGTGAAGC                    4439-4470
   HAN-RNA1-REV-4th      TGTTCTGTGCCCACCAATC                              3984-4002
   HAN-RNA1-REV-5th      TCACTGTCCCAGCAAAAAAG                          3439-3468
   HAN-RNA1-GSP1          CGAGGGTTACATTGCT                                      501-506
   HAN-RNA1-GSP2          CCTCTTCACAGCCACAGGCAAAATA             452-476
3. Forward primer for RNA2 cDNA
   HAN-RNA1-FOR-2nd      TGTGGCTGTGAAGAGGATACTGAA              461-485
2BH-RNA2-5'                  TCCTGCTGTTGACAAGTTG                             874-892
4HOPKINS-RNA2-5’      AGATCTCGCAATGGTTAAAG                         1399-1418
4. Reverse primer for RNA2 cDNA
            HAN-RNA2-REV-1st      TCCCAGGAATGTGGTTCTG                             3261-3279
HAN-RNA2-REV-2nd     ACACCCATCAGCCAACAG                               2756-2773
4HOPKINS-RNA2-3      TGTAACCTGAACATCCTGC                             2287-2305
            HAN-RNA2-GSP1         GCAGGAATGCCTCTAT                                     789-804
            HAN-RNA2-GSP2         AACAACCAAAATGTCCAAATCTCT               530-553
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Table 2.3. Lengths of RNA1 coding and noncoding regions in comovirus.
Virus      5’UTR    Co-pro    Hel   VPg    Pro    RdRp   3’UTR  Full length   Reference
K-Ha1    370         924       1788     84       624     2133    63          5989         This study
K-Ho1    367        924        1788     84       624     2133    63          5986         This study
K-G7      367        924        1788     84       624     2130    63          5983         Di et al, 1999
CPMV    206        978        1779     84      624      2133    82          5889         Lomonossoff and
                                                                                                                         Shank, 1983
CPSMV   256       939        1785     84      630     2136    124         5957        Chen and Bruening,
                                                                                                                         1992a
RCMV     269       945       1800     84       624     2139   169         6033        Shank and
                                                                                                                         Lomonossoff, 1992
SqMV     235        936       1800     84       630      2133   53          5865        Han et al., 2002
Table 2.4. Lengths of RNA2 coding and noncoding regions in comovirus.
Virus        5’UTR       CR       LCP      SCP    3’UTR   Full length    Reference
K-Ha1       466         1338      1122      594       150       3763           This study
K-Ho1       466         1338      1122      594       150       3674           This study
K-G7         454         1338      1122      594       151       3662           MacFarlane et al., 1991
APMoV     193         1239     1461      591       484       3671           Shindo et al., 1993
CPMV       511         1377     1122      639       180       3481           van Wezenbeek et al., 1983
CPSMV     254         1299     1122      585       469       3732          Chen and Bruening, 1992b
RCMV       290         1218     1128      642       262       3543          Shank et al., 1986
SqMV        164         1353     1122      552       124       3354          Han et al., 2002
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UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCAUAGGUUGCCGCACCU 60
UAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUGAUUUCAAAGACUUCUCAAUUUCUCUCUAC 120
AUUUCUUGUAUACAGCUUUCAAAGUGAAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGUGCUGGUCACAGACUU 180
CGUGAAUCAUUUUCUUUCUGUUCUCAGUUCAUUUGCUGAACACUCUCCUAUUUGAUAUAG 240
GACUUCGUGUCAGAUUUGAACUUCUCCUAUCUUUCUUUCUCGGUUCUUCAUUUGAUUUCA 300
AAUUUCUCUGAAAUUUAAAUUUCUUUUGACAUUUUGAACUUUGUGUUGGCUCCAUUUGAA 360
           Co-pro
         M   K   F   Y   P   G   Q   N   I   S   E   I   V  13
AAACAAC  AUG AAG UUC UAU CCU GGU CAA AAU AUU UCU GAA AUU GUU 406
Y   H   F   Q   S   N   E   T   A   N   R   L   D   A   Y    28
UAC CAC UUU CAG AGU AAU GAG ACA GCC AAU AGG UUA GAU GCA UAU  451
F   A   C   G   C   E   E   D   T   E   V   L   A   R   L    43
UUU GCC UGU GGC UGU GAG GAG GAU ACU GAA GUC CUC GCU CGU UUG  496
K   Q   C   N   P   R   L   L   H   L   S   Y   A   A   F    58
AAG CAG UGU AAU CCU CGU CUG CUU CAU UUG UCA UAU GCU GCU UUU  541
C   L   E   M   G   S   H   S   I   E   E   M   E   Y   D    73
UGU UUG GAA AUG GGC AGU CAU UCA AUA GAG GAA AUG GAA UAU GAU  586
D   G   E   L   I   F   S   Y   F   Q   N   F   L   L   S    88
GAU GGG GAA UUA AUU UUU UCC UAU UUU CAA AAU UUU UUG CUU UCC  631
I   V   S   N   S   S   K   T   T   K   L   R   A   Y   I    103
AUC GUU UCC AAU UCU UCU AAA ACA ACC AAA UUG AGA GCA UAC AUU  676
R   S   A   F   A   Y   H   F   Q   H   F   V   E   F   D    118
CGU UCA GCA UUU GCA UAU CAU UUU CAG CAU UUU GUU GAA UUU GAU  721
Q   Y   T   N   D   S   L   N   T   V   D   T   S   V   S    133
CAA UAU ACA AAU GAU UCU CUC AAU ACU GUA GAU ACA AGU GUA UCA  766
A   Q   G   I   A   D   L   A   L   S   M   V   R   W   I    148
GCC CAA GGG AUA GCA GAC UUG GCU CUC UCU AUG GUU AGA UGG AUA  811
P   T   Q   I   K   K   V   V   N   F   G   V   G   S   V    163
CCC ACU CAG AUU AAA AAA GUU GUU AAU UUU GGU GUG GGA UCU GUU  856
I   E   S   F   S   E   H   F   N   K   L   L   M   Q   Y    178
AUA GAG UCU UUU UCA GAG CAU UUU AAU AAG CUC UUG AUG CAA UAU  901
C   P   I   V   F   Q   A   F   S   W   V   N   N   I   W    193
UGU CCA AUA GUU UUU CAA GCU UUC AGC UGG GUU AAC AAU AUU UGG  946
T   M   V   K   E   W   I   E   E   A   A   K   E   I   S    208
ACA AUG GUC AAA GAA UGG AUA GAA GAA GCU GCG AAA GAA AUU UCA  991
W   F   L   Q   G   C   K   E   L   L   A   W   G   M   C    223
UGG UUC UUG CAA GGA UGU AAA GAG CUG CUA GCC UGG GGA AUG UGC  1036
Figure 2.1.  The complete nucleotide sequence of BPMV-K-Ho1 RNA1. The deduced
amino acid sequence of the polyprotein encoded by RNA1 is indicated in the one-letter
code below the nucleotide sequence. The positions of the proteolytic cleavage sites are
indicated with arrowheads with the names of the cleavage products indicated at the start
of the coding regions of each of the mature proteins.
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(Figure 2.1 continued)
I   L   A   S   S   C   A   L   G   L   V   E   K   C   L    238
AUU UUG GCU AGC UCC UGU GCU CUA GGA UUG GUU GAA AAA UGC CUU  1081
I   S   L   G   M   I   S   E   S   F   D   L   V   G   L    253
AUC UCU UUG GGC AUG AUU UCU GAA UCU UUU GAU UUG GUU GGU UUG  1126
F   V   R   S   A   I   V   G   A   F   C   V   S   I   K    268
UUU GUU CGA UCU GCC AUU GUG GGA GCU UUC UGU GUU UCC AUA AAA  1071
T   G   K   F   V   T   N   S   E   L   I   T   C   A   T    283
ACU GGU AAG UUC GUC ACG AAC AGU GAA UUG AUC ACU UGU GCU ACC  1216
I   A   V   S   T   I   A   T   V   M   S   Q   A   F   K    298
AUU GCA GUU UCU ACA AUA GCA ACU GUA AUG UCU CAG GCU UUU AAG  116
                                        Hel
P   S   E   E   I   K   G   Q   F   Q  A   L   S   V   L    313
CCU UCC GAA GAG AUU AAG GGA CAG UUC CAA GCC CUU UCA GUU CUA  1306
E   G   L   A   T   Q   L   T   S   F   C   D   T   S   L    328
GAA GGG UUG GCA ACA CAG CUC ACU UCA UUU UGU GAC ACG UCU UUA  1251
V   A   M   G   K   T   C   T   A   F   N   Q   I   C   T    343
GUU GCU AUG GGA AAA ACC UGC ACA GCU UUU AAU CAA AUU UGC ACU  1396
A   G   K   N   V   K   V   I   A   G   R   L   L   E   V    358
GCU GGC AAA AAU GUU AAG GUG AUU GCA GGU AGG UUG CUA GAA GUU  1341
V   S   N   F   V   R   K   L   L   G   L   D   S   A   F    373
GUU UCU AAU UUU GUC AGA AAA UUA UUA GGA UUG GAU AGU GCU UUU  1486
L   R   D   A   A   L   I   F   S   Q   D   V   D   G   W    388
CUC AGA GAU GCU GCA CUC AUU UUU UCU CAA GAU GUG GAU GGA UGG  1531
L   R   N   I   S   W   C   Q   E   Q   F   L   L   K   A    403
UUG CGU AAC AUC AGU UGG UGC CAA GAA CAG UUU UUG UUG AAG GCU  1576
Y   M   S   Q   D   D   L   I   V   L   R   S   L   V   V    418
UAC AUG UCG CAA GAU GAU CUU AUU GUC CUG CGC UCC UUA GUU GUC  1621
K   G   E   R   M   R   E   Q   M   L   E   G   E   V   K    433
AAA GGU GAA AGA AUG AGG GAA CAG AUG CUU GAA GGA GAA GUU AAG  1666
V   S   P   S   V   C   N   L   I   V   K   G   C   E   E    448
GUG UCU CCA AGU GUU UGC AAC CUU AUU GUC AAA GGC UGU GAA GAA  1711
A   N   K   L   M   R   E   S   A   L   H   C   S   K   T    463
GCA AAU AAA UUG AUG CGU GAG AGC GCA CUU CAU UGU UCA AAA ACA  1756
I   R   K   I   P   F   V   I   F   A   H   G   E   S   R    478
AUU AGG AAG AUU CCU UUU GUU AUU UUU GCU CAC GGU GAA UCC CGG  1801
V   G   K   S   L   L   V   D   R   L   I   T   D   F   C    493
GUU GGG AAA UCU CUG CUG GUU GAU AGG CUA AUC ACA GAU UUC UGU  1846
D   H   L   E   I   G   E   D   A   V   Y   S   R   N   P    508
GAU CAU UUG GAA AUU GGA GAA GAU GCU GUG UAC UCA AGG AAU CCA  1891
S   D   P   F   W   S   G   Y   R   R   Q   P   I   V   T    523
UCA GAU CCU UUC UGG AGU GGA UAU AGA AGG CAG CCA AUU GUU ACU  1936
I   D   D   F   A   A   V   V   S   E   P   S   A   E   A    538
AUU GAU GAU UUU GCU GCU GUU GUU UCG GAG CCA UCU GCU GAA GCU  1981
Q   L   I   P   L   V   S   S   A   P   Y   P   L   N   M    553
CAG UUA AUU CCA UUA GUU UCA AGU GCU CCU UAU CCA UUA AAC AUG  2026
A   G   L   E   E   K   G   M   H   F   D   S   Q   I   M    568
GCU GGU UUG GAG GAA AAG GGA AUG CAC UUU GAU UCC CAG AUC AUG  2071
M   C   S   S   N   F   L   E   P   S   P   E   A   K   I    583
AUG UGU UCU UCA AAU UUC UUA GAG CCG UCU CCU GAA GCU AAA AUU  2116
R   D   D   M   A   F   R   N   R   R   H   V   L   I   T    598
AGA GAU GAU AUG GCU UUU AGA AAU CGA AGA CAU GUG CUG AUC ACA  2061
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(Figure 2.1 continued)
V   E   L   K   P   G   V   E   Y   D   E   S   D   F   T    613
GUU GAA CUC AAA CCU GGG GUU GAA UAU GAU GAG AGU GAU UUU ACU  2206
K   N   Q   R   Y   L   L   K   T   W   F   H   D   H   Y    628
AAA AAU CAG CGA UAU UUG CUG AAA ACU UGG UUU CAU GAU CAU UAU  2151
V   V   D   Q   T   F   E   S   Y   A   D   L   L   A   H    643
GUU GUA GAC CAA ACU UUU GAG UCU UAU GCU GAU CUG CUG GCA CAU  2296
C   F   T   K   W   E   R   H   V   K   E   Q   E   S   N    658
UGU UUU ACU AAG UGG GAG AGA CAU GUU AAG GAG CAA GAA UCA AAU  2341
L   S   Q   I   K   G   K   K   N   E   S   G   H   F   N    673
CUG UCU CAA AUC AAG GGC AAG AAA AAU GAA AGU GGU CAU UUC AAU  238
N   F   Q   Q   L   M   D   L   A   V   S   W   N   L   S    688
AAC UUU CAA CAA CUU AUG GAU UUG GCU GUU UCA UGG AAU CUU AGU  2431
A   D   I   M   K   N   R   I   K   A   E   R   N   D   M    703
GCA GAU AUC AUG AAA AAC AGG AUC AAG GCU GAG AGA AAU GAC AUG  2376
V   Y   V   F   S   A   G   R   K   D   K   I   F   H   C    718
GUU UAU GUU UUU UCU GCA GGG AGG AAG GAU AAA AUU UUU CAU UGU  2521
F   L   N   K   E   G   E   C   T   V   R   P   D   S   I    733
UUU CUG AAC AAG GAA GGC GAG UGC ACG GUU CGU CCU GAU UCA AUA  2566
D   D   P   E   A   Q   A   L   L   K   A   S   E   T   M    748
GAU GAU CCU GAA GCG CAA GCU UUG CUC AAA GCU UCA GAG ACA AUG  2611
L   M   K   A   Y   A   F   L   K   Y   N   N   A   T   N    763
CUC AUG AAA GCC UAU GCC UUC CUC AAA UAU AAU AAU GCA ACA AAU  2656
L   I   V   R   T   H   L   A   E   L   V   N   E   D   F    778
UUG AUU GUC AGA ACC CAU UUG GCA GAA CUG GUG AAU GAA GAU UUC  2701
Y   D   E   K   F   N   F   I   G   T   I   G   T   P   A    793
UAU GAU GAG AAA UUC AAU UUC AUU GGA ACA AUU GGA ACA CCG GCU  2746
F   H   R   Q   I   A   A   H   L   E   K   M   P   L   W    808
UUU CAU CGC CAA AUA GCU GCA CAU UUG GAA AAG AUG CCA UUG UGG  2791
Q   K   A   I   L   C   G   M   G   H   C   L   S   R   K    823
CAA AAA GCA AUU UUG UGU GGA AUG GGA CAU UGU UUG UCU CGG AAA  2836
S   K   E   T   W   Y   T   G   M   K   E   K   F   V   Q    838
AGC AAA GAA ACC UGG UAU ACU GGU AUG AAG GAG AAA UUU GUG CAG  2871
M   M   K   S   I   Y   E   T   E   V   T   D   W   P   V    853
AUG AUG AAA AGC AUC UAU GAA ACU GAA GUC ACA GAU UGG CCA GUG  2926
P   L   K   I   I   S   G   T   I   L   A   T   I   L   G    868
CCA UUG AAA AUC AUU UCU GGU ACU AUU CUA GCC ACC AUU UUG GGA  2961
T   T   F   W   K   L   F   S   F   L   R   D   A   G   N    883
ACA ACU UUU UGG AAG UUA UUU UCC UUU UUA AGG GAU GCU GGU AAU  3016
G   G   V   F   V   G   N   V   A   S   A   F   T   T   S    898
GGA GGU GUU UUU GUU GGU AAU GUU GCU UCA GCA UUU ACU ACA UCA  3051
                        VPg
S   V   L   E   A   Q  S   R   K   P   N   R   Y   E   V    913
AGU GUG CUC GAG GCG CAA AGC CGA AAA CCU AAC AGA UAU GAG GUC  3106
S   Q   Y   R   Y   R   N   V   P   I   K   R   R   A   W    928
UCU CAA UAU AGG UAU CGC AAU GUG CCA AUA AAG CGC AGA GCG UGG  3141
                Pro
V   E   G   Q  M   S   F   D   Q   S   V   V   A   I   M    943
GUU GAG GGC CAA AUG UCU UUU GAU CAA UCA GUG GUA GCA AUU AUG  3196
S   K   C   K   A   S   M   R   M   G   N   T   D   A   Q    958
UCA AAA UGU AAA GCC AGU AUG AGA AUG GGA AAC ACU GAU GCU CAA  3241
I   L   M   V   P   G   R   R   F   I   A   H   G   H   F    973
AUU UUG AUG GUU CCA GGG CGU AGA UUC AUU GCA CAU GGU CAU UUU  3286
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(Figure 2.1 continued)
F   K   N   L   T   Q   K   V   R   V   Q   I   V   T   S    988
UUC AAG AAU CUC ACC CAA AAA GUU AGA GUC CAA AUU GUU ACU UCU  3331
E   K   T   Y   W   H   V   Y   D   P   D   K   F   Q   M    1003
GAG AAA ACC UAU UGG CAU GUG UAU GAU CCU GAU AAA UUU CAA AUG  3376
F   D   N   S   E   I   G   L   Y   T   N   P   T   L   E    1018
UUU GAU AAC AGU GAA AUC GGG UUG UAU ACA AAU CCA ACU UUG GAG  3421
D   I   P   H   S   A   W   D   L   F   C   W   D   S   E    1033
GAC AUC CCA CAU UCU GCU UGG GAC CUU UUC UGC UGG GAC AGU GAG  3466
K   T   L   P   N   N   F   S   A   E   L   L   S   C   K    1048
AAA ACU CUG CCA AAU AAU UUU UCU GCU GAA UUG CUU UCC UGU AAA  3511
              (Figure 2.1. continued)
L   D   T   V   T   G   Q   Y   Y   P   E   W   A   P   I    1063
UUG GAC ACU GUU ACG GGA CAG UAU UAC CCA GAA UGG GCU CCA AUA  3556
N   C   R   V   H   R   Q   P   I   H   I   T   E   G   N    1078
AAU UGU CGA GUA CAU CGG CAA CCA AUU CAC AUA ACU GAA GGG AAU  3601
Y   V   R   K   Q   D   V   S   I   E   Y   D   A   C   T    1093
UAU GUU AGG AAA CAA GAU GUA AGC AUC GAA UAU GAU GCC UGC ACA  3646
I   P   N   D   C   G   S   L   V   V   A   K   V   G   N    1108
AUU CCU AAU GAU UGU GGA UCU CUG GUG GUU GCU AAG GUC GGA AAU  3691
H   K   Q   I   V   G   F   H   V   A   G   S   K   G   R    1123
CAC AAG CAA AUU GUU GGU UUU CAU GUU GCU GGA AGC AAA GGA AGA  3736
L   G   Y   A   S   L   I   P   Y   V   E   P   V   V   Q    1138
UUG GGC UAU GCU UCA UUA AUA CCA UAU GUU GAG CCU GUG GUA CAA  3781
       RdRp
A   Q  S   A   E   V   Y   F   D   F   F   P   V   E   V   1153
GCC CAA AGU GCU GAA GUC UAU UUU GAC UUC UUU CCU GUG GAA GUU  3826
D   S   Q   E   G   V   A   H   I   G   E   L   K   S   G    1168
GAU AGU CAA GAG GGA GUU GCU CAU AUU GGU GAA CUC AAA UCU GGA  3871
V   Y   V   P   L   P   T   K   T   N   L   V   E   T   P    1183
GUU UAU GUA CCA UUG CCC ACA AAA ACU AAU CUU GUG GAA ACU CCC  3916
K   E   W   Q   L   D   L   P   C   D   K   I   P   S   V    1198
AAA GAA UGG CAG UUG GAU UUG CCU UGU GAU AAG AUU CCA AGU GUG  3961
L   T   T   T   D   E   R   L   V   G   T   E   H   E   G    1213
UUA ACC ACU ACU GAU GAG AGA UUG GUU GGC ACA GAG CAU GAA GGA  4006
Y   D   P   F   L   G   G   I   Q   K   Y   A   T   P   M    1228
UAU GAC CCA UUU CUU GGU GGU AUU CAA AAA UAU GCA ACU CCC AUG  4051
M   P   L   D   E   E   I   L   S   K   V   A   Q   D   M    1243
AUG CCU CUU GAU GAG GAG AUU CUU UCC AAA GUU GCA CAA GAC AUG  4096
V   E   E   W   F   D   C   V   D   E   E   D   T   F   E    1258
GUU GAA GAA UGG UUU GAU UGU GUU GAU GAG GAG GAU ACA UUU GAA  4141
E   V   S   L   S   A   A   L   N   G   V   E   G   L   D    1273
GAA GUU UCU UUG AGU GCU GCA CUC AAU GGU GUU GAA GGU UUG GAU  4186
Y   M   E   R   I   P   L   A   T   S   E   G   F   P   H    1288
UAC AUG GAA CGC AUU CCU CUU GCC ACU UCA GAG GGU UUU CCU CAU  4231
V   L   S   R   K   N   G   E   K   G   K   R   R   F   V    1303
GUU CUG UCC AGG AAA AAU GGU GAA AAA GGC AAG AGA AGA UUU GUC  4276
T   G   D   G   E   E   M   S   L   I   P   G   T   S   V    1318
ACU GGA GAU GGU GAA GAA AUG UCA CUA AUU CCU GGU ACC AGU GUU  4321
E   E   A   Y   N   K   L   T   V   E   L   E   K   C   V    1333
GAA GAA GCA UAC AAU AAA UUG ACU GUU GAA CUA GAA AAG UGU GUU  4366
P   T   L   V   G   I   E   C   P   K   D   E   K   L   P    1348
CCA ACA UUG GUU GGC AUA GAA UGU CCC AAG GAU GAA AAA CUU CCC  4411
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(Figure 2.1 continued)
R   R   K   I   F   D   K   P   K   T   R   C   F   T   I    1363
CGU CGC AAA AUU UUU GAU AAA CCC AAG ACG CGC UGC UUC ACC AUA  4456
L   P   M   E   F   N   L   V   V   R   Q   K   F   L   N    1378
CUU CCU AUG GAA UUU AAU CUA GUG GUG CGU CAA AAA UUC UUG AAU  4501
F   V   R   F   I   M   K   K   R   D   K   L   S   C   Q    1393
UUU GUG CGA UUC AUU AUG AAG AAA AGG GAC AAA UUG AGU UGC CAA  4546
V   G   I   N   P   Y   S   M   E   W   T   G   L   A   N    1408
GUU GGA AUC AAU CCA UAU UCU AUG GAG UGG ACU GGU UUG GCA AAU  4591
R   L   L   S   K   G   N   D   I   L   C   C   D   Y   A    1423
AGA CUG UUG AGC AAG GGA AAU GAC AUU UUG UGU UGU GAC UAU GCU  4636
S   F   D   G   L   I   T   K   Q   V   M   S   K   M   A    1438
AGU UUU GAU GGU CUG AUA ACU AAG CAA GUC AUG AGC AAG AUG GCA  4681
E   M   I   N   S   L   C   G   G   D   E   K   L   M   R    1453
GAA AUG AUA AAC AGU CUU UGU GGU GGA GAU GAG AAA CUG AUG CGU  4726
E   R   T   H   L   L   L   A   C   C   S   R   M   A   I    1468
GAG AGA ACA CAU CUU CUG UUA GCU UGU UGC UCC AGG AUG GCA AUC  4771
C   K   K   D   V   W   R   V   E   C   G   I   P   S   G    1483
UGU AAA AAA GAU GUU UGG AGA GUU GAG UGU GGU AUC CCU UCU GGA  4816
F   P   L   T   V   I   C   N   S   I   F   N   E   M   L    1498
UUU CCA CUC ACU GUU AUC UGU AAU AGC AUU UUC AAU GAG AUG CUU  4861
I   R   Y   S   Y   E   K   L   L   R   Q   A   K   A   P    1513
AUC AGA UAU AGU UAU GAA AAG UUG UUG CGU CAA GCU AAG GCU CCU  4906
S   M   F   L   Q   S   F   K   N   F   I   S   L   C   V    1528
AGU AUG UUU CUC CAG UCU UUU AAA AAU UUU AUU UCU UUG UGU GUU  4951
Y   G   D   D   N   L   I   S   V   H   E   Y   V   K   P    1543
UAU GGA GAU GAU AAU UUA AUU AGU GUU CAU GAG UAU GUU AAG CCA  4996
Y   F   S   G   S   K   L   K   S   F   L   A   S   H   N    1558
UAU UUU AGU GGU UCU AAA UUA AAA AGU UUC CUA GCU AGU CAU AAC  5041
I   T   I   T   D   G   I   D   K   T   S   A   T   L   Q    1573
AUC ACC AUU ACU GAU GGA AUU GAC AAA ACU AGU GCA ACU UUA CAG  5086
F   R   K   L   S   E   C   D   F   L   K   R   N   F   K    1588
UUU AGA AAG UUG UCA GAG UGU GAU UUU CUU AAA AGA AAU UUC AAG  5131
Q   M   S   N   V   L   W   V   A   P   E   D   K   A   S    1603
CAA AUG UCC AAU GUU UUG UGG GUA GCU CCU GAA GAC AAA GCU AGU  5176
L   W   S   Q   L   H   Y   V   S   C   N   N   L   E   M    1618
UUG UGG UCA CAA UUA CAC UAU GUU UCA UGU AAC AAU UUG GAA AUG  5221
Q   E   A   Y   L   V   N   L   V   N   V   L   R   E   L    1633
CAA GAA GCU UAU CUU GUU AAC UUG GUU AAU GUG UUG CGU GAG UUG  5266
Y   L   H   S   P   E   E   A   C   Q   L   R   R   R   A    1648
UAC CUG CAC AGU CCA GAA GAA GCU UGU CAG UUG AGA AGA AGG GCU  5311
L   S   R   I   E   W   L   Q   K   A   D   V   P   T   I    1663
CUC UCU CGU AUU GAG UGG UUG CAA AAA GCU GAU GUG CCC ACC AUA  5356
A   Q   I   E   E   F   H   S   M   Q   R   I   M   N   A    1678
GCA CAA AUU GAA GAA UUU CAU UCA AUG CAG AGG AUU AUG AAU GCU  5401
P   D   S   N   D   N   I   D   L   L   L   S   I   D   L    1693
CCU GAU UCA AAU GAU AAU AUU GAU CUU UUG UUG AGC AUC GAC UUG  5446
L   G   L   Q   G   A   G   K   A   F   P   N   K   I   V    1708
UUG GGU CUU CAG GGU GCA GGC AAG GCC UUC CCA AAU AAG AUU GUG  5491
F   D   D   K   L   V   L   A   N   T   Q   E   F   F   D    1723
UUU GAU GAU AAA UUG GUA UUG GCA AAU ACA CAA GAA UUU UUU GAU  5536
G   N   F   P   T   D   S   W   L   P   I   F   V   N   C    1738
GGA AAU UUU CCA ACA GAU UCU UGG UUA CCA AUA UUU GUU AAU UGU  5581
28
(Figure 2.1 continued)
L   Y   P   V   S   Q   L   P   A   E   A   V   I   V   N    1753
CUU UAC CCU GUG AGU CAA UUG CCC GCA GAA GCU GUC AUU GUU AAU  5626
V   V   C   G   S   G   R   G   G   L   P   T   T   A   W    1768
GUU GUC UGU GGG AGU GGG CGC GGU GGU UUA CCU ACU ACU GCU UGG  5671
I   S   S   A   V   N   N   R   S   S   D   I   N   K   K    1783
AUU AGU UCU GCA GUU AAC AAU CGC UCC UCA GAU AUC AAU AAG AAA  5716
I   R   T   A   L   G   K   G   K   K   I   V   F   L   T    1798
AUU CGG ACA GCG CUU GGA AAA GGU AAG AAA AUU GUC UUU UUG ACU  5761
R   V   D   P   F   P   V   A   L   L   A   V   L   F   G    1813
AGA GUU GAU CCU UUU CCU GUG GCC UUG UUA GCU GUU CUU UUU GGU  5806
                (Figure 2.1. continued)
V   K   N   E   I   L   S   S   N   A   T   N   P   M   L    1828
GUU AAG AAC GAA AUU CUG AGU UCU AAU GCC ACA AAU CCA AUG UUG  5851
T   R   L   L   E   N   C   K   S   L   K   Y   L   V   D    1843
ACA AGG CUU CUU GAG AAC UGC AAG AGU CUU AAA UAU UUG GUU GAU  5896
E   C   P   F   A   F   V   N   *                            1852
GAG UGU CCU UUU GCA UUU GUU AAC UAG UUUGUAAUAUUUUGUUCACUUAAA 5947
UAAAGCGCAUUACUAUGUGCAAUGAGUGUGUUUAAAUAU                      5986
29
UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCACAGGUUGCCGCACCU 60
UAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUGAUUUCAAGAAUUUCUCAAUUUCUUCCUAC 120
UUCCUUGUGUACGAUUUCUUAAGGGAAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGUGCUGGCCACAGACUUC 180
GUGAAUCAUUUUCUUUUUCAAUCUUAGUUUAUUUGCUGAACACUCUCCUAUUUGAUAUAG 240
GACUUCGUGUCAGAUUUAAACUUCUUCUGUUUCUCUCUCAGUUCUCUGUUUAAUUUCAAG 300
UUCAAGCUGGUGAAAUCUUGGAUUAGUGCUCCCACUCUCCUAUCUGGUAUAGGACUUCGU 360
GGGUAGACUUUUCUAUUUCUCUCCUUUCUUUCACUCUCUUCUUCUCACUGAUCCGCAUUG 420
                                               CR
                                              M   F   A     3
CCGUUCAAAGUGGUCUUAUUUGAAAAACACUUGGGCGUUGGUGCAA AUG UUU GCU   475
S   L   I   F   S   G   D   N   R   L   T   E   K   T   I    18
UCG UUA AUU UUC UCU GGA GAC AAC AGG CUC ACU GAG AAA ACA AUU  520
F   T   C   R   D   L   D   I   L   V   V   Y   Y   T   I    33
UUU ACU UGC AGA GAU UUG GAC AUC UUG GUU GUU UAU UAU ACA AUA  565
A   T   Q   F   R   K   F   L   P   H   Y   I   R   W   H    48
GCA ACU CAA UUU AGA AAA UUU CUA CCG CAU UAC AUU AGG UGG CAU  610
L   Y   T   L   L   I   Y   I   L   P   S   F   L   T   A    63
CUG UAU ACC UUG UUG AUC UAC AUU CUC CCA UCU UUU CUC ACU GCU  655
E   I   K   Y   K   R   N   L   S   N   I   H   I   S   G    78
GAA AUU AAA UAU AAG CGG AAU CUG AGU AAU AUU CAU AUU UCC GGC  700
L   F   Y   D   G   R   Y   K   F   W   T   K   H   E   K    93
UUA UUU UAC GAC GGC AGA UAC AAA UUC UGG ACU AAA CAC GAG AAA  745
                                    MP
N   L   A   L   T   E   E   E   K  M   E   V   I   R   N   108
AAU CUU GCU UUG ACA GAA GAG GAA AAG AUG GAA GUG AUU AGA AAU  790
R   G   I   P   A   D   V   L   A   K   R   A   H   E   F    123
AGA GGC AUU CCU GCU GAU GUU CUU GCA AAG CGA GCU CAU GAA UUU  835
E   K   H   V   A   H   E   S   L   K   D   Q   I   P   A    138
GAA AAA CAU GUU GCU CAU GAA AGC CUC AAG GAU CAA AUU CCU GCU  880
V   D   K   L   Y   S   T   K   V   N   K   F   A   K   I    153
GUU GAC AAG UUG UAU UCC ACU AAG GUU AAU AAG UUU GCA AAA AUU  925
M   N   L   R   Q   S   V   V   G   D   L   K   L   L   T    168
AUG AAC CUU AGA CAA AGU GUU GUU GGU GAU CUU AAA CUU CUU ACU  970
D   G   K   L   Y   E   G   K   H   I   P   V   S   N   I    183
GAU GGG AAG UUG UAU GAG GGU AAG CAU AUU CCU GUA UCU AAU AUU  1015
Figure 2.2. The complete nucleotide sequence of BPMV K-Ho1 RNA2. The deduced
amino acid sequence of the polyprotein encoded by RNA2 is indicated in the one-letter
code below the nucleotide sequence. The positions of the proteolytic cleavage sites are
indicated with arrowheads with the names of the cleavage products indicated at the start
of the coding regions of each of the mature proteins.
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(Figure 2.2 continued)
S   A   G   E   N   H   V   V   Q   I   P   L   M   A   Q    198
AGU GCA GGG GAA AAU CAU GUA GUU CAA AUA CCC UUA AUG GCA CAG  1060
E   E   I   L   S   S   S   A   S   D   F   R   T   A   M    213
GAG GAA AUU CUG UCU UCU AGU GCA AGU GAU UUC AGA ACU GCA AUG  1105
V   S   K   N   S   K   P   Q   A   T   A   M   H   V   G    228
GUG AGU AAA AAU AGC AAG CCU CAA GCU ACU GCA AUG CAU GUG GGA  1150
A   I   E   I   I   I   D   S   F   A   S   P   D   C   N    243
GCU AUA GAA AUU AUC AUU GAU AGU UUC GCA AGU CCU GAC UGC AAC  1195
I   V   G   A   M   L   L   V   D   T   Y   H   T   N   P    258
AUA GUU GGU GCA AUG CUU UUG GUU GAU ACU UAU CAU ACC AAU CCU  1240                     
E   N   A   V   R   S   I   F   V   A   P   F   R   G   G    273
GAA AAU GCA GUU CGU AGU AUU UUU GUU GCG CCU UUC AGA GGC GGA  1285
R   P   I   R   V   V   T   F   P   N   T   I   V   Q   I    288
AGG CCC AUU CGG GUG GUU ACA UUU CCG AAU ACC AUU GUG CAG AUU  1330
E   P   D   M   N   S   R   F   Q   L   L   S   T   T   T    303
GAA CCA GAC AUG AAU UCA AGG UUU CAG CUU UUG AGU ACC ACU ACC  1375
N   G   D   F   V   Q   G   K   D   L   A   M   V   K   V    318
AAU GGU GAU UUU GUU CAA GGA AAA GAU CUC GCA AUG GUU AAA GUU  1420
N   V   A   C   A   A   V   G   L   T   S   S   Y   T   P    333
AAU GUA GCA UGU GCU GCU GUU GGC UUG ACA UCA AGU UAC ACU CCA  1465
T   P   L   L   E   S   G   L   Q   K   D   R   G   L   I    348
ACU CCA UUG UUG GAA UCU GGU UUG CAA AAA GAC AGA GGG UUA AUU  1510
V   E   Y   F   G   R   M   S   Y   V   A   H   N   V   N    363
GUG GAG UAU UUU GGA AGG AUG UCU UAC GUU GCU CAU AAC GUC AAU  1555
Q   P   Q   E   K   D   L   L   E   G   N   F   S   F   D    378
CAG CCC CAA GAG AAA GAU UUG UUG GAG GGA AAU UUU UCC UUU GAU  1600
I   K   S   R   S   R   L   E   K   V   S   S   T   K   A    393
AUU AAA UCU CGC UCU AGA UUG GAA AAA GUU UCC UCU ACA AAA GCA  1645
Q   F   V   S   G   K   T   F   K   Y   D   I   I   G   A    408
CAG UUU GUU AGU GGA AAA ACC UUC AAA UAU GAU AUA AUU GGU GCU  1690
G   S   H   S   S   E   D   F   P   E   K   E   D   Q   G    423
GGU UCA CAU UCU UCA GAA GAU UUU CCU GAA AAG GAA GAU CAA GGA  1735
K   P   K   K   I   D   A   R   L   R   Q   R   I   D   P    438
AAA CCC AAA AAG AUU GAU GCC AGA UUG AGA CAA AGA AUA GAU CCU  1780
                                L-CP
Q   Y   N   E   V   Q   A   Q  M   E   T   N   L   F   K    453
CAA UAC AAU GAG GUU CAG GCU CAG AUG GAA ACA AAU UUG UUU AAA  1825
L   S   L   D   D   V   E   T   P   K   G   S   M   L   D    468
UUG UCU CUU GAU GAU GUU GAA ACU CCU AAA GGU UCC AUG UUG GAU  1970
L   K   I   S   Q   S   K   I   A   L   P   K   N   T   V    483
CUU AAA AUU UCU CAA UCU AAA AUU GCA CUU CCC AAG AAU ACA GUU  1915
G   G   T   I   L   R   S   D   L   L   A   N   F   L   T    498
GGA GGA ACC AUU UUG CGU AGU GAU CUA UUG GCA AAU UUU UUG ACA  2060
E   G   N   F   R   A   S   V   D   L   Q   R   T   H   R    513
GAG GGC AAU UUU AGA GCA AGU GUU GAU UUG CAG CGC ACU CAU CGU  2105
I   K   G   M   I   K   M   V   A   T   V   G   I   P   E    528
AUU AAA GGA AUG AUU AAA AUG GUG GCC ACA GUU GGU AUU CCU GAA  2150
N   T   G   I   A   L   A   C   A   M   N   S   S   I   R    543
AAU ACA GGU AUA GCA UUG GCC UGU GCU AUG AAU AGU UCU AUU AGG  2195
G   R   A   S   S   D   I   Y   T   I   C   S   Q   D   C    558
GGG CGC GCC AGU UCU GAU AUU UAC ACC AUC UGU UCU CAA GAC UGU  2140
31
(Figure 2.2 continued)
E   L   W   N   P   A   C   T   K   A   M   T   M   S   F    573
GAA UUA UGG AAU CCU GCU UGC ACA AAA GCA AUG ACC AUG UCA UUU  2185
N   P   N   P   C   S   D   A   W   S   L   E   F   L   K    588
AAU CCA AAC CCG UGU UCU GAU GCA UGG AGU UUG GAA UUU CUG AAG  2230
R   T   G   F   H   C   D   I   I   C   V   T   G   W   T    603
CGU ACC GGA UUU CAU UGU GAU AUC AUU UGU GUC ACU GGA UGG ACU  2275
A   T   P   M   Q   D   V   Q   V   T   I   D   W   F   I    618
GCC ACC CCA AUG CAG GAU GUU CAG GUU ACA AUU GAU UGG UUU AUU  2320
S   S   Q   E   C   V   P   R   T   Y   C   V   L   N   P    633
UCC UCU CAG GAA UGU GUU CCC AGG ACC UAU UGU GUU UUA AAU CCA  2365
Q   N   P   F   V   L   N   R   W   M   G   K   L   T   F    648
CAA AAU CCC UUU GUG UUA AAU AGG UGG AUG GGA AAA CUG ACU UUC  2410
P   Q   G   T   S   R   S   V   K   R   M   P   L   S   I    663
CCC CAG GGC ACU UCC CGA AGU GUU AAG AGA AUG CCU CUU UCU AUA  2455
G   G   G   A   G   A   K   N   A   I   L   M   N   M   P    678
GGG GGA GGA GCU GGU GCA AAG AAU GCU AUU CUC AUG AAU AUG CCA  2500
N   A   V   L   S   M   W   R   Y   F   V   G   D   L   V    693
AAU GCU GUU CUU UCA AUG UGG AGA UAU UUU GUU GGA GAU CUC GUC  2545
F   E   V   S   K   M   T   S   P   Y   I   K   C   T   V    708
UUU GAA GUU UCU AAG AUG ACU UCU CCC UAC AUU AAA UGU ACA GUC  2590
S   F   F   I   A   F   G   N   L   A   D   D   T   I   N    723
UCU UUC UUC AUA GCA UUU GGA AAU UUG GCU GAU GAU ACC AUC AAU  2635
F   E   A   F   P   H   K   L   V   Q   F   G   E   I   Q    738
UUU GAG GCU UUU CCC CAC AAG CUG GUG CAG UUU GGA GAG AUU CAG  2680
E   K   V   V   L   K   F   S   Q   E   E   F   L   T   A    753
GAA AAA GUU GUA UUG AAA UUU UCA CAA GAG GAA UUU CUU ACA GCU  2725
W   S   T   Q   V   R   P   A   T   T   L   L   A   D   G    768
UGG UCA ACU CAG GUG CGA CCU GCA ACA ACU CUG UUG GCU GAU GGG  2770
C   P   Y   L   Y   A   M   V   H   D   S   S   V   S   T    783
UGU CCA UAU UUG UAU GCU AUG GUA CAU GAU AGU UCA GUG UCU ACA  2815
I   P   G   D   F   V   I   G   V   K   L   T   T   I   N    798
AUA CCA GGU GAU UUU GUC AUU GGU GUU AAG UUG ACA ACC AUA AAC  2860
N   M   C   A   Y   G   L   N   P   G   I   S   G   S   R    813
AAU AUG UGU GCA UAU GGG CUC AAU CCU GGU AUU UCA GGU UCU CGU  2905
                            S-CP
L   L   G   T   I   P   Q  S   I   S   Q   Q   T   V   W    828
CUU UUG GGC ACC AUU CCU CAG UCC AUU UCA CAG CAA ACU GUU UGG  2950
N   Q   M   A   T   V   R   T   P   L   N   F   D   S   S    843
AAU CAA AUG GCA ACA GUG AGA ACA CCA UUG AAU UUU GAU UCU AGC  2995
K   Q   S   F   C   Q   F   S   I   D   L   L   G   G   G    858
AAG CAG AGC UUU UGU CAA UUU UCU AUU GAC CUU CUC GGU GGA GGA  3040
I   L   V   D   K   T   G   D   W   I   T   L   I   Q   N    873
AUU UUA GUG GAC AAA ACU GGA GAU UGG AUC ACA CUU AUA CAA AAU  3085
S   P   I   S   N   L   L   R   V   A   A   W   K   K   G    888
UCU CCA AUU AGU AAC UUG UUG AGA GUU GCU GCU UGG AAG AAA GGC  3130
C   L   M   V   K   I   V   M   S   G   N   A   A   V   K    903
UGU UUA AUG GUU AAG AUU GUG AUG UCU GGG AAU GCA GCA GUC AAA  3175
R   S   D   W   A   S   L   V   Q   V   F   L   T   N   S    918
AGG AGU GAU UGG GCC UCA UUG GUA CAA GUG UUU UUA ACA AAC AGC  3220
N   S   T   E   H   F   D   A   C   K   W   T   K   S   E    933
AAC AGU ACA GAG CAU UUU GAU GCA UGU AAG UGG ACA AAA UCA GAA  3265
32
(Figure 2.2 continued)
P   H   S   W   E   L   I   F   P   I   E   V   C   G   P    948
CCA CAU UCC UGG GAA UUG AUC UUU CCA AUA GAG GUA UGU GGU CCU  3310
N   N   G   F   E   M   W   S   S   E   W   A   N   Q   T    963
AAU AAU GGU UUU GAA AUG UGG AGU UCU GAG UGG GCA AAU CAA ACU  3355
S   W   H   L   S   F   L   I   D   N   P   K   Q   S   T    978
UCA UGG CAU UUG AGU UUC CUU AUU GAC AAU CCC AAA CAG UCU ACA  3400
V   F   D   I   L   L   G   I   S   Q   D   F   E   I   A    993
GUU UUU GAU AUU CUC UUG GGA AUC UCU CAA GAU UUU GAA AUU GCU  3445
G   N   T   L   M   P   A   F   S   V   P   Q   A   T   A    1008
GGU AAU ACU CUU AUG CCA GCU UUU UCU GUU CCA CAG GCU ACU GCC  3490
R   S   S   E   N   A   E   S   S   A   *                    1019
AGA UCU UCU GAA AAU GCG GAA UCU UCU GCA UGA UCUGGAAUUUGUGUU  3538
UUCUUUCGCUUGUUCGUUUGUUUAAUUCAAUAAAGGAAAUUAGGCAUGACCCUCUUGUUG 3598
AGUAUGCUCUGCCUAUUUGAAAAUUUCCACACCUCUUUUAAUUGUCGUAAUGAUGUGUGA 3658
AGUGUGUGUUAUUUU                                              3673
33
UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCACAGGUUGCCGCACCU 60
UAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUGUUCUCAAGAAUCUUCAAACUUUCUUCUGU 120
UUUCUCUGCACUCGGUUUUUCAGGAAAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGUAUUGAUUACAGACUUC 180
GUGAAUCAUUUUCUUUUUCAACUUUCAGUUCACUUGCUGAACACUCUCCUAUAAAUAUAU 240
AGGACUUCGUGUCAGAUUUGAACUUUUCCUGUCUCUUUCUCGGUUUUCUUUCUUAUUCUC 300
AUCUUCUUUAAAUUUUAAGGCUCGUAUUUUGUUUCUUUAAACUUUCUGUUGGACUCAUUU 360
           Co-pro
          M   K   F   Y   P   G   Q   N   V   S   E   I     12
GAAAUACAAC AUG AAG UUU UAU CCA GGA CAA AAU GUC UCU GAA AUU   406
V   Y   H   F   Q   S   N   E   T   A   N   R   L   D   A    27
GUU UAU CAU UUU CAG AGU AAU GAG ACA GCU AAU AGG CUU GAU GCU  451
Y   F   A   C   G   C   E   E   D   T   E   V   L   A   R    42
UAU UUU GCC UGU GGC UGU GAA GAG GAU ACU GAA GUC CUC GCU CGC  496
L   K   Q   C   N   P   R   L   L   H   L   S   Y   A   A    57
UUG AAG CAA UGU AAC CCU CGG UUA CUG CAU UUA UCU UAU GCU GCU  541
F   C   L   E   M   G   S   H   S   V   E   E   I   E   Y    72
UUC UGU UUG GAA AUG GGC AGU CAU UCU GUU GAA GAA AUA GAA UAU  586
D   D   G   E   L   V   F   L   Y   F   Q   N   F   L   L    87
GAU GAU GGA GAG UUG GUU UUC UUG UAU UUC CAA AAU UUU CUA CUC  631
S   I   V   S   N   S   S   K   T   A   N   L   R   A   Y    102
UCC AUA GUG UCC AAU UCU UCC AAA ACA GCA AAU CUG AGA GCA UAC  676
I   R   S   A   F   A   Y   H   F   Q   H   F   V   E   F    117
AUA CGU UCA GCU UUU GCA UAU CAU UUU CAG CAU UUU GUU GAA UUU  721
D   Q   Y   T   N   D   S   L   N   V   M   D   T   S   V    132
GAU CAA UAU ACA AAU GAU UCU CUC AAU GUG AUG GAU ACA AGC GUA  766
S   A   Q   G   I   A   D   L   A   L   S   M   V   R   W    147
UCU GCU CAA GGA AUU GCA GAU UUG GCU CUG UCC AUG GUC AGA UGG  811
I   P   T   Q   I   K   K   V   V   N   F   G   V   G   S    162
AUU CCU ACU CAA AUU AAA AAA GUU GUG AAU UUU GGG GUA GGA UCG  856
V   I   E   S   F   S   E   H   F   N   K   L   I   M   Q    177
GUC AUA GAA UCC UUU UCA GAA CAU UUC AAU AAG CUC AUA AUG CAA  901
Y   C   P   I   V   F   Q   A   F   S   W   V   N   N   I    192
UAU UGU CCA AUA GUG UUC CAA GCU UUU AGC UGG GUC AAC AAU AUU  956
W   T   M   V   K   E   W   I   E   E   A   A   K   E   I    207
UGG ACC AUG GUU AAA GAA UGG AUU GAA GAG GCU GCG AAG GAA AUU  1001
Figure 2.3.  The complete nucleotide sequence of BPMV K-Ha1 RNA1. The deduced
amino acid sequence of the polyprotein encoded by RNA1 is indicated in the one-letter
code below the nucleotide sequence. The positions of the proteolytic cleavage sites are
indicated with arrowheads with the names of the cleavage products indicated at the start
of the coding regions of each of the mature proteins.
34
(Figure 2.3. continued)
S   W   F   L   Q   G   C   K   E   L   L   A   W   G   M    222
UCU UGG UUC CUG CAG GGU UGU AAG GAA UUA UUA GCU UGG GGA AUG  1046
C   I   L   A   S   S   C   A   L   G   L   V   E   K   C    237
UGU AUU CUG GCU AGU UCC UGU GCU UUG GGA UUG GUU GAA AAA UGU  1091
L   I   S   L   G   M   I   S   E   S   F   D   L   V   G    252
CUC AUU UCU UUA GGC AUG AUU UCU GAA UCU UUU GAU UUG GUU GGU  1136
L   F   V   R   S   A   I   V   G   A   F   C   V   S   I    267
UUG UUU GUU CGA UCA GCC AUU GUU GGG GCC UUC UGU GUU UCU AUC  1181
K   T   G   K   F   V   S   N   S   E   L   I   T   C   A    282
AAG ACG GGC AAG UUU GUU UCA AAU AGU GAG UUG AUC ACA UGU GCU  1226
T   I   A   V   S   T   I   A   T   V   M   S   Q   A   F    297
ACC AUU GCA GUU UCU ACA AUU GCA ACU GUU AUG UCU CAA GCU UUC  1261
                                            Hel
K   P   S   E   E   I   K   G   Q   F   Q  A   L   S   V    312
AAA CCU UCU GAA GAA AUU AAA GGG CAA UUC CAG GCU CUU UCU GUU  1306
L   E   G   L   A   T   Q   L   T   S   F   C   D   T   S    327
UUA GAG GGA UUG GCA ACA CAA CUC ACU UCA UUU UGU GAC ACA UCU  1351
L   I   A   M   G   K   T   C   T   A   F   N   Q   I   C    342
UUG AUU GCC AUG GGA AAA ACC UGC ACA GCA UUU AAU CAA AUU UGU  1396
T   A   G   K   N   V   K   V   I   A   G   R   L   L   D    357
ACU GCU GGG AAA AAU GUU AAA GUG AUU GCU GGC AGA UUG UUG GAU  1441
V   V   S   N   F   V   R   K   L   L   G   L   D   S   A    372
GUA GUU UCC AAU UUU GUA AGG AAA CUU UUG GGA UUG GAU AGU GCU  1486
F   L   R   D   A   A   L   I   F   S   Q   D   V   D   G    387
UUU CUU AGA GAU GCA GCG CUU AUU UUC UCU CAA GAU GUU GAC GGU  1531
W   L   R   N   I   S   W   C   Q   E   Q   F   L   L   K    402
UGG UUG CGC AAU AUC AGC UGG UGU CAG GAA CAA UUC CUA CUG AAA  1576
A   Y   M   S   Q   D   D   L   I   V   L   R   S   L   V    417
GCA UAC AUG UCU CAA GAU GAU CUU AUU GUC UUG CGU UCC UUA GUU  1621
V   K   G   E   R   M   R   E   Q   M   L   E   G   E   V    432
GUC AAA GGU GAA AGA AUG AGA GAG CAA AUG CUG GAG GGA GAG GUU  1666
K   V   S   P   S   V   C   N   L   I   V   K   G   C   E    447
AAA GUG UCU CCU AGU GUU UGU AAU CUU AUU GUA AAA GGU UGU GAA  1711
E   A   S   K   L   M   R   E   S   V   L   H   C   S   K    462
GAA GCA AGU AAG UUG AUG AGA GAA AGU GUG CUA CAU UGU UCA AAG  1756
T   V   R   K   I   P   F   V   I   F   A   H   G   D   S    477
ACU GUA CGA AAA AUU CCA UUU GUU AUU UUU GCA CAC GGU GAU UCU  1801
R   V   G   K   S   L   L   V   D   R   L   I   T   D   F    492
CGU GUU GGA AAA UCU UUG CUA GUU GAU AGA CUU AUC ACA GAU UUU  1846
C   D   H   L   E   I   G   E   D   A   V   Y   S   R   N    507
UGU GAU CAU CUA GAA AUU GGG GAG GAU GCU GUU UAU UCA AGG AAU  1891
P   S   D   P   F   W   S   G   Y   R   R   Q   P   I   V    522
CCU UCG GAU CCU UUC UGG AGU GGG UAU AGG AGA CAA CCA AUC GUC  1936
T   I   D   D   F   A   A   V   V   S   E   P   S   A   E    537
ACU AUU GAU GAU UUU GCU GCU GUU GUA UCA GAG CCA UCU GCU GAG  1981
A   Q   L   I   P   L   I   S   S   A   P   Y   P   L   N    552
GCU CAA UUG AUU CCA UUA AUU UCA AGU GCU CCA UAC CCA UUG AAC  2026
M   A   S   L   E   E   K   G   M   H   F   D   S   Q   I    567
AUG GCA AGU UUA GAG GAA AAG GGA AUG CAU UUU GAU UCU CAG AUC  2071
M   M   C   S   S   N   F   L   E   P   S   P   E   A   K    582
AUG AUG UGC UCU UCA AAU UUU UUG GAA CCU UCU CCU GAA GCC AAA  2116
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I   R   D   D   M   A   F   R   N   R   R   H   V   L   I    597
AUU AGA GAU GAC AUG GCU UUU AGA AAU AGA AGA CAU GUU UUG AUA  2161
T   V   E   L   K   P   G   V   E   Y   D   E   S   D   F    612
ACA GUU GAG CUU AAA CCU GGA GUG GAG UAU GAU GAG AGC GAU UUU  2206
T   K   N   Q   R   Y   L   L   K   T   W   F   H   D   H    627
ACC AAA AAU CAG CGG UAU UUA CUC AAA ACU UGG UUU CAU GAU CAU  2251
Y   V   V   D   Q   T   F   E   S   Y   A   D   L   L   A    642
UAU GUU GUA GAC CAA ACU UUU GAA UCU UAU GCU GAU CUU UUG GCA  2296
Y   C   F   T   K   W   E   R   H   V   K   E   Q   E   S    657
UAU UGC UUC ACU AAA UGG GAG AGA CAU GUG AAG GAA CAA GAG UCU  2341
N   L   S   Q   I   K   G   K   K   S   E   S   G   H   F    672
AAU UUG UCU CAA AUU AAA GGC AAG AAA AGU GAG AGU GGC CAU UUC  2386
N   N   F   Q   Q   L   M   D   L   A   V   S   W   N   L    687
AAU AAU UUU CAA CAA CUU AUG GAU UUG GCA GUU UCA UGG AAU CUC  2431
S   A   N   I   M   K   E   R   I   K   A   D   K   S   D    702
AGU GCA AAU AUC AUG AAG GAA CGA AUC AAA GCU GAU AAA AGU GAU  2476
M   V   Y   V   F   S   A   G   R   K   D   K   I   V   H    717
AUG GUU UAU GUC UUC UCU GCU GGA AGG AAG GAC AAA AUU GUA CAU  2521
C   F   L   N   K   E   G   E   C   S   I   R   P   D   S    732
UGC UUU UUG AAC AAA GAA GGC GAA UGU AGU AUA CGU CCU GAU UCA  2566
I   E   D   P   E   A   Q   L   L   L   K   A   S   E   T    747
AUA GAA GAU CCA GAA GCA CAA CUC UUG CUC AAA GCU UCA GAA ACU  2611
M   L   M   K   A   Y   A   F   L   K   Y   N   N   A   T    762
AUG CUC AUG AAA GCU UAU GCU UUU UUG AAG UAC AAC AAU GCG ACC  2656
N   L   I   V   R   T   H   L   A   E   L   V   N   E   D    777
AAU UUG AUU GUC AGG ACC CAU UUG GCA GAA UUG GUC AAU GAA GAC  2701
F   Y   D   E   K   F   N   F   I   G   T   I   G   T   P    792
UUU UAU GAU GAA AAG UUU AAU UUU AUU GGC ACA AUU GGG ACU CCA  2746
A   F   H   R   Q   I   A   A   H   L   E   K   M   P   L    807
GCU UUU CAU CGA CAA AUU GCU GCA CAC UUG GAG AAA AUG CCA UUA  2791
W   Q   K   A   I   L   C   G   M   G   H   C   L   S   R    822
UGG CAA AAA GCA AUU UUG UGU GGA AUG GGA CAU UGU UUG UCU CGG  2836
K   S   K   E   T   W   Y   S   G   M   K   E   K   F   V    837
AAA AGC AAA GAG ACA UGG UAU UCU GGG AUG AAG GAA AAA UUU GUA  2881
Q   M   M   K   S   I   Y   E   T   E   V   T   D   W   P    852
CAA AUG AUG AAG AGC AUC UAU GAA ACA GAA GUU ACA GAU UGG CCA  2926
V   P   L   K   I   I   S   G   T   I   L   A   T   I   L    867
GUA CCA CUG AAA AUC AUU UCU GGA ACC AUU CUU GCA ACA AUU UUG  2971
G   T   T   F   W   K   L   F   S   F   L   R   D   A   G    882
GGA ACA ACC UUC UGG AAA CUC UUU UCC UUU CUU AGA GAU GCU GGU  3016
N   G   G   V   F   V   G   N   V   A   S   A   F   T   T    897
AAU GGG GGA GUU UUU GUU GGU AAU GUU GCU UCA GCA UUC ACA ACU  3061
                            VPg
S   S   V   L   E   A   Q  S   R   K   P   N   R   Y   E    912
UCA AGU GUG CUU GAG GCC CAA AGU AGA AAG CCC AAC AGA UAU GAA  3106
V   S   Q   Y   R   Y   R   N   V   P   I   K   R   R   A    927
GUU UCC CAA UAC AGA UAU CGC AAU GUG CCA AUA AAG CGC AGA GCA  3151
                    Pro
W   V   E   G   Q  M   S   F   D   Q   S   V   V   A   I    942
UGG GUU GAA GGC CAG AUG UCU UUC GAU CAG UCU GUA GUA GCA AUU  3196
M   S   K   C   K   A   S   M   R   M   G   N   T   D   A    957
AUG UCU AAA UGC AAA GCC AGC AUG AGA AUG GGA AAC ACU GAU GCU  3241
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Q   I   L   M   V   P   G   R   R   F   I   A   H   G   H    972
CAA AUC UUG AUG GUU CCA GGG CGC AGA UUC AUA GCU CAU GGA CAU  3286
F   F   K   N   L   T   Q   K   V   R   V   Q   I   V   T    987
UUU UUC AAA AAU CUG ACU CAG AAA GUG CGA GUC CAG AUU GUU ACA  3331
S   E   K   S   Y   W   H   V   Y   D   P   D   K   F   Q    1002
UCU GAA AAG AGU UAC UGG CAU GUG UAU GAU CCU GAC AAG UUU CAG  3376
M   F   D   N   S   E   I   G   L   Y   S   N   P   T   L    1017
AUG UUU GAC AAC AGU GAA AUA GGU CUU UAU UCU AAU CCC ACU UUG  3421
E   D   I   P   H   S   A   W   D   L   F   C   W   D   S    1032
GAA GAU AUC CCA CAU UCA GCU UGG GAC CUU UUU UGC UGG GAC AGU  3466
E   K   T   L   P   N   N   F   S   A   E   L   L   S   C    1047
GAG AAA ACU UUG CCA AAU AAU UUU UCU GCA GAA UUG CUC UCU UGC  3511
K   L   D   T   V   T   G   Q   Y   Y   P   E   W   A   P    1062
AAA UUG GAU ACU GUU ACU GGC CAA UAC UAU CCU GAG UGG GCU CCA  3556
I   N   C   R   V   H   R   Q   P   I   H   I   T   E   G    1077
AUU AAU UGU CGA GUU CAU CGA CAA CCA AUU CAC AUC ACU GAA GGA  3601
N   Y   V   R   K   Q   D   V   S   I   E   Y   D   A   C    1092
AAU UAU GUC AGA AAG CAA GAU GUC AGU AUU GAA UAU GAU GCA UGU  3646
T   I   P   N   D   C   G   S   L   V   V   A   K   V   G    1107
ACA AUU CCA AAU GAU UGU GGU UCA UUG GUU GUU GCC AAG GUU GGA  3691
N   H   K   Q   I   V   G   F   H   V   A   G   S   K   G    1122
AAU CAC AAA CAA AUU GUU GGU UUC CAU GUU GCU GGA AGC AAA GGA  3736
R   L   G   Y   A   S   L   I   P   Y   V   E   P   V   V    1137
AGA CUG GGA UAU GCU UCA UUG AUA CCA UAU GUU GAG CCA GUC GUG  3781
            RdRp
Q   A   Q  S   A   E   V   Y   F   D   F   F   P   V   E   1152
CAA GCU CAA AGU GCU GAA GUU UAC UUU GAU UUC UUC CCU GUG GAG  3826
V   D   S   Q   E   G   V   A   H   I   G   E   L   K   S    1167
GUU GAU AGU CAA GAG GGA GUU GCU CAC AUU GGU GAA UUG AAA UCU  3871
G   V   Y   V   P   L   P   T   K   T   N   L   V   E   T    1182
GGU GUC UAU GUU CCA CUG CCU ACA AAA ACU AAU UUG GUG GAA ACU  3916
P   K   E   W   Q   L   D   L   P   C   D   K   I   P   S    1197
CCC AAG GAA UGG CAA CUG GAU CUA CCU UGU GAU AAA AUU CCU AGU  3951
V   L   T   T   T   D   E   R   L   V   G   T   E   H   E    1212
GUC UUG ACU ACA ACU GAU GAG AGA UUG GUG GGC ACA GAA CAU GAG  3996
G   Y   D   P   F   L   G   G   I   Q   K   Y   A   T   P    1227
GGA UAU GAU CCU UUU CUU GGU GGA AUU CAA AAA UAU GCC ACU CCC  4041
M   M   P   L   D   E   E   I   L   S   K   V   A   Q   D    1242
AUG AUG CCC CUA GAU GAA GAA AUU CUU UCU AAG GUU GCA CAA GAU  4086
M   V   E   E   W   F   D   C   V   D   E   E   D   S   F    1257
AUG GUU GAG GAA UGG UUU GAU UGU GUU GAU GAG GAG GAU UCC UUU  4141
E   E   V   S   L   S   A   A   L   N   G   V   E   G   L    1272
GAG GAA GUU UCU UUA AGU GCA GCA CUC AAU GGU GUU GAG GGU UUG  4186
D   Y   M   E   R   I   P   L   A   T   S   E   G   F   P    1287
GAC UAU AUG GAA AGA AUU CCU CUU GCC ACA UCU GAG GGU UUU CCU  4231
H   V   L   S   R   K   N   G   E   K   G   K   R   R   F    1302
CAU GUG CUU UCA CGC AAA AAU GGU GAA AAA GGC AAA AGG AGA UUU  4276
V   S   G   D   G   E   E   M   T   L   I   P   G   T   S    1317
GUU UCU GGG GAU GGU GAA GAG AUG ACA UUG AUC CCG GGA ACC AGU  4321
V   E   E   A   Y   N   K   L   I   V   E   L   E   K   S    1332
GUU GAA GAG GCU UAC AAC AAG CUA AUA GUU GAA CUU GAA AAA AGU  4366
V   P   T   L   V   G   I   E   C   P   K   D   E   K   L    1347
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GUU CCU ACA UUA GUU GGC AUU GAA UGU CCC AAG GAU GAG AAA CUU  4411
P   R   R   K   I   F   D   K   P   K   T   R   C   F   T    1362
CCU CGU CGC AAA AUU UUU GAC AAA CCU AAG ACG CGC UGC UUC ACU  4456
I   L   P   M   E   F   N   L   V   V   R   Q   K   F   L    1377
AUU CUC CCU AUG GAG UUU AAU CUU GUG GUU CGU CAA AAG UUU UUA  4501
N   F   V   R   F   I   M   K   K   R   D   K   L   S   C    1392
AAU UUU GUG AGG UUC AUU AUG AAG AAA AGG GAC AAG CUU AGU UGU  4546
Q   V   G   I   N   P   Y   S   M   E   W   T   G   L   A    1407
CAA GUC GGA AUC AAC CCA UAC UCC AUG GAA UGG ACU GGU UUG GCC  4591
N   R   L   L   S   K   G   N   D   I   L   C   C   D   Y    1422
AAU AGA UUA UUG AGU AAG GGC AAC GAU AUU CUG UGU UGC GAU UAU  4636
A   S   F   D   G   L   I   T   K   Q   V   M   S   K   M    1437
GCU AGU UUU GAU GGU UUG AUU ACC AAG CAA GUU AUG AGC AAG AUG  4681
A   E   M   I   N   S   L   C   G   G   D   E   K   L   M    1452
GCA GAA AUG AUA AAC AGU CUU UGU GGU GGU GAU GAA AAA UUG AUG  4726
R   E   R   T   H   L   L   L   A   C   C   S   R   M   A    1467
CGU GAA AGG ACA CAC CUA CUG UUG GCU UGU UGU UCA AGG AUG GCA  4771
I   C   K   K   D   V   W   R   V   E   C   G   I   P   S    1482
AUU UGU AAG AAA GAU GUU UGG AGG GUU GAA UGU GGA AUC CCU UCU  4816
G   F   P   L   T   V   I   C   N   S   I   F   N   E   M    1497
GGA UUU CCG CUC ACA GUU AUU UGC AAU AGC AUU UUU AAU GAG AUG  4861
L   I   R   Y   S   Y   E   K   L   L   R   Q   A   K   A    1512
CUC AUU AGA UAU AGC UAU GAA AAA UUA CUG CGU CAG GCU AAA GCU  4906
P   S   M   F   L   Q   S   F   K   N   F   V   S   L   C    1527
CCA AGU AUG UUU UUA CAA UCC UUC AAA AAU UUU GUU UCU UUG UGU  4951
V   Y   G   D   D   N   L   I   S   V   H   E   Y   V   K    1542
GUG UAU GGU GAU GAC AAC UUA AUU AGU GUU CAU GAA UAU GUC AAG  4996
P   Y   F   S   G   S   K   L   K   S   F   L   A   G   H    1557
CCU UAC UUU AGU GGU UCU AAA UUG AAA AGC UUU CUA GCU GGU CAU  5041
N   I   T   I   T   D   G   I   D   K   T   S   A   T   L    1572
AAU AUC ACC AUU ACU GAU GGU AUU GAC AAA ACU AGU GCA ACU UUG  5086
Q   F   R   K   L   A   D   C   D   F   L   K   R   N   F    1587
CAA UUU AGA AAG UUA GCA GAU UGU GAU UUU CUC AAG AGA AAC UUU  5131
K   Q   M   S   N   V   L   W   V   A   P   E   D   K   A    1602
AAG CAG AUG UCU AAU GUU UUG UGG GUG GCU CCU GAG GAC AAG GCG  5176
S   L   W   S   Q   L   H   Y   V   S   C   N   N   L   E    1617
AGU UUA UGG UCA CAA CUU CAU UAU GUU UCG UGU AAU AAU CUG GAA  5221
M   Q   E   A   Y   L   V   N   L   V   N   V   L   R   E    1632
AUG CAA GAA GCU UAU CUU GUC AAU CUC GUA AAU GUG UUA CGA GAA  5266
L   Y   L   H   S   P   E   E   A   R   Q   L   R   R   K    1647
UUG UAU UUG CAC AGU CCA GAG GAA GCU CGC CAA UUG AGA AGG AAA  5311
A   L   S   R   I   E   W   L   Q   K   A   D   V   P   T    1662
GCU CUC UCU CGU AUC GAA UGG CUG CAA AAA GCU GAU GUG CCU ACC  5356
I   A   Q   I   E   E   F   H   S   M   Q   R   M   M   N    1677
AUA GCA CAG AUU GAA GAG UUC CAU UCG AUG CAG AGG AUG AUG AAU  5401
A   P   D   S   N   D   N   I   D   L   L   L   S   I   D    1692
GCU CCU GAU UCA AAU GAU AAU AUU GAC CUA CUG UUG AGC AUU GAU  5446
L   L   G   L   Q   G   A   G   K   A   F   P   N   K   I    1707
UUG UUG GGU UUA CAA GGA GCA GGU AAA GCU UUU CCA AAC AAG AUU  5491
V   F   D   D   K   L   V   L   A   N   T   Q   E   F   F    1722
GUU UUU GAU GAU AAG CUU GUG UUG GCU AAC ACA CAA GAA UUC UUU  5536
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D   G   N   F   P   V   D   S   W   L   P   I   F   V   N    1737
GAU GGA AAU UUU CCA GUG GAU UCU UGG UUA CCA AUU UUU GUG AAU  5581
C   L   Y   P   V   S   Q   L   P   S   E   A   V   V   V    1752
UGU CUU UAU CCU GUA AGU CAA UUA CCU UCA GAA GCU GUU GUU GUA  5626
N   V   T   C   G   S   G   R   G   G   L   P   T   T   A    1767
AAU GUC ACA UGU GGU AGU GGA CGU GGU GGU UUA CCC ACC ACU GCU  5671
W   I   S   S   A   V   N   N   R   S   S   D   I   N   K    1782
UGG AUU AGU UCU GCA GUU AAC AAU CGC UCC UCA GAU AUC AAC AAA  5716
K   I   R   T   A   L   G   K   G   K   K   I   V   F   L    1797
AAG AUU CGC ACA GCA CUU GGG AAA GGU AAG AAA AUU GUU UUU CUU  5761
T   R   V   D   P   F   P   V   A   L   L   A   V   L   F    1812
ACU AGA GUU GAU CCU UUU CCA GUA GCU UUA CUG GCU GUU CUU UUU  5806
G   V   K   N   E   I   L   S   S   N   A   T   N   P   M    1827
GGC GUU AAG AAU GAA AUU CUG AGU UCU AAC GCC ACU AAC CCU AUG  5851
L   T   R   L   L   E   N   C   K   S   L   K   Y   L   V    1842
CUG ACG CGA CUU CUU GAG AAC UGU AAG AGU CUC AAA UAU CUG GUU  5896
D   E   C   P   F   A   F   V   N   *                        1851
GAU GAG UGU CCU UUU GCA UUU GUG AAC UAG UAUGUAAUAUUUUAUUCAC  5955
UUAAAUAAAGCGCAUUACUAUGUGCAAUGAGUGUGUUUAAAUAU                 5989
39
UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCACAGGUUGCCGCACCU 60
UAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUGAUUUUAAGAAUUUCUCAAUUUCUUCCUAC 120
UUCUUUGUGUACGAUUUCUCAAGGGAAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGUGCUGGUCACAGACUUC 180
GUGAAUCAUUUUCUUUUCCACUCUUAGUUUAUUUGCUGAACACUCUCCUAUUUGAUAUAG 240
GACUUCGUGUCAGAUUUAAACUUCUUCUGUUUCUUUCUCAGUUCUCUGUUUAAUUUCAAG 300
UUCAAGCUGGUGAAAUUUUGGAUUAGUGCUCCCACUCUCCUAUCUGGUAUAGGACUUCGU 360
GGGUAGACUUUUCUAUUUCUCUCCUUUCUUUCACUCUCUUCUUCUCACUGAUCCGCAUUG 420
                                               CR
                                              M   F   A     3
CCGUUCAAAGUGGUCUUAUUUGAAAAACACUUGGGCGUUGGUGCAA AUG UUU GCU   475
S   L   I   F   S   G   D   N   R   L   T   E   K   T   I    18
UCG UUA AUU UUC UCU GGA GAU AAC AGG CUC ACU GAG AAA ACA AUU  520
F   T   C   R   D   L   D   I   L   V   V   Y   Y   T   I    33
UUU ACU UGC AGA GAU UUG GAC AUU UUG GUU GUU UAU UAU ACA AUA  565
A   T   Q   F   R   K   F   L   P   H   Y   I   R   W   H    48
GCA ACC CAA UUU AGA AAA UUU CUA CCG CAU UAU AUU AGG UGG CAU  610
L   Y   T   L   L   I   Y   I   L   P   S   F   L   T   A    63
CUG UAU ACC UUG UUG AUC UAC AUU CUC CCA UCU UUU CUC ACU GCU  655
E   I   K   Y   K   R   N   L   S   N   I   H   I   S   G    78
GAA AUU AAA UAU AAG CGG AAU CUG AGU AAU AUU CAU AUU UCC GGC  700
L   F   Y   D   G   R   Y   K   F   W   T   K   H   E   K    93
UUA UUU UAC GAC GGC AGA UAC AAA UUC UGG ACU AAA CAC GAG AAA  745
                                    MP
N   L   A   L   T   E   E   E   K  M   E   V   I   R   N   108
AAU CUU GCU UUG ACA GAA GAG GAA AAG AUG GAA GUG AUU AGA AAU  790
R   G   I   P   A   D   V   L   A   K   R   A   H   E   F    123
AGA GGC AUU CCU GCU GAU GUU CUU GCA AAG CGA GCU CAU GAA UUU  835
E   K   H   V   A   H   E   S   L   K   D   Q   I   P   A    138
GAA AAA CAU GUU GCU CAU GAA AGC CUC AAG GAU CAA AUU CCU GCU  880
V   D   K   L   Y   S   T   K   V   N   K   F   A   K   I    153
GUU GAC AAG UUG UAU UCU ACU AAG GUU AAU AAG UUU GCA AAA AUU  925
M   N   L   R   Q   S   V   V   G   D   L   K   L   L   T    168
AUG AAC CUU AGA CAA AGU GUU GUU GGU GAU CUU AAA CUU CUU ACU  970
D   G   K   L   Y   E   G   K   H   I   P   V   S   N   I    183
GAU GGG AAG UUG UAU GAG GGU AAG CAU AUC CCU GUA UCU AAU AUU  1015
Figure 2.4.  The complete nucleotide sequence of BPMV K-Ha1RNA2. The deduced
amino acid sequence of the polyprotein encoded by RNA2 is indicated in the one-letter
code below the nucleotide sequence. The positions of the proteolytic cleavage sites are
indicated with arrowheads with the names of the cleavage products indicated at the start
of the coding regions of each of the mature proteins.
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S   A   G   E   N   H   V   V   Q   I   P   L   M   A   Q    198
AGU GCA GGG GAA AAU CAU GUA GUU CAA AUA CCC UUA AUG GCA CAG  1060
E   E   I   L   S   S   S   A   S   D   F   R   T   A   M    213
GAG GAA AUU CUG UCU UCU AGU GCA AGC GAU UUC AGA ACU GCA AUG  1105
V   S   K   N   S   K   P   Q   A   T   A   M   H   V   G    228
GUG AGU AAA AAU AGC AAG CCU CAA GCU ACU GCA AUG CAU GUG GGA  1150
A   I   E   I   I   I   D   S   F   A   S   P   D   C   N    243
GCU AUA GAA AUU AUC AUU GAU AGU UUC GCA AGU CCU GAC UGC AAC  1195
I   V   G   A   M   L   L   V   D   T   Y   H   T   N   P    258
AUA GUU GGU GCA AUG CUU UUG GUU GAU ACU UAU CAU ACC AAU CCU  1240
E   N   A   V   R   S   I   F   V   A   P   F   R   G   G    273
GAA AAU GCA GUU CGU AGU AUU UUU GUU GCG CCU UUC AGA GGC GGA  1285
R   P   I   R   V   V   T   F   P   N   T   I   V   Q   I    288
AGG CCC AUU CGG GUG GUU ACA UUU CCG AAU ACC AUU GUG CAG AUU  1330
E   P   D   M   N   S   R   F   Q   L   L   S   T   T   T    303
GAA CCA GAC AUG AAU UCA AGG UUU CAG CUU UUG AGU ACC ACU ACC  1375
N   G   D   F   V   Q   G   K   D   L   A   M   V   K   V    318
AAU GGU GAU UUU GUU CAA GGA AAA GAU CUC GCA AUG GUU AAA GUU  1420
N   V   A   C   A   A   V   G   L   T   S   S   Y   T   P    333
AAU GUA GCA UGU GCU GCC GUU GGC UUG ACA UCA AGU UAU ACU CCA  1465
T   P   L   L   E   S   G   L   Q   K   D   R   G   L   I    348
ACU CCA UUG UUG GAA UCU GGU UUG CAA AAA GAC AGA GGG UUA AUU  1510
V   E   Y   F   G   R   M   S   Y   V   A   H   N   V   N    363
GUG GAG UAU UUU GGA AGG AUG UCU UAC GUU GCU CAU AAC GUU AAU  1555
Q   P   Q   E   K   D   L   L   E   G   N   F   S   F   D    378
CAG CCC CAA GAG AAA GAU UUG UUG GAG GGA AAU UUU UCC UUU GAU  1600
I   K   S   L   S   R   L   E   K   V   S   S   T   K   A    393
AUU AAA UCU CUC UCU AGA UUG GAA AAG GUU UCC UCU ACA AAA GCA  1945
Q   F   V   S   G   K   T   F   K   Y   D   I   I   G   A    408
CAA UUU GUU AGU GGA AAA ACC UUC AAA UAU GAU AUA AUU GGU GCU  1690
G   S   H   S   S   E   D   F   P   E   K   G   D   Q   E    423
GGU UCA CAU UCU UCA GAA GAU UUU CCU GAA AAG GGA GAU CAA GAA  1735
K   P   K   K   I   D   A   R   L   R   Q   R   I   D   P    438
AAA CCC AAA AAG AUU GAU GCC AGA UUG AGA CAA AGA AUA GAU CCU  1780
                                L-CP
Q   Y   N   E   V   Q   A   Q  M   E   T   N   L   F   K    453
CAA UAC AAU GAG GUU CAG GCU CAG AUG GAA ACA AAU UUG UUU AAA  1825
L   S   L   D   D   V   E   T   P   K   G   S   M   L   D    468
UUG UCU CUU GAU GAU GUU GAA ACU CCU AAA GGU UCC AUG UUG GAU  1870
L   K   I   S   Q   S   K   I   A   L   P   K   N   T   V    483
CUU AAA AUU UCU CAA UCU AAA AUU GCA CUU CCC AAG AAC ACA GUU  1915
G   G   T   I   L   R   S   D   L   L   A   N   F   L   T    498
GGA GGA ACC AUU CUG CGU AGU GAU CUA UUG GCA AAU UUU UUG ACA  1960
E   G   N   F   R   A   S   V   D   L   Q   R   T   H   R    513
GAG GGC AAU UUU AGA GCA AGU GUU GAU UUG CAG CGC ACU CAU CGU  2005
I   K   G   M   I   K   M   V   A   T   V   G   I   P   E    528
AUU AAA GGA AUG AUU AAA AUG GUG GCC ACA GUU GGU AUU CCU GAG  2050
N   T   G   I   A   L   A   C   A   M   N   S   S   F   R    543
AAU ACA GGU AUA GCA UUG GCC UGU GCU AUG AAU AGU UCU UUU AGG  2095
G   R   A   S   S   D   I   Y   T   I   C   S   Q   D   C    558
GGG CGC GCC AGU UCU GAU AUU UAC ACC AUC UGC UCU CAA GAC UGU  2140
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(Figure 2.4 continued)
E   L   W   N   P   A   C   T   K   A   M   T   M   S   F    573
GAA UUA UGG AAU CCU GCU UGC ACA AAA GCA AUG ACU AUG UCA UUU  2185
N   P   N   P   C   S   D   A   W   S   L   E   F   L   K    588
AAU CCA AAC CCG UGU UCU GAU GCA UGG AGU UUG GAA UUU CUG AAG  2230
R   T   G   F   H   C   D   I   I   C   V   T   G   W   T    603
CGU ACU GGA UUU CAU UGU GAU AUC AUU UGU GUC ACU GGA UGG ACU  2275
A   T   P   M   Q   D   V   Q   V   T   I   D   W   F   I    618
GCC ACC CCA AUG CAG GAU GUU CAG GUU ACA AUU GAU UGG UUU AUU  2320
S   S   Q   E   C   V   P   R   T   Y   C   V   L   N   P    633
UCC UCU CAG GAA UGU GUU CCC AGG ACC UAC UGU GUU UUA AAU CCA  2365                  
Q   N   P   F   V   L   N   R   W   M   G   K   L   T   F    648
CAA AAU CCU UUU GUG UUA AAU AGG UGG AUG GGA AAA CUG ACU UUC  2410
P   Q   G   T   S   R   S   V   K   R   M   P   L   S   I    663
CCC CAG GGC ACU UCC CGG AGU GUU AAG AGA AUG CCU CUU UCU AUA  2455
G   G   G   A   G   A   K   N   A   I   L   M   N   M   P    678
GGG GGA GGA GCU GGU GCA AAG AAU GCU AUU CUC AUG AAU AUG CCA  2500
N   A   V   L   S   M   W   R   Y   F   V   G   D   L   V    693
AAU GCU GUU CUU UCA AUG UGG AGA UAU UUU GUU GGA GAU CUC GUC  2545
F   E   V   S   K   M   T   S   P   Y   I   K   C   T   V    708
UUU GAA GUU UCU AAG AUG ACU UCU CCC UAC AUU AAA UGU ACA GUC  2590
S   F   F   I   A   F   G   N   L   A   D   D   T   I   N    723
UCU UUC UUC AUA GCA UUU GGA AAU UUG GCU GAU GAU ACC AUC AAU  2635
F   E   A   F   P   H   K   L   V   Q   F   G   E   I   Q    738
UUU GAG GCU UUU CCC CAC AAG CUG GUG CAG UUU GGA GAG AUU CAG  2680
E   K   V   V   L   K   F   S   Q   E   E   F   L   T   A    753
GAA AAA GUU GUA UUG AAA UUU UCA CAA GAG GAA UUU CUU ACA GCU  2725
W   S   T   Q   V   R   P   A   T   T   L   L   A   D   G    768
UGG UCA ACU CAG GUG CGU CCU GCA ACA ACU CUG UUG GCU GAU GGG  2770
C   P   Y   L   Y   A   M   V   H   D   S   S   V   S   T    783
UGU CCA UAU UUG UAU GCU AUG GUG CAU GAU AGU UCA GUG UCU ACA  2815
I   P   G   D   F   V   I   G   V   K   L   T   T   I   N    798
AUA CCA GGU GAU UUU GUC AUU GGU GUU AAG UUG ACA ACC AUA AAC  2860
N   M   C   A   Y   G   L   N   P   G   I   S   G   S   R    813
AAU AUG UGU GCA UAC GGG CUU AAU CCU GGU AUU UCA GGU UCU CGU  2905
                            S-CP
L   L   G   T   I   P   Q  S   I   S   Q   Q   T   V   W    828
CUU UUG GGC ACC AUU CCU CAG UCC AUU UCA CAG CAA ACU GUU UGG  2950
N   Q   M   A   T   V   R   T   P   L   N   F   D   S   S    843
AAU CAA AUG GCA ACA GUG AGA ACA CCA UUG AAU UUU GAU UCU AGC  2995
K   Q   S   F   C   Q   F   S   I   D   L   L   G   G   G    858
AAG CAG AGC UUU UGU CAA UUU UCU AUU GAC CUU CUC GGU GGA GGA  3040
I   L   V   D   K   T   G   D   W   I   T   L   I   Q   N    873
AUU UUA GUG GAC AAA ACU GGA GAU UGG AUC ACA CUU AUA CAA AAU  3085
S   P   I   S   N   L   L   R   V   A   A   W   K   K   G    888
UCU CCA AUU AGU AAC UUG UUG AGA GUU GCU GCU UGG AAG AAA GGC  3130
C   L   M   V   K   I   V   M   S   G   N   A   A   V   K    903
UGU UUA AUG GUC AAG AUU GUG AUG UCU GGG AAU GCA GCA GUC AAA  3175
R   S   D   W   A   S   L   V   Q   V   F   L   T   N   S    918
AGG AGU GAU UGG GCC UCA UUG GUA CAA GUG UUU UUA ACA AAC AGC  3220
N   S   T   E   H   F   D   A   C   K   W   T   K   S   E    933
AAC AGU ACA GAG CAU UUU GAU GCA UGU AAG UGG ACA AAA UCA GAA  3265
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(Figure 2.4 continued)
P   H   S   W   E   L   I   F   P   I   E   V   C   G   P    948
CCA CAU UCC UGG GAA UUG AUC UUC CCA AUA GAG GUA UGU GGU CCU  3310
N   N   G   F   E   M   W   S   S   E    W   A   N   Q   T   963
AAU AAU GGU UUU GAA AUG UGG AGU UCU GAG UGG GCA AAU CAA ACU  3355
S   W   H   L   S   F   L   I   D   N   P   K   Q   S   T    978
UCA UGG CAU UUG AGU UUC CUU AUU GAC AAU CCC AAA CAG UCU ACA  3400
V   F   D   I   L   L   G   I   S   Q   D   F   E   I   A    993
GUU UUU GAU AUU CUC UUG GGA AUC UCU CAA GAU UUU GAA AUU GCU  3445
G   N   T   L   M   P   A   F   S   V   P   Q   A   T   A    1008
GGU AAU ACU CUU AUG CCA GCU UUU UCU GUU CCA CAA GCU ACU GCC  3490
R   S   S   E   N   A   E   S   S   A   *                    1019
AGA UCU UCU GAA AAU GCG GAA UCC UCU GCA UGA UCUGGAAUUUGUGUU  3538
UCCUUUUGCUUGUUCGUUUGUUUAAUUUAAUAAAGGAAAUUAGGCAUGACCCUCUUGUUG 3598
AGUAUGCUCUGCCUAUUUGAAAAUUUCCACACCUCUUUUAAUUGUCGUAAUGAUGUGUGA 3658
AGUGUGUGUUAUUUU                                              3673
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A
         RNA1
RNA2 K-G7 K-Ha1 K-Ho1
K-G7 85.5 98.1
K-Ha1 86.9 85.9
K-Ho1 87.2 98.8
B
            RNA1
RNA2 K-G7 K-Ha1 K-Ho1
K-G7 95.9 98.0
K-Ha1 96.3 97.3
K-Ho1 96.6 99.6
Figure 2.5. Percentage nucleotide and deduced amino acid identity of RNA1and RNA2
between BPMV strains. (A) Full-length RNA1, above diagonal, and full-length RNA2,
below diagonal. (B) Deduced amino acid sequence identity of polyproteins encoded by
RNA1 (above diagonal) and RNA2 (below diagonal). Values are the identity scores
generated by the GAP program in the UWGCG package.
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Figure 2.6. Phylogeny relationships of comovirus RNA1-encoded polyproteins and
individual mature proteins. Amino acid sequences were aligned using the Clustal X
Multiple Alignment Program and phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neighbor-
joining method, as implemented in the PAUP program. The resulting consensus trees of
1000 bootstrap replicates are shown for: (A) RNA1 encoded precursor polyproteins, (B)
Co-pro, (C) Hel, (D) VPg, (E) Pro, and (F) RdRp. The bootstrap values are indicated
above each branch. Broad bean wilt virus (BBMV) RNA sequence was derived from
Kobayashi et al. (1999).
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                     Protease cofactor
BPMV
K-G7
BPMV
K-Ha1
BPMV
K-Ho1 CPMV CPSMV RCMV SqMV
K-G7 96.1 99.7 29.4 38.9 30.6 28.8
K-Ha1 97.4 96.4 29.7 39.2 31.9 29.7
K-Ho1 99.7 97.7 29.4 38.9 30.9 28.8
CPMV 43.2 43.2 43.6 29.5 38.5 29.6
CPSMV 51.6 52.0 52.0 42.0 31.1 30.2
RCMV 42.1 42.4 42.4 51.5 45.3 23.3
SqMV 40.2 40.5 40.5 42.7 40.3 36.2
                                                   Helicase
BPMV
K-G7
BPMV
K-Ha1
BPMV
K-Ho1 CPMV CPSMV RCMV SqMV
K-G7 96.0 98.8 42.3 52.1 44.0 42.3
K-Ha1 97.8 96.5 42.7 52.6 44.4 41.4
K-Ho1 99.0 98.2 42.4 52.4 44.2 41.8
CPMV 52.1 52.2 52.1 39.6 50.7 41.7
CPSMV 62.4 62.9 62.6 49.7 43.6 41.4
RCMV 54.3 54.3 54.3 61.1 54.6 43.9
SqMV 52.8 51.7 81.7 51.5 50.8 52.4
                                                       VPg
Figure 2.7. Percentage deduced amino acid sequence identity/similarity of RNA1-
encoded proteins between BPMV strains and other comoviruses. Deduced amino acid
identity scores are shown above diagonal, and similarity scores are shown below
diagonal. The similarity and identity scores were generated by the GAP program in the
UWGCG package.
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(Figure 2.7 continued)
BPMV
K-G7
BPMV
K-Ha1
BPMV
K-Ho1 CPMV CPSMV RCMV SqMV
K-G7 100.0 100.0 64.3 67.9 67.9 71.4
K-Ha1 100.0 100.0 64.3 67.9 67.9 71.4
K-Ho1 100.0 100.0 64.3 67.9 67.9 71.4
CPMV 78.6 78.6 78.6 67.9 75.0 85.7
CPSMV 89.3 89.3 89.3 82.1 64.3 78.6
RCMV 78.6 78.6 78.6 78.6 54.8 75.0
SqMV 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7 92.9 82.1
                                                              Protease
BPMV
K-G7
BPMV
K-Ha1
BPMV
K-Ho1 CPMV CPSMV RCMV SqMV
K-G7 98.6 98.6 51.0 45.7 44.7 46.4
K-Ha1 98.6 99.0 51.4 46.6 45.2 46.4
K-Ho1 98.6 99.0 51.0 46.6 45.7 46.4
CPMV 62.2 63.5 63.0 45.2 54.8 50.7
CPSMV 52.4 53.4 53.4 58.2 43.8 44.9
RCMV 55.8 56.3 56.7 63.0 54.8 50.5
SqMV 56.0 56.5 56.5 60.9 54.1 60.2
                                                               RdRp
BPMV
K-G7
BPMV
K-Ha1
BPMV
K-Ho1 APMoV CPMV
CPSM
V RCMV SqMV
K-G7 94.8 96.3 47.1 56.8 55.0 57.0 52.6
K-Ha1 95.9 97.8 49.6 57.3 57.6 57.5 53.4
K-Ho1 97.2 98.3 49.3 57.6 56.5 57.5 53.2
APMo
V 58.3 60.6 60.4 49.8 49.3 50.2 50.5
CPMV 64.5 66.0 66.1 59.3 55.6 61.6 57.0
CPSM
V 64.0 66.0 64.9 57.9 63.3 52.0 54.9
RCMV 65.6 66.0 66.0 59.8 69.2 60.2 55.0
SqMV 62.6 62.7 62.9 60.5 64.9 63.9 63.3
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A
                   1                         28
        K-G7       SRKPNRYEVSQYRYRNVPIKRRAWVEGQ
        K-Ha1      SRKPNRYEVSQYRYRNVPIKRRAWVEGQ
        K-Ho1      SRKPNRYEVSQYRYRNVPIKRRAWVEGQ
        CPMV       SRKPNRFDMQQYRYNNVPLKRRVWADAQ
        SqMV       SRKPNRFDVAQYRYRNVPLKRRQWADAQ
        CPSMV      SRKPNRFDVAQYRYRNIPLRKRNWAEGQ
        RCMV       SRKPNRFEVQQYRYKNVPLTRRSWGNAQ
        Consensus  SRKPNR----QYRY-N-P---R-W---Q
B
                   1                                     *                  60
        K-Ha1      MSFDQSVVAIMSKCKASMRMGNTDAQILMVPGRRFIAHGHFFKNLTQKVRVQIVTSEKSY
        K-Ho1      MSFDQSVVAIMSKCKASMRMGNTDAQILMVPGRRFIAHGHFFKNLTQKVRVQIVTSEKTY
        K-G7       MSFDQSVVAIMSKCKASMRMGNTDAQILMVPGRRFIAHGHFFKNLTQKVRVQIVTSEKSY
        CPMV       MSLDQSSVAIMSKCRANLVFGGTNLQIVMVPGRRFLACKHFFTHIKTKLRVEIVMDGRRY
        RCMV       MSLDQSTVSILNKCHAKFIIASQHAQIVLVPGRRFIGYSHFFCNLKHPLMVQIETADRTY
        SqMV       MSLDHSSVAIMSKCKANFEFGNTNVQIVLVPGRRFLGYAHFFKTIKHPITVKIVKDGRHF
        CPSMV      MSLDQSTMLIMEKCKANFVFSNISCQIVMLPGRQFLCYKHVFASLNSPMYVDIYTANKKY
        Consensus  MS-D-S-##I#-KC-A-#-#-----QI-##PGR-F#---H-F--------V-I----#-#
                   61              *                                       120
        K-Ha1      WHVYDPDKFQMFD.NSEIGLYSNPTLEDIPHSAWDLFCWDSEKTLPN.NFSAELLSCKLD
        K-Ho1      WHVYDPDKFQMFD.NSEIGLYTNPTLEDIPHSAWDLFCWDSEKTLPN.NFSAELLSCKLD
        K-G7       WHVYDPDKFQMFD.NSEIGLYTNPTLEDIPHSAWDLFCWDSEKTLPN.NFSAELLSCKLD
        CPMV       YHQFDPANIYDIP.DSELVLYSHPSLEDVSHSCWDLFCWDPDKELPS.VFGADFLSCKYN
        RCMV       FHRYQPENMEYIE.DSELCVYHSSCLEDISHSCWDLFCWDPDKELPK.KFSADFVSCKYN
        SqMV       LHVYDPKGMTYFD.DSEICVYHSASFEDIPHTTWDVFCWDWEKSLCK.KFPADFLSCKYD
        CPSMV      KLYYKPQNRVYFETDSEIMLYKDASLEDIPASCWDLFCFDAEKSLPRGSFPAEILSCKLD
        Consensus  ---#-P--------#SE#-#Y-----ED#--#-WD#FC#D-#K-L----F–A#-#SCK-#
                   121                                    ▼▼    *          180
        K-Ha1      TVTGQYYPEWAPINCRVHRQPIHITEGNYVRKQDVSIEYDACTIPNDCGSLVVAKVGNHK
        K-Ho1      TVTGQYYPEWAPINCRVHRQPIHITEGNYVRKQDVSIEYDACTIPNDCGSLVVAKVGNHK
        K-G7       TVTGQYYPRMAPINCRVHRQPIHITEGNYVRKQDVSIEYDACTIPNDCGSLVVAKVGNHK
        CPMV       KFGGFYEAQYADIKVRTKKECLTIQSGNYVNKVSRYLEYEAPTIPEDCGSLVIAHIGGKH
        RCMV       TWTKSVEPTWANVDAEVIKEDFTICDGEYRNTVSTSIRYEAPTVMSDCGSMIITNVGGKT
        SqMV       RLTMSYEPTYAGINVETVFETLELRANGAVRKLPCFLKYEAPTVDRDCGSLIVAQVEGRY
        CPSMV      RTTNQHIPEWADISARTVNQKLDVEFGEYQTIFYSYLQYDVSTKAEDCGSLIIATIDGRK
        Consensus  ----------A-#------#---#------------#-Y##-T---DCGS###--#----
                   181  ▼ ▼▼                      210
        K-Ha1      QIVGFHVAGSKGRLGYASLIPYVEPVVQAQ
        K-Ho1      QIVGFHVAGSKGRLGYASLIPYVEPVVQAQ
        K-G7       QIVGFHVAGSKGRLGYASLIPYVEPVVQAQ
        CPMV       KIVGVHVAGIQGKIGCASLLPPLEPIAQAQ
        RCMV       KIVGIHVAGRDNKIGMASLLPPLLPCAQAQ
        SqMV       QIVGIHIGG.DGRNGFAAPLPHIPQAADAQ
        CPSMV      KIIGIHTAGRANRSGFASYMPQVEIPVQAQ
        Consensus  -I#G-H--G---#-G-A---P-----##AQ
Figure 2.8. Sequence comparison of comovirus VPg and protease. (A) Multiple
alignment of the deduced amino acid sequence of VPg from different BPMV strains and
other members of the genus Comovirus. (B) Multiple alignment of the deduced amino
acid sequence of protease of comoviruses. The conserved catalytic triad of comovirus
proteases is indicated by bold letters and the positions are noted by asterisks (*). The
residues of substrate binding pocket, according to Bazan and Fletteric model (1988), are
indicated by arrowheads. The repeated “CWD” sequences are shaded. The multiple
alignments were generated by the PRETTY program of the UWGCG package.
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Figure 2.9. Phylogeny relationships of comovirus RNA2-encoded polyproteins and
individual mature proteins. Amino acid sequences were aligned using the Clustal X
Multiple Alignment Program and phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neighbor-
joining method, as implemented in the PAUP program. The resulting consensus trees of
1000 bootstrap replicates are shown for: (A) RNA2 encode precursor polyproteins, (B)
CR, (C) LCP and (D) SCP. The bootstrap values are indicated above each branch. Broad
bean wilt virus (BBMV) RNA1 sequence was derived from Kobayashi et al. (2003).
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RNA2 replication cofactor
BPMV
K-G7
BPMV
K-Ha1
BPMV
K-Ho1 APMoV CPMV CPSMV RCMV SqMV
K-G7 94.6 95.1 30.7 36.4 42.0 32.0 37.9
K-Ha1 96.4 99.3 30.4 36.8 42.3 32.2 37.7
K-Ho1 96.9 99.3 30.8 36.5 42.8 32.0 37.9
APMoV 42.2 40.9 41.9 28.6 30.7 30.7 32.7
CPMV 45.2 45.4 45.2 39.3 34.3 37.7 31.5
CPSMV 52.8 52.4 52.9 40.4 44.5 30.5 35.2
RCMV 43.5 43.5 43.5 41.6 47.6 42.8 32.9
SqMV 47.3 48.3 48.6 44.2 42.3 44.2 43.7
                                              Large Coat protein
BPMV
K-G7
BPMV
K-Ha1
BPMV
K-Ho1 APMoV CPMV CPSMV RCMV SqMV
K-G7 98.9 99.2 39.0 55.9 55.6 58.6 56.7
K-Ha1 98.9 99.7 38.7 55.9 55.6 58.6 56.4
K-Ho1 99.2 99.7 38.7 55.9 55.9 58.6 56.7
APMoV 47.4 47.1 47.1 36.2 30.3 39.7 40.2
CPMV 62.6 62.3 62.6 44.6 49.5 54.2 50.0
CPSMV 65.5 65.5 65.8 42.9 59.4 49.3 49.7
RCMV 64.5 64.5 64.5 46.4 62.7 56.8 55.4
SqMV 64.2 63.9 64.2 50.1 59.9 60.4 63.4
                                              Small coat protein
BPMV
K-G7
BPMV
K-Ha1
BPMV
K-Ho1 APMoV CPMV CPSMV RCMV SqMV
K-G7 95.0 95.0 34.6 37.1 41.0 46.1 43.4
K-Ha1 98.0 100.0 34.0 36.6 41.5 45.1 43.4
K-Ho1 98.0 100.0 34.0 36.6 41.54 45.1 43.4
APMoV 41.9 42.9 42.9 30.7 30.3 28.7 33.9
CPMV 44.3 44.3 44.3 38.6 33.5 49.0 39.6
CPSMV 48.2 49.2 49.2 36.2 41.2 42.5 35.6
RCMV 52.9 52.3 52.3 36.5 52.4 49.7 42.5
SqMV 52.8 53.9 53.9 42.1 44.0 45.0 48.1
Figure 2.10. Percentage deduced amino acid sequence identity/similarity of RNA2-
encoded proteins between BPMV strains and other comoviruses. Deduced amino acid
identity scores are shown above diagonal, and similarity scores are shown below
diagonal. The similarity and identity scores were generated by the GAP program in the
UWGCG package.
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                       1                                                                                                                        46
K-G7  RNA1  UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCA T
K-Ho1 RNA1 UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCA T
K-Ho1 RNA1 UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCA T
K-G7  RNA2  UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCA C
K-Ho1 RNA2 UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCA C
K-Ha1 RNA2 UAUUAAAAUUUUCAUAAGAUUUGAAAUUUUGAUAAACCGCGAUCA C
                           48                                                                                                                    91
K-G7  RNA1   AGGUUGCCGCACCUUAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUG
K-Ho1 RNA1  AGGUUGCCGCACCUUAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUG
K-Ho1 RNA1  AGGUUGCCGCACCUUAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUG
K-G7  RNA2   AGGUUGCCGCACCUUAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUG
K-Ho1 RNA2  AGGUUGCCGCACCUUAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUG
K-Ha1 RNA2  AGGUUGCCGCACCUUAAAACCGGAAACAAAAGCAAUCGUUACUUG
                           158                                           165                  179                                  194
K-G7 RNA1       AAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGU                   UUCGUGAAUCAUUUUC
K-Ho1 RNA1     AAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGU                   UUCGUGAAUCAUUUUC
K-Ha1 RNA1     AAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGU                   UUCGUGAAUCAUUUUC
K-G7 RNA2       AAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGU                   UUCGUGAAUCAUUUUC
K-Ho1 RNA2     AAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGU                   UUCGUGAAUCAUUUUC
K-Ha1 RNA2     AAAGAAAAUCACUCUCUGU                   UUCGUGAAUCAUUUUC
                           217                                    233                 240                                               260
K-G7 RNA1       GCUGAACACUCUCCUAU                 AUAGGACUUCGUGUCAGAUUU
K-Ho1 RNA1     GCUGAACACUCUCCUAU                 AUAGGACUUCGUGUCAGAUUU
K-Ha1 RNA1     GCUGAACACUCUCCUAU                 AUAGGACUUCGUGUCAGAUUU
K-G7 RNA2       GCUGAACACUCUCCUAU                 AUAGGACUUCGUGUCAGAUUU
K-Ho1 RNA2     GCUGAACACUCUCCUAU                 AUAGGACUUCGUGUCAGAUUU
K-Ha1 RNA2     GCUGAACACUCUCCUAU                 AUAGGACUUCGUGUCAGAUUU
Figure 2.11. Multiple alignment of the RNA1 and RNA2 5’UTRs of different BPMV
strains. The absolutely conserved sequences are boxed. The conserved regions are
indicated above each box. The alignment was generated by PILEUP program of the
UWGCG package.
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                                                        Chapter III
                      Diversity among isolates of the comovirus Bean pod mottle virus
                                                       Introduction
        Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) is a member of the genus Comovirus in the family
Comoviridae (Goldbach et al., 1995).  Like other comoviruses, BPMV has a bipartite
positive-strand RNA genome consisting of RNA-1 and RNA-2, which are separately
encapsidated in isometric particles 28 nm in diameter.  Purified BPMV preparations can
be separated by density gradient centrifugation analysis into three viral sedimenting
components designated top (T), middle (M) and bottom (B).  The T component contains
empty particles, whereas the M and B components contain single molecules of RNA-2
(approximately 3.6 kb) and RNA-1 (approximately 6.0 kb), respectively.  The three
components have identical protein composition, consisting of 60 copies each of a large
(L) and small (S) coat protein of 41 kDa and 22 kDa, respectively.  The S-coat protein
occurs in two major size classes; the intact protein and a C-terminus-truncated version
(Lomonossoff and Ghabrial, 2001).
        BPMV genomic RNAs are polyadenylated and have a small basic protein, VPg,
covalently linked to their 5’ termini.  The BPMV genome is expressed via the synthesis
and subsequent cleavage of large polyprotein precursors (Goldbach et al., 1995;
Lomonossoff and Ghabrial, 2001).  The complete nucleotide sequences of the two
genomic RNAs of BPMV strain KY-G7 have been reported (Di et al., 1999; MacFarlane
et al., 1991).  BPMV RNA-1 codes for five mature proteins required for replication (from
5’ to 3’, a protease cofactor [32K], a putative helicase [58K], a viral genome-linked
protein [VPg], a protease [24K] and a putative RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, RdRp
[87K]), whereas RNA-2 codes for a putative cell-to-cell movement protein and the two
coat proteins (Di et al., 1999; MacFarlane et al., 1991).
        BPMV is widespread in the major soybean-growing areas in many of the southern
and southeastern United States (Ghabrial et al., 1990; Hartman et al., 1999; Ross and
Butler, 1985; Skotland, 1958).  A recent severe outbreak in BPMV incidence in the North
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Central and Northern Great Plains states is currently the cause of serious concerns to
soybean growers and to the soybean industry in this region (John Hill, personal
communication; Ghabrial, unpublished).  BPMV is efficiently transmitted in nature,
within and between soybean fields, by several species of leaf-feeding beetles in the
family Chrysomelidae (mainly the genera Ceratoma and Diabrotica).  Beetle vector
species also occur in the families Coccinellidae, Curulionidae, and Meloidae (Gergerich
and Scott, 1996; Hartman et al., 1999; Ross, 1963).  The deleterious effects of BPMV
infection are not limited to seed yield but extend to seed quality since BPMV is known to
predispose soybeans to Phomopsis spp. seed infection (Stuckey et al., 1982), a major
cause of poor seed quality in soybean (Schmitthenner and Kmetz, 1980).  Furthermore,
BPMV interacts synergistically with the potyvirus Soybean mosaic virus (SMV) with
drastic reduction of yield and seed quality (Anjos et al., 1992; Calvert and Ghabrial,
1983; Ross, 1968).
        Disease management through genetic resistance is not possible at present because no
soybean cultivars with resistance to BPMV are commercially available.  A limited
number of transgenic soybean lines expressing BPMV capsid polyprotein have been
produced and were shown to confer protection against BPMV infection (Di et al, 1996;
Reddy et al., 2001).  Such transgenic resistance could be incorporated into commercial
varieties.  Because of the recent BPMV outbreaks, a concerted effort is currently
underway to screen available soybean germplasm for resistance/tolerance to BPMV
infection (Gu et al., 2002).  No information, however, is available on strain diversity
among BPMV isolates.  Knowledge of the genetic diversity among BPMV isolates is
necessary to ensure that selected or newly developed soybean germplasms may offer
broad protection against the full range of BPMV strains found in nature.  In this
communication, we report the occurrence of at least two distinct subgroups of BPMV
strains that can be clearly distinguished based on nucleic acid hybridization analysis.
Furthermore, we present evidence for the occurrence in nature of reassortants between
the two strain subgroups.  Additionally, we developed an RT-PCR protocol based on the
sequence of a highly conserved region in the capsid polyprotein coding sequence that
provides efficient and highly sensitive detection of all BPMV isolates tested, regardless
of their strain classification.
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                                                   Materials and Methods
Virus isolates
        A list of the BPMV isolates used is shown in Table 3.1.  In most cases, the isolates
are designated by the county and the state from which they were originally collected.
The various BPMV isolates were propagated in the soybean cultivars York or Essex, and
infected tissues were used for virion purification as previously described (Ghabrial et al.,
1977).  The complete nucleotide sequences of the genomic RNAs from isolates K-G7 (Di
et al., 1999; MacFarlane et al., 1991), K-Ha1 and K-Ho1 (Chapter II) have been
determined and the sequences have been deposited in the GenBank (see Table 3.1 for the
GenBank accession numbers).  Where appropriate, the well-characterized isolates, K-G7,
K-Ha1 and K-Ho1, will be referred to as strains.
Nucleic acid hybridization analysis
        Viral RNAs were extracted from purified virions by the SDS-phenol method of
Peden and Symons (1973), and assayed by northern hybridization analysis using a cloned
cDNA probe to RNA-1 from strain K-G7.  As the ratio of RNA-1 to RNA-2 may vary
among virus isolates and to ensure that equivalent amounts of RNA-1 are subjected to
northern hybridization analysis, the amounts of total viral RNA loaded per lane were
adjusted based on image analysis of scanned gels.  For this purpose, images of ethidium
bromide-stained gels were generated using an Alpha Innotech digital imaging system
(Alpha Innotech Corporation, San Leandro, CA) and the resulting images were analyzed
by the AlphaEase program (Alpha Innotech Corporation, San Leandro, CA) using the
1D-multi line densitometry tool.  The integrated area under the RNA-1 peak was then
determined for all the RNA preparations to be tested.  The volumes of the RNA samples
were adjusted accordingly so that equivalent amounts of RNA-1 were loaded for each
BPMV isolate, as demonstrated in Figure 3.1.  For northern hybridization analysis, viral
RNA samples from the same preparations used for image analysis and in similar amounts
to those shown in Figure 3.1 (approximately 1.0 mg) were used.  The viral RNAs were
separated by electrophoresis on 1.5% formaldehyde agarose gels (Sambrook and Russell,
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2001), and transferred onto Hybond-N+ membranes (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  The membranes were then prehybridized
for 12 h at 420 C in a solution containing 5X SSC (1X SSC: 150 mM NaCl, 15 mM
sodium citrate), 50% formamide, 0.5% SDS and 100 mg/ml salmon sperm DNA.
Hybridization to the radiolabeled cloned cDNA probes was in the same buffer for 16 h at
420C.  The membranes were then washed two times for 10 min each at room temperature
in 2X SSC containing 0.1% SDS, followed by washing two times with 1X SSC/0.1%
SDS at room temperature and two times in 0.1X SSC containing 0.1% SDS at 650 C for
30 min.  The membranes were air-dried and exposed to Bio-Max film (Eastman Kodak,
Rochester, NY) for 2-12 h.  For slot-blot hybridization analysis, RNA was extracted from
purified virions and, after concentration by ethanol precipitation, suspended in 2X SSC,
and spotted onto Hybond-N+ membranes using a "Minifold II" filtration apparatus
(Schleicher & Schuell, Keene, NH).  The RNA samples (200 ng, unless otherwise
specified) were fixed onto membranes according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Procedures and conditions for prehybridization, hybridization, and membrane washings
were as described for northern hybridization analysis.  The probes were prepared by nick-
translation of full-length cDNA clones of RNA-1 and RNA-2 from isolates K-Ha1, K-
Ho1 and K-G7 (except that a partial clone containing nucleotides 1511 to 3117 was used
for K-G7 RNA-1).  The membranes were then air-dried and exposed to a phosphorimager
screen (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA) for 2-5 h.  The images were visualized by
a PhosphorImager 445 SI system and analyzed with the ImageQuant 4.1 program
(Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA).
Western blot analysis
         Following SDS-PAGE on 12% polyacrylamide gels ( Laemmli, 1970), the proteins
were transferred to an Immobilon-P transfer membrane (Millipore), using a mini Trans-
Blot electrophoretic transfer apparatus (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) at 70 V for
1 h.  The membrane was then incubated overnight at 4o C in TBS (20 mM Tris-HCl
buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) containing 5% non-fat milk and incubated at
room temperature for 2 h with an antiserum to BPMV virions (Ghabrial and Schultz,
1983) diluted 1: 2,000 in 1X TBS/5% non-fat milk.  The membrane was washed twice in
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water and three times in 1X TBS, then reacted with the secondary antibody, goat anti-
rabbit IgG conjugated with alkaline phosphatase (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO; diluted
1:2,000 in 1X TBS containing 5% non-fat milk) for 1 h at room temperature.  Following
washing as described before, the bound antibody was detected using 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-
indolyl phosphate p-toluidine salt and p-nitro blue tetrazolium (Promega, Madison, WI)
as substrates.
Field studies
        A field plot experiment was carried out in 1999 to study the effects of infection with
each of five different isolates of BPMV (K-G7, K-Ha1, K-Ho1, K-D1 and K-U1) on
soybean yield.  The selected BPMV isolates differ in the severity of the symptoms they
induce in soybean from mild to severe (Table 3.2).  Three Essex isolines (Essex, Essex-
Rsv1, and Essex-Rsv4; provided by Glenn Buss, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State
University), which differ in the presence of resistance genes to SMV, were inoculated
with the five BPMV isolates.  Inoculum for each isolate was prepared by extracting
infected leaf tissue with 0.05 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 (1:10 wt/vol).
Young leaves from Essex soybean seedlings infected with the individual BPMV isolates
(2 weeks postinoculation) were used as sources of inoculum.  Carborundum (600-mesh)
was added to the inoculum prior to application.
        The experiment was conducted as a completely randomized design.  Each virus x
isoline combination was replicated three times.  Each isoline was included as a
noninoculated control three times.  The experiment was planted May 24, and all plants in
a plot were rub-inoculated with sap from infected soybeans, as described before, on June
17 at growth stage V2/V3 (Fehr et al., 1971).  Each plot consisted of six plants spaced 2
inches apart in a hill with hills spaced 30 inches apart.  The plots were sprayed every
other week with Malathion in an attempt to reduce the spread of BPMV by bean leaf
beetles to noninoculated plants in control plots. Virus-like symptoms were first detected
on noninoculated control plants on July 29.  Because these symptoms appeared on all
three isolines we judged them not to be due to be SMV.  The experiment was irrigated
five times (approximately every two weeks) from mid July to early September.
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        Yield (g/plot) was measured on each 6-plant hill plot.  The yield data were analyzed
by analysis of variance and linear contrasts using statistical analysis software (Windows
version 6.12, SAS Institute, Cary, NC).  Linear contrasts were used to compare
inoculated versus noninoculated plots, strain subgroups I and II versus the reassortants,
and strain subgroup I versus II.
                                               Results and discussion
Symptomatology
        Twenty-one different BPMV isolates were tested for symptom production on
soybean cv. Essex (Table 3.2).  The resulting symptoms were scored as follows: severe
(severe stunting, yellow mottling, leaf distortion and extensive blistering), intermediate
(yellow/green mottling with some stunting and blistering) and mild (mild green mottling
and little or no stunting).  All soybean cultivars tested, including Essex, Williams 82,
Fayette, Jack, Davis, Clark, York, Dare and Hutchinson, were susceptible to BPMV
infection regardless of the viral isolate used.
        All BPMV isolates induced necrotic lesions on Phaseolus vulgaris (L.) cv. Pinto and
chlorotic lesions with necrotic centers on P. vulgaris cv. Bountiful.  The response of the
bean cv. Black Valentine to BPMV varied with the source of seeds.  Seedlings
germinated from seeds obtained from three commercial sources (Vermont Bean Seed
Co.,Vaucluse, SC; Sauk River Seed, Albany, MN; and Seeds For The South, Graniteville,
SC), showed chlorotic lesions on inoculated leaves without systemic infection.  However,
Black Valentine bean seedlings generated from seeds supplied by Rose Gergerich
(University of Arkansas) produced systemic symptoms similar in severity to those
induced by the different isolates on soybean (Table 3.2).  Skotland (1958) also reported
that Black Valentine seed obtained from four different seed companies yielded plants that
were only susceptible to local lesion infection.  The original report of Zaumeyer and
Thomas (1948) on BPMV, however, listed Black Valentine bean as a systemic host.  All
BPMV isolates tested, except for K-Ho1, induced symptomless infections in cowpea.
The K-Ho1 isolate, the most severe on soybeans, produced mild mosaic symptoms on
cowpea.  Although all BPMV isolates from Kentucky produced chlorotic local lesions on
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Chenopodium quinoa (L), the majority of those from other states induced ringspots and
line patterns on inoculated leaves.
Identification of two distinct subgroups of BPMV strains
        Northern hybridization analysis with a cloned cDNA probe to RNA-1 from strain K-
G7 indicated that viral RNA-1 from representative BPMV isolates from four states can be
separated into at least two distinct hybridization groups (Figure 3.2).  As the purpose of
the northern hybridization analysis was to ascertain whether RNA from a particular
isolate hybridized with the probe, it was necessary in some cases to overexpose the
membranes to the x-ray film. Consequently, smears were evident in some of the lanes
that hybridized strongly with the probe (Figure 3.2).  A total of six isolates out of 19
tested hybridized strongly with the K-G7 RNA-1 probe whereas no or very weak
hybridization signals were observed with the remaining 13 isolates.  Of the six isolates
whose RNA-1 hybridized strongly with the K-G7 RNA-1 probe, five were collected from
different locations in Kentucky.  In contrast, RNA-1 from six of seven isolates tested
from other states belonged to a different hybridization subgroup.
The results of northern hybridization analysis (Figure 3.2) were reproducible when
the same BPMV isolates were subjected to slot-blot hybridization analysis using cloned
cDNA probes to RNA-1 from either strain K-G7 (data not shown) or strain K-Ho1
(Figure 3.3A; same hybridization group as K-G7).  Thus, RNA-1 from six isolates
hybridized strongly with K-G-7 and K-Ho1 RNA-1 probes whereas the remaining 10
isolates showed no hybridization signals after a short exposure time (2 h; Figure 3.3A).
With a longer exposure of the same membrane to the phosphorimager screen (4 h),
comparable weak hybridization signals were detected for all 10 isolates, thus verifying
that equivalent amounts of RNA samples were applied to the membrane (Figure 3B).
The high stringency conditions used in our northern and slot blot hybridization
experiments require that sequences have at least 90% identity to the probe in order to
generate strong hybridization signals (Memelink et al., 1994).  The production of weak or
no hybridization signals indicates that the percent identity between RNA-1 from each of
the 10 isolates and the RNA-1 probes are less than 90%.  This conclusion is supported by
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the nucleotide sequencing data of representative isolates of the two hybridization groups
(see below).
        The biological, molecular and structural properties of strain K-G7 have been well
characterized and it is regarded as the type strain of BPMV (Chen et al., 1989; Di et al.,
1999; Ghabrial et al., 1977; Ghabrial and Schultz, 1983; MacFarlane et al., 1991).  As the
type strain with known sequence and to facilitate the classification of our isolates based
on nucleic acid hybridization analysis, we designated BPMV K-G7 as the prototype of
hybridization subgroup I.  We selected strain K-Ha1, which did not hybridize with the K-
G7 RNA-1 probe, as a representative of a second hybridization subgroup (designated
subgroup II).  The complete nucleotide sequences of both genomic RNAs of isolate K-
Ha1 were recently determined (Chapter II) and their sequences deposited in the GenBank
(see Table 3.1 for GenBank accession numbers).  The values for percentage nucleotide
sequence identity between strains K-G7 and K-Ha1, as determined by sequence
comparison using the GAP program, are 85.5% and 86.9%, respectively, for RNA-1 and
RNA-2.
        Surprisingly, the classification of BPMV isolates into two distinct subgroups based
on hybridization with the RNA-1 probes (Figures. 3.2 and 3.3A) was not so apparent
when a cDNA clone to K-G7 RNA-2 was used as a probe.  Only two isolates (V-S98-1
and K-G7) of the six tentatively classified as belonging to subgroup I (based on
hybridization with the RNA-1 probes) hybridized strongly with the K-G7 RNA-2 probe
(Figure 3.4).  Isolates K-C2, K-Ho1, K-U1, and K-Fu1 showed very weak or no
hybridization signals and were comparable to signals from the subgroup II isolates.
        The results of the reciprocal slot-blot hybridization assays using cloned cDNA
probes to RNA-1 and RNA-2 from the subgroup II strain K-Ha1 are shown in Figure 3.5.
Ten of the isolates tested hybridized strongly to the RNA-1 probe from the subgroup II
strain, whereas the remaining six isolates, previously classified as belonging to subgroup
I, showed little or no hybridization.  In contrast, the 14 BPMV isolates that did not react
with the subgroup I RNA-2 probe hybridized strongly with subgroup II probe (compare
Figure 3.5B with Figure 3.4).  The results thus indicate that the genomes of only two
isolates out of the 16 tested hybridized solely to subgroup I probes, whereas the genomes
of 10 isolates hybridized solely with subgroup II probes.  The remaining four isolates (K-
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C2, K-Ho1, K-Fu1 and K-U1) displayed hybridization patterns indicative of reassortants
between the two subgroups with RNA-1 derived from a subgroup I strain and RNA-2
derived from a subgroup II strain.  The reassortant status of strain K-Ho1 was confirmed
by nucleotide sequencing of full-length cDNA clones of its genomic RNAs (sequences
deposited in the GenBank, Table 3.1; Chapter II).
        In a study on the diversity of the comovirus Squash mosaic virus  ( SqMV),
Haudenshield and Palukaitis (1998), using northern hybridization analysis with a cDNA
probe to RNA-2, classified the SqMV isolates into two hybridization groups.  Like
BPMV, the SqMV isolates were disproportionately distributed between the two groups.
Of the five SqMV isolates tested, one belonged to hybridization group 1 whereas the
remaining four were placed in hybridization group 2 (Haudenshield and Palukaitis,
1998).  Because probes to SqMV RNA-1 probes were not used in that study, it cannot be
ruled out that some of the isolates are reassortants.  It is clear from the present BPMV
study that comovirus reassortments occur in nature, and that the use of cloned probes to
both genomic RNAs would be required to unravel the extent of diversity.
        It is of interest that the recent increase in BPMV incidence has been concomitant
with a large increase in the beetle vector populations as well as with an augmentation in
disease symptom severity.  Molecular characterization of such severe BPMV isolates
revealed that they are reassortants between two distinct subgroups of strains (this study).
The BPMV isolates collected in earlier virus surveys in the 1970s and 1980s (Ghabrial et
al., 1977; Ghabrial et al., 1990) induced only mild or moderate symptoms on soybeans
(Table 3.2; Ghabrial, unpublished).  The relatively mild BPMV strain K-G7, the
prototype of subgroup I, was isolated in 1975 (Ghabrial et al., 1990), and the mild
Isolates included in the present study were shown to belong to subgroup II.  The severe
reassortant strains thus appear to be of recent occurrence and to be associated with the
recent large increases in the beetle vector populations and in BPMV incidence.  Although
these severe natural reassortants appear to be stable in the short term, their long survival
in nature remains to be seen.
Field plot experiments
        No significant differences (F = 0.8) in the yield of the three Essex isolines were
detected (Essex, 104 g/hill; Essex Rsv1, 108 g/hill; Essex Rsv4, 116 g/hill).  The
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interaction of isoline x virus isolate was also nonsignificant (F = 0.64).  Thus, the SMV
resistance alleles Rsv1 and Rsv4 did not provide resistance to BPMV.  Although all
inoculated plants showed virus symptoms, the various BPMV isolates differed in
symptom severity and the magnitude of yield loss they caused (Table 3.3).  The greatest
yield loss was due to infection with the reassortant strain K-Ho1, which induced the most
severe symptoms.  The plants in non-inoculated plots (133 g/plot) yielded significantly
more than the plants in inoculated plots (103 g/plot; F = 9.05, P < 0.01).  Yield reductions
caused by the different strain subgroups (I, II and the reassortants I/II) were not
significantly different (strains vs. reassortants; F = 3.10, strain subgroup I vs. II; F =
2.59).  The number of isolates tested, however, was limited and only one isolate from
strain subgroup I was included in the study.  Large differences in yield reductions were
observed within a strain subgroup; K-D1 reduced yield significantly less than strain K-
Ha1, both in strain subgroup II.  This is of interest because K-D1 was considered a mild
isolate under greenhouse conditions, but induced relatively more severe symptoms under
field conditions.  All other isolates induced symptoms similar to those described under
greenhouse conditions.
        In summary, the data presented in this study represents the first report on strain
diversity among BPMV isolates.  Nucleic acid hybridization analysis and nucleotide
sequencing data clearly revealed the occurrence in nature of two distinct subgroups of
BPMV strains as well as reassortants between the two subgroups.  The nucleotide and
deduced amino acid sequence analyses of the entire genomes of three BPMV strains
indicated that the coding sequence of the capsid polyprotein is more highly conserved
among BPMV isolates than the remainder of the genome.  This finding was supported by
the results from our RT-PCR and western blot analyses.  In a field plot experiment,
different BPMV isolates induced symptoms on soybeans that varied in severity and in the
incurred yield losses.  There was, however, no relationship between the magnitude of
yield loss and strain classification.  Knowledge of strain diversity among BPMV isolates
is necessary to ensure that selected or newly developed soybean germplasms may offer
broad protection against the full range of BPMV strains found in nature.  This is of
special importance in view of the recent increase of BPMV incidence in the major
soybean-growing regions in the United States.
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Table 3.1. Sources of BPMV isolates used and year of collection
Virus isolate
(GenBank accession numbers)
Location Year collected
A-S98-50M Kaiser, AR 1998
I-JH1 Ames, IA 2000
K-C1 Caldwell Co., KY 1997
K-C2 Caldwell Co., KY 1997
K-D1 Daviess Co., KY 1998
K-Fa1 Fayette Co., KY 1996
K-Fu1 Fulton Co., KY 1987
K-G7 (M62738, U70866) Graves Co., KY 1975
K-Ha1
(AF394606, AF394607)
Hancock Co., KY 1998
K-He1 Henderson Co., KY 1998
K-He2 Henderson Co., KY 1998
K-He3 Henderson, Co., KY 1998
K-Ho1
(AF394608, AF3946080
Hopkins Co., KY 1998
K-U1 Union Co., KY 1998
M-D3 Delta Station, MS 1997
M-G1 Greenville, MS 1997
V-W1 Warsaw, VA 1997
V-W2 Warsaw, VA 1997
V-S98-1 Mount Holly, VA 1998
V-S98-15 Warsaw, VA 1998
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Table 3.2.  Host reactions to representative BPMV isolates collected from four states.
Isolate Strain
subgroupa
Soybean
‘Essex’
Cowpea
‘Blackeye’
Chenopodim.
quinoa
A-S98-50M II Mb SL (+) CL (+)
K-C1 II I SL (+) CL
K-C2 I/II I SL (+) CL
K-D1 II M SL (+) CL
K-Fa1 II M SL (+) CL
K-Fu1 I/II S SL (+) CL
K-G7 I I SL (+) CL
K-Ha1 II M SL (+) CL
K-He1 II M SL (+) CL
K-He2 II M SL (+) CL
K-He3 II I SL (+) CL
K-Ho1 I/II S Mo CL
K-U1 I/II I SL (+) CL
M-D3 II M SL (+) RS, LP
M-G1 II M SL (+) RS, LP
V-S98-1 I M SL (+) CL (+)
V-S98-15 II M SL (+) RS, LP
V-W1 II M SL (+) RS
V-W2 II M SL RS, LP
a Strain subgroup affiliation (I, II or an assortment I/II) was determined by nucleic acid
hybridization analysis (see Figs.2-5).
b Abbreviations: M=mild (green mottling with little or no stunting/blistering);
I=intermediate (green/yellow mottling, some stunting, leaf distortion  and blistering);
S=severe (yellow mottling, severe stunting and blistering and necrosis on inoculated
leaves); SL=symptomless; (+)= non-inoculated upper leaves are ELISA positive; Mo=
mosaic; CL=chlorotic lesions; RS= ringspots; LP= line patterns
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Table 3.3. Comparative yield losses in soybean (Essex and two Essex SMV-resistant
isolines) inoculated with five different isolates of BPMV.
___________________________________________________________________
BPMV isolate            Strain     Seed weight      % of noninoculated
                                  subgroupa         (g/plot)b  control
___________________________________________________________
Noninoculated                                           133 a
K-G7 I        96 b 72%
K-Ha1 II       134 a 100%
K-D1 II       98 b 74%
K-Ho1 I/II       80 b 60%
K-U1 I/II      105 b 79%
___________________________________________________________________
a Strain subgroup affiliation (I, II or an assortment I/II) was determined by nucleic acid
hybridization analysis (see Figures. 3.2-3.5).
b Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P=0.05.
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Figure 3.1. Agarose gel electrophoresis of purified Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) RNA.
RNA samples from representative BPMV isolates were electrphoresed on 1% agarose
gels and stained with ethidium bromide.  The amounts of total viral RNA loaded per lane
were adjusted based on prior image analysis of scanned gels of the same RNA
preparations so that all lanes contain equivalent amounts of RNA-1 (see Materials and
Methods for details).  The designations of the BPMV isolates from which the RNAs were
isolated are marked at the top of each lane.
Figure 3.2. Northern hybridization analysis of RNA isolated from purified virions from
19 Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) isolates.  Viral RNA samples from the same
preparations and in similar amounts to those shown in Fig. 1 (approximately 1.0 mg)
were separated by electrophoresis on 1.5% formaldehyde agarose gels, and transferred
onto Hybond-N+ membranes (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ).  The RNA blots were
hybridized with a cloned RNA-1 cDNA probe to K-G7.
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Figure 3.3. Slot blot hybridization analysis of RNA isolated from purified virions of 16
Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) isolates.  RNA samples (200 ng) were blotted onto a
Hybond-N+ membranes (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ) and hybridized with a cloned cDNA
probe to RNA-1 from isolate K-Ho1.  A, Membrane was exposed for 2h. B, Same
membrane was exposed for 4 h demonstrating that all samples were applied to the
membrane.
Figure 3.4. Slot blot hybridization analysis of RNA isolated from purified virions of 16
Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) isolates.  RNA samples were blotted (200 ng) onto a
Hybond-N+ membrane (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ) membrane and hybridized with a
cloned cDNA probe to RNA-2 from isolate K-G7.
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Figure 3.5. Slot blot hybridization analysis of virion RNA isolated from 16 Bean pod
mottle virus (BPMV) isolates.  RNA samples (50 and 200 ng, respectively, for A and B)
were blotted onto a Hybond-N+ membrane (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ) and hybridized
with cloned cDNA probes to: (A) RNA-1, and (B) RNA-2 from BPMV strain K-Ha1,
respectively.
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                                                     Chapter IV
                               Cross-protection among isolates of BPMV
                                                   Introduction
Cross-protection refers to the phenomenon in which systemic infection by one virus
protects plants from subsequent infection by another related virus. It was first described
in 1929 by McKinney who demonstrated that prior inoculation of tobacco plants with a
light green mosaic strain of Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) protected against infection with
a yellow mosaic strain. The phenomenon of cross-protection was subsequently reported
among different strains of several other viruses (Salaman, 1933; Posnette and McA,
1955; Simmonds, J. H., 1959; Yeh et al., 1987; Wen et al., 1991; Fraser, 1998). Cross-
protection was successfully utilized to control several viral diseases under field
conditions, such as Citrus tristeza virus (CTV; Adams 1988), Papaya ringspot virus
(PRSV; Wang et al., 1987), Tomato mosaic virus (ToMV; Ahoonmanesh and Shalla,
1981) and Zucchini yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV; Walkey, 1992). In addition, cross-
protection was exploited as an indictor of the relatedness among viral strains (Matthews,
1991).
        Numerous mechanisms have been proposed in order to explain this phenomenon.
One mechanism suggests that the multiplication sites of one virus are limited and specific
for the this virus. Infection by one virus isolate may occupy all the sites and therefore the
challenging viral isolate cannot multiply. On the other hand, multiplication of an
unrelated virus is not affected (Bawden and Kassanis, 1945). Another mechanism is
based on shortage in metabolites as infection by the protecting strain may deplete some
essential metabolites required by the challenging strain, thereby blocking its
multiplication (Matthews, 1991). The RNA-RNA interaction mechanism proposes that
the minus strand copies of the protecting RNA virus anneal with the RNA from the
challenging virus and prevents its replication (Zaitlin, 1976; Palukaitis and Zaitlin, 1984).
However, protection afforded by coat protein-mediated transgenic resistance to some
viruses is inconsistent with this mechanism (Powell-Abel et al., 1986; Tumer et al.,
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1987). No convincing evidence is presently available in support of any of these proposed
mechanisms.
       Based on cross-protection among isolates of TMV, the reencapsidation of the
challenging viral RNA mechanism was proposed (de Zoeten and Fulton, 1975; Sherwood
and Fulton, 1982; Lu et al., 1998). This mechanism is based on the prediction that the
coat protein from the protecting strain will recoat the 5’ terminal end of challenging virus
RNA, which is exposed upon uncoating. Several lines of evidences support this
mechanism. For instance, plants infected by one TMV isolate could not protect it from
infection by viral RNA of another isolate (Sherwood and Fulton, 1982; Culver, 1996).
Sherwood (1987) showed that protection by a CP deficient mutant was overcome by
another TMV isolate. Lu et al. (1998) demonstrated that the ability of the protecting virus
CP to bind the challenging virus RNA was necessary for cross-protection. Additionally,
the CP subunits should be able to form virion-like helical aggregates in order to prevent
infection from a challenging viral strain. However, results from several independent
studies were inconsistent with this mechanism.  For example, results from some studies
indicated that CP-less strains were able to protect against other TMV strains in tobacco
plants (Gerber and Sarkar, 1989). Plants inoculated with a PVX vector expressing
segments of the TMV POL domain conferred high protection levels against infection by
TMV (Goregaoker et al., 2000). Cross-protection among strains of Potato virus A (PVA)
was efficient against challenge-inoculation with viral RNA (Valkonen et al., 2002). In
addition, the helper component proteinase (HCpro) coding region was also critical to
cross-protection.
        Posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS) is a general host defense phenomenon
observed in plant and animal kingdoms (Cogoni and Macino, 2000). PTGS can be
triggered by virus infection (Ratcliff et al., 1997; Voinnet, 2001). Ratcliff et al.(1999)
demonstrated that PTGS is involved in cross-protection using transient gene expression
experiments, in which N. benthamiana plant was previously inoculated with Tobacco
rattle virus (TRV) vector expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) and challenge-
inoculated with Potato virus X (PVX) vector expressing truncated GFP.   
Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) is an important pathogen of soybean in the United
States. Yield loss of 10-40% has been reported (Giesler et al., 2002). BPMV can be
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efficiently transmitted by several leaf-feeding beetles. In the major soybean-growing
regions, the bean leaf beetle (BLB; Cerotoma trifurcata Förster) is considered the major
vector of BPMV (Giesler et al., 2002). Symptoms induced by different isolates vary from
mild, moderate to very severe (Chapter III).
          In this chapter, cross-protection among isolates of BPMV was investigated. Results
indicated that cross-protection was evident regardless of whether virions or BPMV-RNA
were used as inocula. Prior infection of soybean plants with mild isolates of BPMV
conferred efficient protection against infection with a severe isolate, regardless of the
method of virus inoculation, rub-inoculation or by BLB. Protection was complete and
durable. The mechanism of cross-protection among BPMV isolates is discussed.
                                       Materials and Methods
Virus strains
        Four isolates (K-Ha1, K-Ho1, K-G7 and K-D1) were used in this part of the study.
The symptoms induced by these four isolates were described in Table 1, Chapter III. The
complete nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of the genomic RNAs of strains
K-Ha1 and K-Ho1 were determined and shown in Figures 2.1- 2.4.  The sequences of the
genomic RNAs of strain K-G7 have been published previously (MacFarlane et al., 1991;
Di et al., 1999). The soybean cultivars Essex, York, Clark and Calhoun were maintained
in greenhouse. Soybean seedlings with fully expended primary leaves were used.
Cross-protection assays
        Primary leaves of soybean seedlings (7-10 days after planting) were sap inoculated
with the protecting isolates. The trifoliolate leaves were challenge-inoculated with the
challenging virus using sap from infected plants. Mock-inoculated plants were employed
as a control.  In some experiments, inoculation with the challenging virus was made by
the beetle vector. BLBs were collected from soybean fields and maintained on healthy
soybean plants at room temperature for several days to one week.  After a 48 hr
starvation period, the beetles were allowed a 72 hr acquisition feeding on Ho1-infectred
plants. Beetle regurgitant was tested by ELISA to confirm that they were free of virus
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before acquisition and that they contained virus after maintaining in BPMV K-Ho1
infected plants. A group of 5 beetles were used to challenge inoculate each protected or
mock-inoculated plant. Beetle feeding leaves were harvested from protected and
unprotected plants once severe symptoms appeared on mock-inoculated plants.
Slot blot hybridization analysis
        Viral RNAs were extracted from purified virions as described previously (Peden and
Symons, 1973). Total RNA from BPMV-infected plants was isolated from either
inoculated or systemically infected leaves (Naidu et al., 1995). The RNA concentration
was assessed spectrophotometricaly using UltrospecIII (Amersham).  Procedures for
preparation of cloned cDNA probes and conditions for pre-hybridization and
hybridization were as described previously (Gu et al., 2002). The blots were exposed to a
phosphorimager screen and the images were visualized by a PhosphorImager 445 SI
system and analyzed with the ImageQuant 4.1 program (Molecular Dynamics,
Sunnyvale, CA).
Plant growth conditions and symptom documentation
      Soybean plants were kept in a greenhouse maintained at 22°C with 16hr/8hr
light/dark conditions. Disease symptoms were photographed with a digital camera
(Olympus C-2500L).
                                                          Results
Cross-protection between BPMV isolates
        The BPMV strain K-Da1 (subgroup II) induces mild symptoms on soybean plants
(Gu et al., 2002), whereas strain K-Ho1, a diploid reassortant, induces very severe
symptoms (Chapter V; Gu et al., 2002). To determine whether cross-protection occurs
between BPMV strains, plants previously infected with K-D1 were challenge inoculated
with K-Ho1. The results indicated that prior infection with the mild isolate K-D1
conferred protection against infection with the severe strain K-Ho1. The protected plants
showed symptoms typical of isolate K-D1 and similar to those exhibited by control plants
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in which the primary leaves were inoculated with K-D1 and the first trifoliolate leaves
were rub inoculated with the inoculation buffer alone (compare panels A and B, figure
4.1). In contrast, the unprotected plants, which were rub inoculated onto their primary
leaves with buffer and their first trifoliolate leaves with strain K-Ho1, showed distinct
necrotic lesions on the inoculated leaves (data not shown). Furthermore, the unprotected
plants developed severe systemic mottling and blistering symptoms (Figure 4.1C). Total
RNA from 1st trifoliolate (challenge-inoculated leaf) and 3rd trifoliolate leaves of cross-
protected and unprotected plants were isolated and subjected to slot blot hybridization
analysis using a cloned cDNA probe to K-Ho1 RNA1 (subgroup I). As controls, viral
RNA extracted from purified K-Ho1 and K-D1 virions as well as total RNA from K-Ho1
and K-D1-infected plants were used. Although purified viral RNA as little as 10 ng per
slot was readily detectable, no K-Ho1 RNA (challenge virus) was detected in either
inoculated or systemic leaves of any of three protected plants (Figure 4.2A). As
predicted, no hybridization signals were evident neither with purified K-D1 virion RNA
nor with RNA samples from K-D1-infected plants.  Strong hybridization signals, on the
other hand were observed with purified K-Ho1 virion RNA and with RNA samples from
K-Ho1-infected plants. These results suggest that inoculation of soybean plants with a
mild strain conferred complete protection against infection with the severe strain.
        In a recent study, Valkonen et al. (2002) reported that potato and tobacco strains of
Potato virus A (PVA) differ in their abilities to confer effective cross-protection.  Since
BPMV strains K-G7 and K-Ha1 were previously classified into two distinct strain
subgroups (subgroup I and II, respectively; Gu et al., 2002), it was of interest to compare
subgroup I and subgroup II strains of BPMV for their cross-protection capabilities.
Plants cross-protected by prior inoculation with either a subgroup I or a subgroup II strain
were challenge inoculated with a virus in a different strain subgroup. Total RNA
extracted from challenge-inoculated (the first trifoliolate leaves) and systemically-
infected leaves were analyzed by slot blot hybridization using cloned cDNA probes
specific to either subgroup I RNA2 or subgroup II RNA2. The results showed that cross
protection was effective in all cases and that it is independent of the virus strain used as
the protecting virus. No K-Ha1 specific RNA (subgroup II) was detected in either the
inoculated or systemic leaves in plants protected by prior infection with strain K-G7.
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Likewise, no K-G7 RNA was detected in plants previously inoculated with strain K-Ha1
(Figure 4.3 B and C). These results suggest that cross-protection between BPMV isolates
blocks infection by the challenging virus at an early stage of infection.
Cross-protection is evident in plants challenge-inoculated with viral RNA
        It was previously reported that cross-protection between TMV strains can be
overcome if the protected plants were inoculated with TMV RNA (Sherwood and Fulton,
1982).  To determine whether a similar mechanism is in operation in BPMV cross-
protected plants, RNA isolated from purified BPMV virions of the severe strain K-Ho1
was used to challenge protected plants previously infected with the mild strain K-Ha1.
Total RNA from challenge-inoculated and systemic leaves was subjected to slot blot
hybridization analysis using a cloned cDNA probe to K-Ho1 RNA1. The results indicated
that, following challenge inoculation with viral RNA (a total of 3.75 µg RNA were
applied per plant), all unprotected plants (5 plants were tested) showed very severe
symptoms typical of those induced by strain K-Ho1 (data not shown). Strong
hybridization signals were detected when the RNA blot was hybridized with the K-Ho1
RNA1 probe. All of the 10 protected plants challenge-inoculated with either 3.75µg or
7.5µg virus RNA did not show severe symptoms. Three randomly selected plants were
subjected to slot blot hybridization analysis. The results indicated the strain K-Ha1 confer
protection against infection with the strain K-Ho1 (Figure 4.3). The data implied that
cross-protection among strains of BPMV was not due to reencapsidation of challenging
virus RNA.
Cross-protection is effective regardless of the means of inoculation
        BPMV is mainly transmitted in nature by BLB and transmission efficiency of 70-
80% has been observed (Giesler et al., 2002). It is thus important to determine whether
cross-protection is effective against challenge inoculation by the beetle vector. In this
study, nonviruliferous BLBs, which were maintained on healthy soybean plants for a
week, were confirmed to be BPMV-free by ELISA testing of regurgitants. Following a
short starvation period, the beetles were allowed an acquisition feed period of 72 hr on
soybean plants infected with the severe strain, K-Ho1. After a 48 hr starvation period,
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beetles were allowed an inoculation feed period of 72 hr on either soybean plants
previously infected with the mild strain K-Ha1 (protected plants) or mock-inoculated
control plants (unprotected plants). The results indicated that all the unprotected plants
exhibited the severe symptoms typical of strain K-Ho1, and the presence of K-Ho1 viral
RNA was verified by slot blot hybridization analysis. None of the protected plants, on the
other hand, showed severe symptoms and K-Ho1 viral RNA was not detected (Figure
4.4). These results were reproducible in a second independent experiment. Thus, cross-
protection is effective against challenge inoculation by beetles.
Cross-protection is independent of soybean cultivar and timing of inoculation with
the challenge virus
        To determine whether cross-protection is influenced by the soybean cultivar used,
the following four soybean cultivars were compared in cross-protection assays: Clark,
Calhoun, Essex and York.  The results indicated that cross-protection is equally effective
with all four soybean cultivars tested (data not shown).
        It was previously reported that BPMV-infected plants exhibit two flushes of
symptoms separated by a recovery period and that symptom severity and BPMV
concentration varied with leaf position (Calvert and Ghabrial, 1983). It was thus of
interest to determine whether cross-protection can be overcome by challenge inoculation
of leaves at different positions. Sap from soybean plants infected with the severe strain
K-Ho1 was used to inoculate the first, second, third or fourth trifoliolate leaves of plants
previously inoculated onto their primary leaves with the mild strain K-Ha1. Total RNA
was isolated from both inoculated and systemic leaves and subjected to slot blot
hybridization analysis using a cloned cDNA probe to K-Ho1 RNA1 (subgroup I). The
results showed that cross-protection was effective in all cases regardless of the leaf
position and timing of challenge inoculation (Figure 4.5).
                                                            Discussion
       The results presented in this chapter indicated that cross-protection among strains of
BPMV is effective and durable regardless of the viral strain used to confer protection.
Inoculation with one strain, whether belonging to strain subgroup I or II, protects plants
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completely from infection with another strain. Furthermore, cross-protection is
independent of the soybean cultivars used and it cannot be overcome if the protected
plants are challenge-inoculated with viral RNA.  This finding rules out reencapsidation as
the underlying mechanism for cross-protection among BPMV strains (de Zoeten and
Fulton, 1975; Sherwood and Fulton, 1982, Lu et al., 1998).
        In the chapter V, I demonstrated that naturally occurring diploid reassortants or
pseudorecombinants that contain two RNA1 segments belonging to two different strain
subgroups induced very severe symptoms in soybean plants and that symptom severity
correlated well with viral RNA accumulation. Since infected cells could support very
well the replication of two distinct RNA1s, shortage in metabolites and/or limitation of
replication sites are not likely to account for the observed cross-protection among BPMV
strains (Bawden and Kassanis, 1945; Matthews, 1991).
        In all the cross-protection experiments described here, the challenge viral RNA was
not detected in either inoculated or systemically infected leaves.  These results suggest
that prior infection of soybean with one strain of BPMV may trigger PTGS that leads to
degradation of the challenging viral RNA. It was proposed that the detection of short
interfering RNA (siRNA), 21-26 nt in length, provides a reliable diagnostic feature of
PTGS (Hamilton and Baulcombe, 1999; Hamilton et al., 2002). If this diagnostic feature
is also true for the BPMV system, BPMV sequence specific short (21–22 nt) and long
(24–26 nt) size classes of siRNAs should be detected (Hamilton et al., 2002). It will be of
interest to determine whether inoculation of plants with BPMV transcripts from a
recombinant BPMV vector expressing a strong suppressor of PTGS would confer cross-
protection against challenge inoculation with a second strain.
       Although cross-protection has been successfully utilized in control of several viral
diseases, it is not recommended as a management strategy unless the viral diseases have
reached epidemic level and no other methods can be applied (Fraser, 1998; Hull, 2002).
As an annual crop, inoculation of soybean plants in the field may not be
 cost effective.  Furthermore, BPMV interacts synergistically with SMV resulting in a
devastating disease (Calvert and Ghabrial, 1983).  Therefore, SMV-resistant soybean
cultivars must be used if the cross-protection approach is to be implemented.  It is
important, however, to gain an understanding of the mechanism underlying cross-
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protection among strains of BPMV. Such an understanding may lead to the development
of novel control measures.
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Figure 4.1 Symptoms elicited in cross-protected and unprotected soybean plants (c.v.
Essex). A and B. Plants were inoculated with the mild strain K-Da1 on primary leaves
and challenge-inoculated on the first trifoliolate leaves with either buffer (A) or BPMV
K-Ho1 (B). C. The plant was mock inoculated on primary leaves with buffer and
challenge-inoculated with the severe strain K-Ho1 on the first trifoliolate leaves. The two
close up photographs to the right of panels A–C show symptoms exhibited by the 4th and
5th trifolilate leaves of each plant.
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Figure 4.2 Slot blot hybridization analysis of total RNA from cross-protected and
unprotected plants. A. Plants infected with the mild strain, BPMV K-Da1 (subgroup II),
were challenge-inoculated with the severe strain K-Ho1. Three cross-protected plants (1-
3) were selected for analysis by the slot blot assay. Controls included plants that were
rub-inoculated with inoculation buffer on the primary leaves and challenge-inoculated on
the first trifoliolate leaves with either K-D1 or K-Ho1.  Additional controls included
plants that were rub-inoculated with either K-D1 or K-Ho1 on the primary leaves and
rub-inoculated on the first trifoloiolate leaves with inoculation buffer (mock).  Total RNA
from the challenge-inoculated (I) and systemically infected (S) leaves was subjected to
slot blot hybridization analysis using a cloned cDNA probe to K-Ho1 RNA1 (subgroup
I). The sequence of inoculations is indicated to the left of the hybridized membrane.
Samples of purified viral RNA (10 and 100 ng/slot) were also included as controls. B and
C. Plants previously inoculated on the primary leaves with strain K-Ha1 (subgroup II) or
K-G7 (subgroup I) were challenge-inoculated with a BPMV strain of a different
subgroup. Samples of total RNA from the challenge-inoculated (I) and systemically
infected (S) leaves were subjected to slot blot hybridization analysis using a cloned
cDNA probe to K-Ha1 RNA1 (subgroup II; panel B) or a cloned cDNA probe to K-G7
RNA1 (subgroup I; panel C). The sequence of inoculations is indicated to the left of the
hybridized membrane.
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Figure 4.3 Cross-protection conferred by BPMV is not overcome by inoculation with
viral RNA. Plants previously inoculated with the mild strain K-Ha1 (subgroup II) on the
primary leaves were challenge-inoculated with viral RNA, isolated from purified virions
of the severe strain K-Ho1 (3.75 or 7.5 mg RNA per trifoliolate leaves), on the first
trifoliolate leaves.  Control plants were rub-inoculated with inoculation buffer on the
primary leaves and with BPMV RNA on the first trifoliolate leaves.  Total RNA from the
challenge-inoculated (I) and systemically infected (S) leaves was subjected to slot blot
hybridization analysis using a cloned cDNA probe to K-Ho1 RNA1 (subgroup I). The
sequence of inoculation is indicated to the left of the hybridized membrane (control
treatment is indicated to the right of the blot). Purified BPMV K-Ha1 and K-Ho1 viral
RNAs (20, 50 and 200 ng per slot) were included as negative and positive controls,
respectively.
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Figure 4.4 Cross-protection is evident regardless of the means of virus inoculation. Bean
leaf beetles (BLBs) were allowed an acquisition feed for 72 hr on plants previously
infected with the severe strain K-Ho1. Following a 48 hr starvation period, the BLBs
were allowed an inoculation feed period of 72 hr on soybean plants previously inoculated
on the primary leaves with the mild strain K-Ha1 (subgroup II) or on mock-inoculated
control plants. Total RNA from systemically infected leaves was subjected to slot blot
hybridization analysis using a cloned cDNA probe to K-Ho1 RNA1 (subgroup I). The
sequence of inoculation is indicated to the left and right of the hybridized membrane.
Purified BPMV K-Ha1 and K-Ho1 viral RNAs (50 and 100 ng per slot) were included as
negative and positive controls, respectively.
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Figure 4.5 Cross-protection conferred by BPMV is effective regardless of timing of
challenge inoculation. Soybean plants previously inoculated on the primary leaves with
the mild strain K-Ha1 were challenge-inoculated with the severe strain K-Ho1 at different
times on trifoliolate leaves at different leaf positions. The sequence of inoculation is
listed to the left of the hybridized membrane. Total RNA from the challenge-inoculated
(I) and systemically infected (S) leaves was subjected to slot blot hybridization analysis
using a cloned cDNA probe to K-Ho1 RNA1 (subgroup I). Purified BPMV K-Ha1 and
K-Ho1 RNAs (20 and 100 ng per slot) were used as negative and positive controls,
respectively
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                                                         Chapter V
                          Characterization of diploid reassortants of BPMV
                                                   Introduction
          Viruses with mutltipartite RNA genomes are able to reassort their genome
segments either in their hosts or insect vectors as a consequence of mixed infections. The
frequency of dual infection is high both in the vectors and cultured cells infected with
viruses in the family Bunyaviridae (Hendenson et al., 1995, Pringle, 1996; Rodriguez et
al., 1998). Genetic reassortment has been observed in viruses belonging to several
families of mutltipartite RNA viruses including the families Bunyaviridae, Bromoviridae,
Arenaviridae, Potyviridae (genus Bymovirus), Reoviridae and Orthomyxoviridae
(Ushijima et al., 1981; Barry et al., 1985; Murphy and Webster, 1990; Hendenson et al.,
1995; Kashiwazaki Hibino, 1996; Fraile et al., 1997). It has been demonstrated that
genetic reassortment plays an important role in the evolution, pathogenesis and
epidemiology of some of these mutltipartite viruses.
        Partial diploid reassortment, which arises as a consequence of dual infection, refers
to the genotype of the virus progeny that is diploid for one or more genome segments and
haploid for the other genome segments. This phenomenon has been observed with both
plant and animal viruses in the laboratory under experimental conditions (Kashiwazaki
and Hibino, 1996; Fraile at al, 1997; Rodriguez et al, 1998). It was further demonstrated
that viruses with partial diploid genomes are transient and evolve into either the parental
genotypes or genome reassortants (Kashiwazaki and Hibino, 1996; Rodriguez et al,
1998). It is not clear if genetic reassortment in natural populations also results in the
emergence of partial diploid reassortants.
        One of the most common ways to study reassortment is through phylogenetic
analysis of the individual viral segments or the individual viral genes/proteins (Kool et
al., 1992; Hendenson et al.; 1995; Miranda et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2004). As the
sequences of an increasing numbers of viruses have recently become available,
phylogenetic analysis of inter- and intraspecific reassortments is becoming more feasible.
Other methods used to analyze reassortments include RNase protection assay (Fraile et
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al., 1997), RT-PCR (Kashiwazaki and Hibino, 1996; Rodriguez et al., 1998), and
Northern blot hybridization analysis (White et al., 1995).
        Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV), a member of the genus Comovirus in the family
Comoviridae, has a bipartite positive-strand RNA genome consisting of RNA-1 and
RNA-2, which are separately encapsidated in isometric particles 28 nm in diameter.
Purified BPMV preparations can be separated by density gradient centrifugation analysis
into three viral sedimenting components designated top (T), middle (M) and bottom (B).
The T component contains empty particles, whereas the M and B components contain
single molecules of RNA-2 (approximately 3.6 kb) and RNA-1 (approximately 6.0 kb),
respectively.
        In this chapter, novel, naturally occurring, diploid reassortant strains of BPMV,
which induce strikingly severe symptoms, were isolated and characterized. The possible
mechanism(s) underlying the generation of diploid reassortant strains is discussed.
                                     Material and Methods
RNA extraction and nucleic acid hybridization analysis
         Procedures for total RNA extraction from infected plants, slot blot hybridization
analysis and for preparation of radiolabeled probes were previously described (Gu, et al,
2002). Following hybridization, the slot blots were exposed to a phosphoimager screen
and the images were visualized with a PhosphorImager 445 SI system and analyzed with
the ImageQuant 4.1 program (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA).
RT-PCR amplification
        Specific primers for K-Ho1 and K-G7 RNA1 were designed based on examination
of sequence alignments.  The 5’ terminal primers specific for K-G7 and K-Ho1, which
corresponded to nucleotide positions 254 to 281 were designated G7-spec-F (5'-
CTCTTACCTCTCTTTCTC-3') and Ho1-Spec-F (5'CTCCTATCTTTCTTTCTC-3'),
respectively. The 3’ terminal primer specific for K-G7, which is complementary to
nucleotide positions 3518 to 3547, was designated G7-spec-R (5'ATTCTGGGATAATA-
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TTGT-3'). The 3’ terminal primer specific for K-Ho1, which is complementary to
nucleotide positions 3519 to 3547, was designated Ho1-Spec-R (5'-CATTCTGGGTAA-
ACTGTC-3'). RT-PCR was performed using the SuperScript one step RT-PCR system
with platinum Taq  DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen). Samples of total RNA from
systemically infected leaves were used as templates for RT-PCR.
Plant growth conditions and symptom documentation
        Soybean plants (c.v. Essex) were kept in a greenhouse maintained at 22°C with 16h/
8h. light/dark condition. Disease symptoms were photographed with a digital camera
(Olympus C-2500L).
                                                  Results
The naturally occurring strain K-Ho1 is a diploid reassortant
       Previous results showed that inoculation of soybean with transcripts derived from
full-length cDNA clones of K-Ho1 RNA1 and RNA2 induced severe symptoms, but not
as severe as those induced by the field isolate K-Ho1. Slot blot hybridization analysis of
purified virion RNA of field isolate K-Ho1 showed a weak hybridization signal to a
subgroup II RNA1-cDNA probe (Gu et al., 2002). This suggested that isolate K-Ho1
might have two species of RNA1. To test this hypothesis, slot blots of total RNA from
soybean plants previously inoculated with either the field isolate K-Ho1 or with
transcripts of K-Ho1 infectious cDNA clones (RNA1I+RNA2II) were probed with cloned
cDNA probes specific for K-Ho1 RNA1 (RNA1I) and K-Ha1 RNA1 (RNA1II). The
results revealed quite clearly that total RNA derived from plants infected with the field
isolate K-Ho1 hybridized strongly with both probes, whereas total RNA derived from K-
Ho1 transcript-infected plants only reacted only with the K-Ho1 RNA1I probe (Figure
5.1). Thus, strain K-Ho1 contains two distinct species of RNA1, i.e., diploid for RNA1,
and only one species of RNA2. To determine whether diploid reassoratants are of
common occurrence among BPMV field isolates, we examined the genotypes of several
field isolates collected from soybean fields in six states and Canada (Table 5.1). Five out
of 51 field isolates examined were found to be diploid reassortants, all of which caused
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very severe symptoms on soybean plants under field and greenhouse conditions. All 5
reassortants are diploid for RNA1 and haploid for RNA2, i.e., they are partial diploids.
In 4 reassortants, the RNA2 was derived from a subgroup II strain whereas the fifth
reassortant had its RNA2 derived from a subgroup I strain (Table 5.1).
Enhancement of symptom severity induced by co-infection by two distinct RNA1s
      It was previously established that symptom severity maps to RNA1 and that it is
strain specific (Chapter IV).  It was thus of interest to determine whether the strikingly
severe symptoms induced by the diploid reassortants require the presence of specific
RNA1s, or the mere presence of two distinct RNA1s is sufficient.  Partial diploid
pseudorecombinants (RNA1I + RNA1II +RNA2I or RNA2II) were constructed from
infectious transcripts derived from strains K-Ho1 (severe), K-G7 (moderate) and K-Ha1
(mild).  The source of RNA1I transcripts was RNA1 cDNA from either strain K-Ho1 or
K-G7, whereas strain K-Ha1 RNA1 cDNA provided the source of RNA1II transcripts.
Sap from transcript-infected plants was used to inoculate healthy soybean plants and total
RNA was extracted from systemically infected leaves 10 dpi and subjected to slot blot
hybridization analysis.  The results showed that both RNA1s (RNA1I and RNA1II) were
able to replicate in all plants inoculated with progeny from the diploid
pseudorecombinants (Figure 5.2 A and C). RNA-2 from one subgroup (either I or II) was
also detected (Figure 5.2 B and D).  Apparently, encapsidation of viral RNA and virus
movement were as efficient as the natural isolates. The presence of two genetically
distinct types of RNA-1 in naturally infected soybean plants is associated with enhanced
symptom severity.  This phenomenon was also observed with comparable diploid
pseudorecombinants constructed with the pertinent infectious transcripts (Figure. 5.3).
Although diploid pseudorecombinants that contain one type of RNA1 and two types of
RNA2 were shown to replicate in the infected plants, there was no enhancement in
symptom severity. Furthermore, the RNA2 diploids were unstable since only a single
RNA2 type was detected after three passages.
Co-infection with RNA1s derived from the same strain subgroup does not enhance
symptom severity
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        To determine whether infection with two RNA1s derived from same subgroup may
also enhance symptom severity, transcripts from K-Ho1 and K-G7 RNA1-cDNA clones
(both belong to subgroup I strains) were combined with K-Ho1 RNA2 transcript. Five
plants were inoculated with the RNA1G7+RNA1Ho1+RNA2Ho1 transcript set. Total RNA,
isolated from systemically infected leaves, was used as template for RT-PCR using K-G7
and K-Ho1 RNA1 specific primers.  Samples of total RNA from the wild type K-Ho1 and
K-G7 strains were used as controls. The results indicated that two out of five plants
contained both K-Ho1 and K-G7 RNA1s (Figure 5.4, lanes 1 and 3). K-G7 RNA1 was
the only RNA1 detected in two other plants (Figure 5.4, lanes 4 and 5), and K-Ho1
RNA1 alone was present in the remaining plant (Figure 5.4, lane 2). Similar results were
obtained in two other independent experiments. Interestingly, one or the other RNA1 was
lost in the subsequent passages of progeny from plants containing RNA1G7+RNA1Ho1
(data not shown). Plants containing RNA1s from the same subgroup did not show
enhancement of symptom severity and induced symptoms similar to those produced by
progeny derived from K-Ho1 infectious clones (RNA1Ho1+RNA2Ho1; Figure 5.4 B,
compare panels 1 and 2 with panel 6).
                                                          Discussion
       Emergence of new virus variants as a consequence of genomic reassortment has been
observed in natural populations of animal and plant multipartite viruses (Fulton, 1980;
Henderson et al., 1995; Lin et al., 2004). Contribution of reassortment to virus evolution
may vary. High frequencies of reassortment have been reported for members of the
family Bunyaviridae (Beaty et al., 1985; Pringle, 1996; Rodriguez et al, 1998). Fraile et
al. (1997), on the other hand, suggest that reassortment is not important to the evolution
of CMV in nature.
        It is of interest to know the course of events leading to the development of
reassortment. When the frequency and characteristics of reassortment of hantaviruses,
which include rodent-borne viruses that cause pulmonary syndrome in infected patients,
were studied, Rodriguez and co-workers (1998) observed that 30% of 294 progeny
plaques contained more than one S or M segments derived from both parental strains
after dual infection. They suggested that the viruses with partial diploid genomes were in
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a transient state of genetic reassortment because most of the progenies of these diploid
viruses evolved into either the parental or reassortant genotypes. No confirmed partial
diploid reassortants were detected among 217 field isolates of CMV, even though 16% of
the field isolates showed evidence of mixed infections by type 1 and type 2 isolates in
subgroup I (Fraile et al., 1997). One out of 64 infected plants was indeed infected by a
diploid reassortant of CMV (RNA1 and RNA3 from type 1 and RNA2 from both type 1
and type 2) following inoculation by aphids, which were allowed acquisition feeding on
plants co-infected with CMV types 1 and 2 isolates. Diploid reassortment was also
demonstrated in plants inoculated with a mixture of two different isolates of Barley mild
mosaic virus (BaMMV, Kashiwazaki and Hibino, 1996). The stability of such
reassortants was not tested.
        This study represents the first report for the presence of stable diploid reassortants
among field isolates of BPMV. The BPMV diploid reassortants are stable at least under
greenhouse conditions since the strain K-Ho1 has been maintained in soybean since 1998
by successive passages at monthly intervals by sap inoculation. Both subgroup I and II
RNA1s were present in the infected greenhouse plants after at least 60 passages (Figure
5.2 A and C). Whether the diploid reassortants are stable under field conditions has not
been experimentally determined.  It will be of interest to determine whether haploid
reassortants can be generated from the diploid reassortant by beetle transmission. A high
frequency (5/51) of diploid reassortants was found among field isolates suggesting that
diploid reassortment may play an important role in the evolution of BPMV. It is possible
that the diploid reassortants may serve as a reservoir for the emergence of new strains of
multipartite viruses.
        Both the virus host and the vector could be the site for the generation of diploid
reassortment. Beaty and co-workers (1985) reported that a new virus genotype of
bunyavirus was derived from the dually infected mosquitoes, which is the vector of
bunyaviruses. However, they did not provide direct evidence that the vertebrate host
could serve as a site of RNA reassortment. Aphid transmission experiments indicated that
a diploid reassortment of CMV was detected in one out of 64 infected tomato plants.
However, it was not clear how this diploid reassortment of CMV emerged (Fraile et al.,
1997). As for BPMV, the diploid reassortants were first isolated during the recent
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outbreak in BPMV incidence in the major soybean growing regions, which was
apparently linked to the warm winters of the past few years that allowed the bean leaf
beetle, vector of BPMV, to overwinter and emerge in the spring in unprecedented
numbers. With large beetle populations and concomitant high incidence of BPMV,
individual beetles may have been able to accumulate more than one strain of BPMV and
introduce the mixture into healthy plants.  My recent studies on cross-protection between
BPMV strains (Chapter III) indicated that it was not possible to introduce different strains
sequentially into the same plant via viruliferous beetles, as infection with the first strain
cross-protects against infection with other strains. The finding that one of the RNA2
segments was lost in subsequent passages after plants were initially manually inoculated
with a diploid pseoudrecombinant (diploid for RNA2 but haploid for RNA1) is of interest
in view of the fact that all the field isolates of diploid reassortants contain only one type
of RNA2 (Table 5.1). Diploid reassortment may originate from mixed infections with two
distinct BPMV strains since these strains may accumulate in the vector prior to feeding
on healthy plants. Alternatively, mixed infections may arise as a result of simultaneous
feeding by beetles that have acquired two different BPMV strains.
        Naturally occurring diploid reassortants as well as diploid pseudorecombinants with
similar genotypes (i.e., containing RNA1I + RNA1II) induced very severe symptoms
compared to haploid pseudorecombinants, suggesting that enhancement of symptom
severity is due to the presence of two distinct RNA1s. The mechanism underlying this
apparent synergism is not clear. The results presented in Chapter VI showed that
symptom severity maps to the Co-pro and Hel coding regions and that it correlates well
with viral RNA accumulation.  Recent evidence indicates CPMV Co-pro (32K protein) is
involved in targeting the replication complex to the ER and that Co-pro and 60K(NTBM
+ VPg) induce massive proliferation of ER.  The enhancement of symptoms severity in
infections involving two distinct RNA1s may be related to an enhacement in ER
proliferation and vesicle formation resulting in an increase in the total surface area
accessible for virus replication. This, in turn, may account for the increase in viral RNA
accumulation detected in infections with diploid reassortants. Such an enhancement,
apparently does not occur if the two RNA1s are closely related (in the same subgroup), as
their gene products (Co-pro and 60K) may compete for the same sites for membrane
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binding.  On the other hand, different Co-pro and 60K proteins may bind to different
membrane sites.
       Symptom severity determinants have been reported to function as suppressor of RNA
silencing (Anandalakshmi et al., 1998; Brigneti et al., 1998; Qiu et al., 2002). Attempts to
demonstrate RNA silencing suppressor by either Co-pro or Hel were unsuccessful.  Liu at
al (2004) showed the SCP of CPMV is a weak suppressor of RNA silencing. Sequence
analysis demonstrated that the deduced amino acid sequences of SCP from strains K-Ho1
and K-Ha1 are identical (Figure 2.10). However, the diploid reassortant K-Ho1 induced
very severe symptom and K-Ha1 elicited mild symptoms in infected plants.  Thus,
suppression of RNA silencing does not appear to play an important role in determining
symptom severity induced by BPMV strains.
       In summary, evidence was presented for the occurrence of BPMV diploid
reassortants in nature.  The frequency of diploid reassortment emergence may be
enhanced by the beetle vectors since individual beetles may accumulate more than one
strain and introduce the mixture into healthy plants. The diploid reassortants may also
represent an intermediate form that leads to the emergence of genomic reassortants. If
this is true, one can predict that diploid reassortants may also be present in natural
populations of other comoviruses.
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     Table 5.1 Genotypes of field isolates of BPMV a
a Strain subgroup affiliation (I, II or an assortment I/II) was determined by nucleic acid
hybridization analysis.
b Abbreviations: M=mild (green mottling with little or no stunting/blistering);
Mo=intermediate (green/yellow mottling, some stunting, leaf distortion and blistering);
S=severe (yellow mottling, severe stunting and blistering and necrosis on inoculated
leaves).
cGenotype classification: haploid; I or II, diploid I and II.
Location
Genotypec      No. of
Isolates tested RNA1    RNA2  Symptoms 
b   Reference
Kentucky
Virginia
Illinois
Indiana
Arkansas               1                       I             I              M              Gu, et al., 2002.
5                       II           II              M              This study.
2                       I, II        II              S               This study.
1                       I, II        I               S               This study.
4                       II           II              M               This study.
1                       I, II        II              S                This study.
1                       I            I                Mo            Gu et al, 2002.
7                       II           II              M              Gu et al, 2002.
1                       I, II       II               S               This study.
3                       I            II               S, Mo       Gu et al, 2002.
Mississippi          2                      II          II                M              Gu et al., 2002.
1                      I            I                 M              Gu et al., 2002.
5                      II          II                M               Gu et al., 2002,
                                                                         This study.
Canada              17                      II          II                M               This study.
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Figure 5.1. Slot blot hybridization analysis of BPMV RNA. Total RNA from soybean
plants previously inoculated with either infectious transcripts derived from strain K-Ho1
cloned cDNAs of genomic RNAs (left column in panels A and B; extracts from two
plants, 1 and 2, with “i” indicating inoculated leaf and “s” indicating systemic leaf), or
extracts from plants infected with a subculture of strain K-Ho1 (top two slots of the right
columns in panels A and B). Control RNAs from purified virions of strains K-G7
(subgroup I) and K-Ha1 (subgroup II) were blotted onto the lower slots of the right
columns. The blots were probed with cloned cDNA probes specific for subgroup II (panel
A) or subgroup I (panel B).
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Figure 5.2. Slot blot hybridization analysis of total RNA from soybean plants previously
inoculated with different diploid pseudorecombinants (D1 to D5). Right column in panels
A-D: D1, RNA1Ha1+ RNA1Ho1 +RNA2Ho1; D2, RNA1Ha1+ RNA1Ho1+ RNA2G7; D3,
RNA1Ha1+ RNA1G7 + RNA2G7; M4, RNA1Ha1+ RNA1Ho1+ RNA2 Ha1; D5, RNA1Ha1+
RNA1G7 + RNA2 Ha1. The field isolates used to inoculate the soybean plants are indicated
to the right. The blots were probed with cloned cDNA probes specific for subgroup I
RNA1 (panel A), RNA2 (panel B) or subgroup II RNA1 (Panel C), RNA2 (Panel D).
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Figure 5.3 Systemic symptoms exhibited by soybean plants (cv Essex) previously
inoculated with various field isolates of BPMV (left panels, A-D) or with different
haploid/diploid pseudorecombinants (right panels, F-J). A trifoliolate leaf from a healthy
control plant is shown in panel E. In all cases, the fourth trifoliolate leaves were
photographed 21 dpi.
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Figure 5.4. RT-PCR analysis and symptom development on soybean plants (cv Essex)
previously inoculated with an RNA1 diploid pseudorecombinant (a transcript set
consisting of RNA1G7+RNA1Ho1+ RNA2Ho1). (A) RT-PCR analysis of total RNA
extracted from systemically infected leaves 10 dpi using K-Ho1 RNA1-specific primers
(left panel) or K-G7 RNA1 specific primers (right panel). Lanes 1-5, total RNA from five
individual plants (designated 1-5) inoculated with the transcript set, RNA1G7+RNA1Ho1+
RNA2Ho1 ; Lanes 6 and 7, total RNA from plants previously inoculated with the field
isolates K-Ho1 and K-G7, respectively. (B) Symptoms induced on plants 1 and 2 (panels
1 and 2) and plants inoculated with the field isolates (panels 6 and 7). A healthy plant is
shown in the lower panel to the right. Photographs were taken 10 dpi.
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                                                       Chapter VI
                        The Bean pod mottle virus proteinase cofactor
                  and putative helicase are symptom severity determinants
                                                     Introduction
Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) is a member of the genus Comovirus in the family
Comoviridae (Lomonossoff and Ghabrial, 2001).  Like other comoviruses, BPMV has a
bipartite positive-strand RNA genome consisting of RNA1 and RNA2, which are
separately encapsidated in isometric particles 28 nm in diameter.  Both genomic RNAs
are polyadenylated and have a small basic protein, VPg, covalently linked to their 5’
termini.  The BPMV genome is expressed via the synthesis and subsequent cleavage of
large polyprotein precursors.  The complete nucleotide (nt) sequences of the two genomic
RNAs of BPMV strain KY-G7 have been reported (Di et al.,1999;  MacFarlane et al.,
1991).  BPMV RNA1 codes for five mature proteins required for replication (from 5’ to
3’, a protease cofactor (Co-pro), a putative helicase (Hel), a viral genome-linked protein
(VPg), a protease (Pro) and a putative RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp),
whereas RNA2 codes for a putative cell-to-cell movement protein (MP) and the two coat
proteins (L-CP and S-CP).
BPMV is widespread in the major soybean-growing areas in many of the southern
and southeastern states.  A recent severe outbreak in BPMV incidence in the north central
and northern Great Plains states is currently the cause of serious concerns to the soybean
industry in this region (Giesler et al., 2002).  BPMV is efficiently transmitted in nature,
within and between soybean fields, by several species of leaf-feeding beetles in the
family Chrysomelidae (mainly the bean leaf beetle).  The outbreak was apparently linked
to the warm winters of the past few years that allowed the bean leaf beetle, vector of
BPMV, to overwinter and emerge in the spring in unprecedented numbers.  Concomitant
with the increased incidence of BPMV has been an augmentation in disease symptom
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severity and the emergence of apparently new and unusual severe strains.  Molecular
characterization of such severe BPMV isolates revealed that they are reassortants/recom-
binants between two distinct subgroups of strains (Gu et al., 2002; and unpublished).  In
order to develop efficient virus control strategies, it is essential to unravel the extent of
diversity among BPMV isolates and to gain an understanding of the molecular basis of
symptom severity associated with infection with such BPMV reassortants and sequence
variants.
The two known subgroups of naturally occurring BPMV strains (subgroups I and II),
as well as reassortants between the two subgroups, can be clearly distinguished based on
nucleic acid hybridization and nucleotide sequence analyses (Gu et al., 2002).  The
availability of full-length cDNA clones of genetically distinct strains that differ in
symptom severity allowed us to generate the appropriate chimeric constructs needed for
mapping the determinants of symptom severity.  In this study, we report that the Co-pro
and Hel proteins specify symptom severity in BPMV-infected soybean plants.
Furthermore, expression of the individual BPMV genes from a PVX vector showed that
separate expression of either the Co-pro or Hel genes, unlike CP genes, induced necrotic
lesion formation in N.  benthamiana.  Neither the Co-pro nor Hel protein, however, could
be demonstrated as suppressors of RNA silencing using the agrobacterium infiltration
assay.
                                                   Materials and methods
Virus strains
        A list of the BPMV strains used is shown in Table 1.  The strains are designated by
the name of the Kentucky county where they were originally collected.  The BPMV
strains were propagated in the soybean cultivar ‘Essex’, and infected tissues were used
for virion purification as previously described (Ghabrial et al., 1977).  The complete
nucleotide sequences of the genomic RNAs from strain K-G7 (Di et al., 1999;
MacFarlane et al., 1991), K-Ha1 and K-Ho1 (Gu et al., 2002) have been determined and
the sequences have been deposited in the GenBank (see Table 3.1).
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Production of full-length cDNA clones
        cDNA synthesis, cloning and sequencing of the genomic RNAs of strains K-Ha1
(subgroup II) and K-Ho1 (a reassortant between subgroups I and II) were previously
described (Chapter II).  Near full-length cDNA clones of K-Ho1 RNAs 1 and 2, which
were missing the 5’-terminal 21 and 14 nts, respectively, were used as templates for
generating full-length cDNA clones by PCR.  An RT-PCR approach, however, was used
to construct full-length cDNA clones of the genomic RNAs from strains K-G7 (subgroup
I) and K-Ha1 (subgroup II).  Because the 5' terminal 46 nts of the two genomic RNAs of
all 3 strains are identical, the same forward  (sense) primer (F1) was used for cDNA
amplifications in all cases (Chapter II, figure 2.11).  The F1 primer (Table 3. 2) contains a
modified T7 promoter sequence (underlined), an extra G (bold) and the 5’ terminal 39 nts
of the genomic RNAs.  A reverse (antisense) primer (R1) containing 18 (dT) residues
(complementary to the poly(A) tail of viral RNAs), an engineered SalI site (italicized)
and 21 extra nucleotides (bold) for efficient restriction enzyme digestion, was used for
first strand cDNA synthesis and for PCR amplification.  For RT-PCR, first strand cDNA
synthesis was made using viral RNAs from purified virions of K-Ha1 and K-G7 and a
Superscript II reverse transcriptase kit (BRL), according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.  The near full-length cDNAs of K-Ho1 genomic RNAs or first strand cDNA
of strains K-G7 and K-Ha1 were amplified by 35 cycles of PCR including 3 cycles of 30
seconds at 94°C, 30 seconds at 47 °C and 6.5 minutes at 68°C and 32 cycles of 30
seconds at 94°C, 30 seconds at 62 °C and 6.5 minutes at 68°C. The High Fidelity
Platinum® Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen) was used in all cases. PCR products were
purified with the QIAquick PCR purification kit (QIAGEN, Valenchia, CA) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions.  The purified PCR products (RNA1 cDNA of strain K-
Ho1 and RNA2 cDNAs from all three strains) were then cloned into the pGem-T easy
vector (Promega, Madison, WI). The PCR products (RNA1 cDNAs of strains K-G7 and
K-Ha1), on the other hand, were cloned into the pCR2.1-TOPO vector (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA).  The plasmids containing full-length cDNA clones of the genomic RNAs
from which infectious transcripts can be generated were designated as follows:
pCRG7R1 and pGG7R2, pCRHaR1 and pGHaR2, and pGHoR1 and pGHoR2 (Fig. 3.1).
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Chimeric constructs between K-G7 and K-Ho1 RNA1 cDNAs
        Chimeric RNA1 constructs involving strains K-Ho1 and K-G7 (both belonging to
subgroup I) were generated using plasmids pGHoR1 and pCRG7R1 (Figure 6.1). Eleven
chimeric constructs, designated pHoG-1 through pHoG7-11 were produced. To generate
construct pHoG-1, the NdeI fragment (nt positions 527-3764) of pCRG7R1 was replaced
by the corresponding fragment from plasmid pGHoR1 (Figure 6.3A). Construct pHoG-2
was generated by replacing the ApaI-XhoI fragment of pGHoR1, with the corresponding
fragment from plasmid pCRG7R1, which contains part of the multiple cloning sites of the
pCR TOPO vector and the N-terminal 3068 nts of K-G7 RNA1 (Figure 6.1 and 6.3A). To
generate construct pHoG-3, pCRG7R1 was digested with EcoRI and the EcoR1 fragment
was cloned into pUC119, previously digested with EcoRI, to give rise to plasmid
pUCG7R1 (Figure 6.1).  The latter was then digested with SalI and religated to generate
plasmid pUCG7R1-1 (Figure 6.1). The C-terminal (nt positions 3069-6004) of plasmid
pGHoR1 was replaced by the corresponding fragment from plasmid pUCG7R1 through
double digestion with restriction enzymes ApaI and XhoI followed by religation of related
portions of the two constructs. The intermediate plasmid pUCHoR1 was generated from
pGHoR1 using the same strategy as described for pUCG7R1 (Figure 6.1). Constructs
pHoG-4 and pHoG-5 were generated by exchanging the XbaI fragment between plasmids
pUCHoR1 and pUCG7R1.  The XbaI site located in the multiple cloning sites of
construct pUCHoR1 and pUCG7R1 were removed by SalI digestion followed by
religation to produce plasmids pUCHoR1-1 and pUCG7R1-1, respectively (Figure 6.1).
Constructs pHoG-6 and pHoG-7 were obtained by exchanging the XbaI-XhoI fragment
between plasmids pUCHoR1-1 and pUCG7R1-1 (Figure 6.3A). To generate construct
pHoG-8, plasmid pUCG7R1 was subcloned as an EcoR1-Sal1 fragment into the pGem-T
easy vector (to avoid the redundant AvaI sites in vector pUC119) to generate plasmid
pGG7R1 (Figure 6.1). Construct pHoG-8 was then generated by replacing the AvaI
fragment (nt positions 1797-3069) of plasmid pGG7R1 with the corresponding fragment
from plasmid pGHoR1. Similarly, construct pHoG-9 was created by replacing the AvaI
fragment of plasmid pGHoR1 with the corresponding fragment from plasmid pGG7R1
(Fig. 6.4A). Constructs pHoG-10 and pHoG-11 were obtained by exchanging the BsmBI-
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XhoI fragment (nt positions 2097 to 3068) between plasmids pGHoR1 and pGG7R1
(Figure 6.4A)
Chimeric constructs between K-Ha1 and K-Ho1 RNA1 cDNAs
        Chimeric RNA1 constructs involving strains K-Ho1 and K-Ha1 (belonging to
subgroups and I and II, respectively) were generated using plasmids pGHoR1 and
pCRHaR1 (Figure 6.1).  Seven chimeric constructs, designated pHoHa-1 through
pHoHa-7 were produced.  For the generation of construct pHoHa-1, a restriction enzyme
BbvCI site was introduced at the 5’ terminal sequence of a fragment derived from
plasmid pGHoR1 (at nt positions 1973 to 3764) by PCR using forward primer F2 and
reverse primer R2, the latter contains a restriction enzyme N d e I site and is
complementary to nt positions 3746 to 3764 of pGHoR1 (Table 6.2). The PCR product
was cloned into pGem-T easy vector, and following digestion of the recombinant
plasmid, the BbvCI-NdeI fragment was exchanged for the corresponding fragment in
pCRHaR1 to create construct pHoHa1 (Figure 6.5A). A similar strategy was used to
generate construct pHoHa1-2 (Figure 6.5A) by PCR using primer F3 and R3 (Table 2),
except that restriction enzyme sites SbfI and BstZ17I were introduced at the 5’ and 3’
termini of a cDNA fragment (nt positions 997-2542) derived from pGHoR1. Construct
pHoHa-3 was produced by replacing the Sbf1-PpumI fragment (nt positions 2100 to
3450) of pHoHa-2 with the corresponding fragment of pGHoR1 (Figure 6.5A). The ApaI-
PpuMI fragment of pGHoR1 construct (both pHoHa-3 and pGHoR1 contain one ApaI
site upstream of the 5’ terminus of the cDNA inserts), was exchanged with the
corresponding one of pHoHa-3 to generate construct pHoHa-4 (Figure 6.5A). Construct
pHoHa1-5 was generated by a similar strategy to that used to produce construct pHoHa1.
Briefly, an XhoI site was created at the 5’ terminal sequence of a cDNA fragment (nt
positions 3070 to 6007) derived from pCRHaR1 (Figure 6.1) by PCR using primers F4
and R1 (Table 6.2). The PCR product was digested by restriction enzymes XhoI and SalI
and subsequently used to replace the corresponding fragment of pGHoR1 resulting in
construct pHoHa-5 (Figure 6.5A). To generate construct pHoHa-6, the BbvCI restriction
site was created at the 3’ terminal sequence of a fragment (nt positions 1 to 1979) derived
from pGHoR1 by PCR using the M13 universal forward primer and primer R5. The
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cloned c-DNA fragment (nt positions 1 to 1979) was excised from pGem-T easy vector
by restriction enzymes ApaI and BbvCI and used to replace the corresponding fragment
of pCRHaR1 to produce construct pHoHa-6 (Figure 6.5A). To obtain construct pHoHa-7,
the NheI and BsmBI restriction sites were created at the 5’ and 3’ terminal sequences of a
cDNA fragment (nt positions 1020 to 2104) derived from pCRHaR1 by PCR using
primers F7 and R7 (Table 6.2). The NheI-BsmBI fragment was then used to replace the
corresponding fragment in construct pHoHa-5 giving rise to construct pHoHa-7.
Construction of recombinant PVX vector
The potato virus X (PVX) vector pP2C2S (Chapman et al., 1992) was used to express
the coding regions of K-Ho1 Co-pro, Hel, Hel/VPg, S-CP, LCP/SCp polyprotein (LS-
CP), as well as K-Ha1 Co-pro, Hel/VPg. The cDNA fragments containing the desired
coding regions were amplified by PCR using plasmids pGHoR1 and pCRHaR1 as
templates and designated specific primers (Table 6.1). A ClaI restriction and a start
cordon were introduced at the 5’ terminal sequence of each coding regions using the
designated specific forward primer except for the Co-pro and LCP/SCP coding regions,
which contain start codons at their 5’ terminal sequences. A stop codon followed by SalI
site were added to each primer with exception of LS-CP and LCP/SCP coding regions,
which already contain termination codons (in the latter cases, only the SalI sites were
engineered using specific primers; Table 6.2). The PCR products were individually
cloned downstream a duplicated PVX CP promoter into the PVX vector, which was
predigested with ClaI and SalI. Additional constructs, which contained mutated versions
of the K-Ho1 Hel and Co-pro coding regions, were generated by PCR mutagenesis. The
mutants were generated by the introduction of two stop codons, which rendered them in
effect untranslatable. All the recombinant PVX constructs were verified by restriction
sites analysis.  The BPMV inserts were subjected to sequencing analysis.
Construction of binary vectors
        The binary vectors used in this study were derived from the pGD vector (Goodin et
al., 2002). To generate constructs pGD-Hel, pGD-Co-pro and pGD-SCP, restriction
enzyme sites for BglII and SalI were individually introduced at the 5’ and 3’ termini,
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respectively, of each of the coding regions of K-Ho1 cistron, Co-pro, Hel, SCP, by PCR.
Start codon (AUG) or stop codon or both were created in each cistron, in case they were
not present.  The PCR products were cloned into pGem-T easy vector prior to digestion
and religation with pGD vector.  The PCR primers were listed in Table 6.2. PCR products
were ligated into the pGD vector after digestion with restriction enzymes BglII and ApaI
except PCR products of CR and MP genes, in which XhoI and ApaI sites were introduced
by PCR at the 5’ and 3’ termini, respectively, and the product were subsequently
digested.  The above constructs were designated pGD-Pro, pGD-RdRp, pGD-CR, pGD-
MP, pGD-LCP, pGD-R1, pGD-R2, pGD-Pro+Hel and pGD-LSCP, respectively.
In vitro transcription and in vitro translation
        Constructs pHoG4, 5, 6, 7 were linearized with SalI. All other inserted BPMV
cDNAs were released using double digestion with NotI and SalI. PVX-derived construct
were linearized with SpeI. In vitro transcription was performed according to Hu et al
(1998) except that 100µl reaction mixtures were used. Samples (5 µl) of transcription
reaction mixture were analyzed by electrophoresis on 1% agrose gel to assess yield and
quality. RNA transcripts were used to inoculate fully expanded leaves of soybean or
Nicotiana benthamiana by rub inoculation. Plasmid DNAs from infectious clones
linearized by restriction enzyme SalI were used for in vitro translation. BPMV genomic
RNAs were translated using a TNT® quick coupled transcription/translation systems
(Promega) in the presence of 35S methionine at 30°C for 90 min. Translation products
were analyzed in 7.5% SDS-PAGE. The gels were dried and virtualized by
PhosphorImager 445I system (Molecular dynamics).
Plant growth condition and symptom documentation
        Soybean and N. benthamiana plants were maintained kept in a growth chamber
maintained at 22°C with 16hr/8hr light/dark conditions. Disease symptoms were
photographed with a digital camera (Olympus C-2500L).
RNA extraction and nucleic acid hybridization analysis
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         Viral RNAs used for slot blot hybridization were purified according Peden and
Symons (1973). Total RNAs extraction from virus or transcripts inoculated plants and
procedures of slot blot hybridization were described before (Gu, et al, 2002). For northern
hybridization, total RNAs were extracted using hot phenol method (Verwoerd et al.,
1989). RNA samples (10µg) were denatured in presence of glyoxal and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) and separated on 1% agrose (W/V) gel, which is dissolved in 10mM
sodium phosphate (pH 6.3). RNAs were transferred onto Hybond-N+ membranes
(Amersham, Piscataway, NJ), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Probe
synthesis and hybridization conditions were described previously (Gu, et al., 2002). The
images were visualized by a PhosphorImager 445 SI system and analyzed with the
ImageQuant 4.1 program (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA).
RT-PCR amplification
        K-Ho1 and K-G7 RNA1 specific primers were designed based on examination of
pair-wise sequence alignments of their cDNAs. The 5’ terminal primers specific for K-
G7 and K-Ho1 (G7-spec-F and Ho1-Spec-F) correspond to nucleotide positions 254to
281. The 3’ terminal primers, G7-spec-R and Ho1-Spec-R, are complementary to
nucleotide positions 3518 to 3547 or 3519 to 3547, respectively in the corresponding
cDNAs. RT-PCR was performed using SuperScript one step RT-PCR system with
platinum Taq DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Samples of total RNA from systemically infected leaves were used as templates.
Agrobacterium growth condition and infiltration
         The constructs expressing K-Ho1 genes were transformed into Agrobacterium
tumefaciens strain C58C1 (An et al., 1998). The growth conditions of the transformed A.
tumefaciens were as previously described (Goodin et al., 2002). The plasmid pGD, pZP-
TCVCP and pZP-GFP were similarly transformed into A. tumefaciens strain C58C1. The
transformed A. tumefaciens containing pGD serial vectors were maintained on LB media
containing rifampicin (100 µg/ml), spectinomycin (100 µg/ml) and tetracycline (5
µg/ml). The Agrobacterium infiltration experiments were performed as described by Qu
et al. (2003). Transgenic Nicotiana benthamiana plants expressing GFP were obtained
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from Dr. David C. Baulcombe. Infiltrated plants showing fluorescence were
photographed with a N90-S AF digital camera (Nikon, Tokyo).
                                              Results
Symptom severity determinants map to RNA1
        The availability of infectious RNA transcripts derived from full-length cDNA clones
of the genomic RNAs from three strains of BPMV (Fig. 6.2 A), which differ in symptom
severity and belong to two distinct strain subgroups (Table 6.1), allowed the use of 9
possible combinations of RNA1 and RNA2 transcripts as inocula.  Thus, in addition to
the three homologous pairs of genomic RNAs, 6 different pseudorecombinants were
constructed and tested for their reaction on soybean.  The results showed that all
combinations that contained K-Ho1 RNA1 and any one of three RNA2s, regardless of
origin, induced necrotic primary lesions on inoculated leaves (Figure 6.1B, panels d-f;
arrows) and systemic mottling and blistering (Figure 6.1B, panels d-f).  Although the
symptoms induced by all transcript pairs that contain K-Ho1 RNA1 induced severe
symptoms, they were not as severe as those produced by the natural K-Ho1 isolate
(Figure 6.1B, panel b; see below for an explanation).  Combinations of K-Ha1 RNA1 and
any RNA2 regardless of origin induced mild symptoms (Figure 6.1B, panels g-i) similar
to those produced by the naturally occurring isolate K-Ha1 (Figure 6.1B, panel c).
Likewise, combinations containing K-G7 RNA1 and any of the three RNA2s induced
moderate symptoms (data not shown) similar to those produced by the naturally
occurring isolate K-G7 (Figure 6.1B, panel a).  The reasons why the symptoms induced
by pairs of transcripts containing K-Ho1 RNA1 did not induce as severe symptoms as
those produced by the natural isolate were investigated in a separate study (Gu, H.,
Zhang, C. and Ghabrial, S.A., unpublished observations).  The results of this study
showed that the natural isolate contained two distinct species of RNA1 and only one
species of RNA2.  In addition to the RNA1 species belonging to subgoup I, used in the
present study, another RNA1 belonging to subgroup II was isolated and sequenced, i.e.,
strain K-Hop1 is diploid for RNA1.  The enhancement of symptom severity that mimics
the natural isolate K-Hop1 was demonstrated when the pertinent combinations of
infectious RNA1transcripts were used (Chapter V).
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Symptom severity maps to the C-terminal region of the putative helicase encoded by
K-Ho1 RNA1
        The results described above indicated that symptom severity maps to RNA1 and that
it is strain-specific, but not subgroup-specific.  This was demonstrated by the finding that
RNA1 derived from strain K-Ho1, but not K-G7, is associated with severe symptoms
even though they both belong to subgroup I.  The fact that these two RNA1s share 98%
nt sequence identity provided an excellent opportunity to delineate the genetic
determinant(s) of symptom severity.  For this purpose, chimeric RNA1 constructs were
generated by exchanging full or partial coding regions of the five RNA1-encoded mature
proteins between the full-length RNA1 cDNA clones, as shown schematically in Figure
6.3A.  Transcripts derived from the chimeric RNA1 cDNA constructs plus transcripts
from K-G7 RNA2 cDNA or K-Ho1 RNA2 cDNA constructs were inoculated onto
soybean seedlings and the resultant symptoms were recorded.  As shown in Figure 6.3B,
severe symptoms were observed only when the coding region of Hel was derived from K-
Ho1 RNA1 (pGHoR1, pHoG-1, pHoG-2, pHoG-5 and pHoG-6). In construct pHoG-6,
only the Hel coding region was derived from K-Hop1, but the remainder of the RNA1
molecule including the 5’ and 3’ UTRs were derived from K-G7 RNA1.  Interestingly,
symptom severity correlated well with accumulation of viral RNA, as demonstrated by
northern hybridization analysis (Figsure 6.3 C and D).
To determine whether the entire Hel coding region is required for induction of severe
symptoms (necrosis on inoculated leaves and systemic severe mottling and blistering),
chimeric constructs in which the C-terminal and N-terminal regions of Hel were of
different origins were generated (Figure 6.4A).  Plants inoculated with transcripts derived
from these constructs were monitored for symptom development.  The results showed
that symptom severity determinants map to the C-terminal half of the Hel protein.  Thus
the amino acid residues that specify symptom severity are contained in the C-terminal
fragment of 324 amino acid residues (pHoG-10; Figure 6.4A).  Amino acid sequence
comparison of Hel between K-G7 and K-Ho1 strain, and also considering Hel sequences
encoded by RNA1 from two additional mild strains belonging to subgroup II and one
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severe strain in subgroup I) revealed two critical amino acid changes, Ser to Asn (aa
position 359) and Leu to Phe (aa position 408; Table 6.3).
Both the protease cofactor and helicase coding regions are required for symptom
severity
        The finding that the K-Hop1 Hel C-terminal region was necessary and sufficient for
induction of severe symptoms when the remainder of the RNA1 molecule was derived
from a subgroup I RNA1 (e.g., strain K-G7), raised the question of whether an RNA1
from a subgroup II strain (e.g., strain K-Ha1) known to induce mild symptoms, would
produce severe symptoms if it includes the Hel C-terminal region from K-Hop1 RNA1.
To address this question, several chimeric constructs were generated in which coding
regions were exchanged between K-Ho1 and K-Ha1 RNA1 cDNAs (Figure 6.5A).
Chimeric K-Ha1 RNA1 constructs that contained the K-Hop1 Hel C-terminal region as
well as the upstream K-Ho1 coding regions for VPg and Pro (construct pHoHa-6; Figure
6.5A) or the coding regions for VPg, Pro and RdRp  (construct pHoHa-4; Figure 6.5A)
induced mild symptoms comparable to those induced by the wild type K-Ha1 isolate.  On
the other hand, chimeric K-Ha1 RNA1 constructs that contained the K-Ho1 Co-pro and
Hel coding regions (construct pHoHa-5) or the K-Ho1 Co-pro and the Hel C-terminal
region (construct pHoHa-7) produced severe symptoms comparable with those induced
with transcripts from wild type K-Ho1 RNA1.  Interestingly, transcripts from construct
pHoHa-6, which is similar to construct pHoHa-7 except that the Hel C-terminal region
was derived from K-Ha1 RNA1 cDNA, induced mild symptoms.  Taken together, both
the coding regions of Co-pro and the C-terminal part of Hel are determinants of symptom
severity.  Northern hybridization analysis of total RNAs from plants inoculated with the
various chimeric transcripts showed that symptom severity correlated well with higher
levels of viral RNA accumulation (Figure 6.5B).
Neither the Co-pro nor Hel protein functions as a suppressor of RNA silencing
To determine whether Co-pro or Hel may function as a suppresser of RNA
silencing an Agrobacterium-mediated transient expression system was used. Co-
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expression of GFP and Co-pro or Hel proteins in transgenic N. benthamiana (line 16c)
did not suppress RNA silencing, since no fluorescence was evident.  On the other hand,
co-expression of GFP and TCV-CP, a known suppressor of RNA silencing, induced
intense fluorescence (Figure 6.6, panel A).
Expression of the individual Hel and Co-pro coding regions from a PVX vector
induces necrosis on inoculated N. benthamiana leaves
        The coding regions of Co-pro, Hel, S-CP and L-S CP proteins were cloned between
the ClaI and SalI sites of the PVX vector pPVX2C2S to generate pPVX-Co-pro, pPVX-
Hel, PVX-SCP and pPVX-SLCP, respectively.  Infectious transcripts, generated from
these plasmids, were used to inoculate N. benthamiana seedlings.  The production of
progeny RNA of the predicted size in the recombinant PVX-infected plants was verified
by Northern hybridization analysis (Figure 6.7A).  Whereas N. benthamiana plants
inoculated with transcripts of pPVX2C2S, pPVX-SCP or pPVX-SLCP produced mosaic
on inoculated leaves, those inoculated with transcripts from pPVX-Co-pro or pPVX-Hel
induced necrotic lesions in addition to mosaic (Figure 6.7B).
                                                             Discussion
In this chapter, convincing evidence was presented in support of the conclusion
that symptom severity induced by infection with BPMV maps to RNA1, and more
specifically to the coding regions of the Co-pro and Hel.  Although symptom severity
correlated well with accumulation of viral RNA, neither the Co-pro nor Hel protein could
be demonstrated as a suppressor of RNA silencing.  This suggests that pathogenicity
determinants need not be suppressors of RNA silencing-mediated host defense.
        The replication of CPMV, the type species of the genus Comovirus, has been
extensively studied at the molecular and cellular levels and an understanding of the
functions of its encoded proteins is beginning to emerge (Pouwels et al., 2002).
Therefore, analogy to CPMV will be made to explain the observations made in this study.
        The major question to address is how Co-pro and Hel modulate symptom severity
and viral RNA replication (accumulation) in infected cells.  In CPMV-infected cells, Co-
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pro (CPMV 32K), complexed to the 170K polyprotein, is specifically targeted to ER
membranes. As a consequence of the interaction of 32K with ER membranes, the 170K
polyprotein undergoes further proteolytic processing releasing the 60K (Hel/VPg)
protein, which is inserted in the ER membranes and thus affixing the replication proteins
to the ER membranes. The interaction of 32K and 60K proteins with ER membranes is
known to trigger the proliferation and vesicle formation of ER and eventually to an
increase of the total membrane surface available for viral RNA replication. With this in
mind, I will attempt to explain the differences in symptom severity between strains K-G7
and K-Ho1, which differ in only two significant amino acids in the critical C-terminal
region of Hel. As shown in Table 6.3, one significant change is from Ser in the mild
strains to Asn in the severe strains. This change entails the potential availability of an
additional N-glycosylation site in the Hel protein of severe strains.  It is not known,
however, whether the Asn at position 359 is indeed glycosylated. Glycosylation is known
to play important roles in the folding and stability of glycosylated membrane proteins
(Helenius and Aebi, 2001). It is possible that changes in conformation and stability of
Hel, as mediated by the additional glycosylation site, may enhance membrane
proliferation and vesicle formation and, in turn, increase accessible membrane surface
and replication levels. This proposal could be tested by mutational analysis of Asn and
flanking sequences and monitoring the resultant effects on symptom severity and RNA
accumulation.
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Table 6.1. A list of virus strains used.
Strain Strain
subgroup
       %
nucleotide
identitya
GenBank
accession #
Symptoms
KY-Graves 7
(K-G7)
I 100
100
NC_003496
NC_003495
Moderate; moderate
mosaic, little or no
stunting and
blistering
KY-Hancock 1
(K-Ha1)
II 85.5
86.9
AF394606
AF394607
Mild; mild mosaic,
no stunting or
systemic blistering
KY-Hopkins 1
(K-Ho1)
I/II
RNA-1 (I)
RNA-2 (II)
98.1
87.2
AF394608
AF394609
Severe; necrosis on
inoculated leaf and
systemic stunting
and blistering
a Percentage nucleotide sequence identity between the strain indicated and strain K-G7, as
dertermined by the pairwise alignment using the GAP program
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  Table 6.2. Primers used in generation of BPMV chimera and PVX derived constructs.
      Primer                                   Sequence (5’-3’)
  
      a T7 promoter is italic.
    b Introduced restriction sites are underlined, and modified nucleotides are indicated by
      lowercases.
    c Start and stop codons are bold.
    d Frameshift mutant primer.
TAATACGACTCACTATAGTATTAAAATTTTCATAAGATTTGAAATTTT
GATAAACa
TTCCGCGGCCGCTATGGCCGACGTCGACTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTb
CcTGCAgGGATGTAAAGAGCTGCb
gtaTaCTGCACTCGCCTTCCTb
CCGCTcGAGGCCCAAAGTAGAAAGCCCAACb
TGAGCcTCAGCAGATGGCTCb
gcTAGCTTGGGGAATGTGTAb
GCTTCAGGAGAcGGTTCCAAb
TTTTGTTTGGAAATGGGC
TTGTCCAAATATTGTTAACC
ATCGATATGGCCCTTTCAGTTCTAGAA
GTCGACCTATTGCGCCTCGAGCACACT
GTCGACCTATTGGCCCTCAACCCACTC
ATCGATATGAAGTTCTATCCTGGT
GTCGACCTATTGGAACTGTCCCTTAAT
ATCGATATGAAGTTCTATCCTGGTTAGAATATTTCTTAAATTG
ATCGATATGGCCCTTTCAGTTCTATAAGGGTTGGCAACATAGCTC
CCATCGATATGGAAACAAATTTGTTTAAATTG
CCATCGATATGGAATCCATTTCACAGCAAACTGTT
TTCCGCGGCCGCTATGGCCGACGTCGACTCATGCAGAAGATTCCGC
ATCGATATGAAGTTTTATCCAGGACAAAATGTCTCTGAAATTG
GTCGACCTACTGGAATTGCCCTTTAATTTCTTCAGAAGG
ATCGATATGGCTCTTTCTGTTTTAGAGGGATTGGCAACACAACTC
GTCGACCTACTGGCCTTCAACCCATGCTCTGCGCTT
AGATCTATGGCCCTTTCAGTTCTAGAA
GTCGACCTATTGCGCCTCGAGCACACT
AGATCTATGAAGTTCTATCCTGGT
GTCGACCTATTGGAACTGTCCCTTAAT
AGATCTATGTCCATTTCACAGCAAACTG
GTCGACTCATGCAGAAGATTCCGC
F1
R1
F2
R2
F4
R5
F7
R7
Ho1/G7-F
Ho1/G7-R
PVX-Ho1-Hel-F
PVX-Ho1-Hel-R
PVX-Ho1-60K-R
PVX-Ho1-Co-pro-F
PVX-Ho1-Co-pro-R
PVX-Ho1-Co-pro-F’d
PVX-Ho1-Hel-F’
PVX-Ho1-LCCP-F
PVX-Ho1-SCP-F
PVX-Ho1-SCP-R
PVX-Ha1-Co-pro-F
PVX-Ha1-Co-pro-R
PVX-Ha1-60K-F
PVX-Ha1-60K-R
PGDHel-F
PGDHel-R
PGDCo-pro-F
PGDCo-pro-R
PGDSCP-F
PGDSCP-R
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Table 6.3.  Amino acid sequences comparison of the C-terminal region of Hel.
Amino
acid
position
Virus strain
___________________________________________________________
K-G7                K-Ho1             IL-Cb1              K-Ha1             IL-Cb1
Mo (I)               S (I)                 S (I)                 M (II)               IL (II)
318 Tyr Asn Asn Asn Asn
335 His His His Tyr Tyr
359 Ser Asn Asn Ser Ser
365 Tyr Asn Asn Asn Asn
380 Tyr Ser Ser Ser Ser
382 Asp Asp Asp Asn Asn
386 Asn Asn Asn Glu Glu
391 Glu Glu Glu Asp Asp
392 Arg Arg Arg Lys Lys
393 Asn Asn Asn Ser Ser
408 Leu Phe Phe Val Val
419 Thr Thre Thr Ser Ser
420 Val Val Val Ile Ile
426 Asp Asp Asp Glu Glu
432 Ala Ala Ala Leu Leu
522 Thr Thr Thr Ser Ser
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Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of BPMV RNA1 cDNA constructs used for
generation of infectious transcripts.
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Figure 6.2. Symptom severity is mapped to BPMV RNA1. (A) Agarose gel
electrophoresis of transcripts generated from full-length cDNA clones of genomic RNAs
from three strains of BPMV.  The gel was stained with ethidium bromide. The positions
of RNA1 and RNA2 are indicated to the right.  (B) Symptoms induced on soybean plants
previously inoculated with field isolates and pseudorecombinants. Panels a-c. Symptoms
induced by the field isolates K-G7, K-Ho1, K-Ha1, respectively; panels d-f, symptoms
induced by inoculation with three different transcript sets that differ in the origin of
RNA2: RNA1Ho1+RNA2G7, RNA1Ho1+RNA2Ho1 and RNA1Ho1+RNA2Ha1, respectively;
panels g-I, symptoms induced by inoculation with additional three transcript sets that
differ in the origin of RNA2: RNA1Ha1+RNA2G7, RNA1Ha1+RNA2Ho1 and RNA1Ha1+
RNA2Ha1. Necrotic lesions on inoculated leaves are indicated by arrows.
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Figure 6.3. Mapping the symptom determinants in subgroup I of BPMV strains. (A)
Schematic representation of BPMV RNA1 and chimeric constructs. The coding regions
in K-Ho1 RNA1 are shown in gray boxes, and those in K-G7 RNA1) are indicated with
hatched boxes. Restriction enzyme sites used to generate chimeric constructs are
indicated with arrowheads. S, severe symptoms; Mo, moderate symptoms. (B) Symptoms
induced on soybean plants (cv. Clark) inoculated with infectious transcripts. Numbers at
the corners of each panel refer to the number of the RNA1 cDNA construct used to
generate the transcripts. RNA2 transcripts used in all experiments was derived from the
K-Ho1 RNA2 cDNA construct. (C) and (D). Northern blot hybridization analysis to
assess viral RNA1 (panel C) and RNA2 (panel D) accumulation in the infected soybean
plants 10 dpi. In panel C, an RNA1 cDNA fragment with sequences absolutely conserved
between K-Ho1 and K-G7 RNA1s was used as a template template to synthesize the
probe by PCR amplification using Primers Ho1/G7-F, Ho1/G7-R (Table 2). Three plants
(a, b, c) were test for each treatment. RNAs from mock inoculated plants (M) and
purified virions (V) are used as controls. Levels of RNA loading are assessed by ethidium
bromide staining of ribosomal RNA (bottom panels).
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Figure 6.4. The helicase C-terminal region is critical for symptom severity. (A)
Schematic representation of BPMV chimeric constructs generated by exchanging cDNA
fragments between K-Ho1 and K-G7 RNA1-cDNA constructs. The letters S and Mo to
the right refer to the symptoms (severe and moderate, respectively) induced by the
indicated tranbscripts. (B) Symptoms induced by transcripts from chimeric clones
(pHoG-10 and pHoG-11) and the parental constructs (pGHoR1 and pCRG7R1). The
inoculated leaves are shown in the panels at right side of each of the photographed plants.
Photographs were taken 10 dpi.
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Figure 6.5. Mapping the symptom determinants in BPMV subgroup II strains. (A)
Schematic diagrams of BPMV chimeric constructs generated by exchanging fragments
between K-Ho1 RNA1 cDNA (subgroup I; gray) and K-Ha1 RNA1 cDNA (subgroup II;
black). Symptom severity induced by inoculation with tranbscripts derived from the
indicated constructs was indicated to the right by the letters, S (severe) and  M (mild). (B)
Northern blot hybridization analysis for assessment of BPMV RNA2 accumulation.
Numbers above the individual lanes refer to the RNA1 constructs used for inoculation.
Total RNA was extracted from infected soybean plants 10 dpi. Total RNA RNA from
mock inoculated plants (lane M) and purified virions (lane V) were used as controls. K-
Ho1 RNA2 cDNA was used as templates to synthesis the probe.  The lower panels show
the ethidium bromide-stained RNA gels before transfer as a loading control
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Figure 6.6. Identification of the BPMV suppressor of RNA silencing. Transgenic
Nicotiana plants were agroinoculated with pGD-GFP and (A) pZP-TCVP,  (B) pGD, (C)
pGD-Hel, (D) pGD-Co-pro, (E) pGD-SCP. (F) Transgenic Nicotiana plant leaf was
agroinfiltrated with pGD-GFP alone as negative control.
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Figure 6.7. Expression of individual BPMV protein from a Potato virus X (PVX) vector.
(A) Northern blot hybridization analysis to assess the size and level of progeny RNA
accumulation in plants inoculated with transcripts from recombinant PVX constructs.
Total RNA was extracted from the a fully expanded systemically infected leaf 14 d. p. i
and probed with a PVX RNA specific probe. PVX RNA position is indicated to the right.
The relative loading of the samples is indicated by ethidium bromide staining of
ribosomal RNA (bottom panels). (B) Symptoms induced on N. benthamiana leaves
inoculated with transcripts derived from recombinant PVX constructs. PVX and distinct
PVX-derived constructs are indicated by different numbers, 1, PVX-Ha1-Hel/VPg; 2,
PVX-Ho1-Hel/VPg-fm; 3a, PVX-Ho1-Hel; 3b, PVX-Ho1-Hel/VPg; 4, PVX-Ho1-Co-
pro; 5, PVX-Ho1-LSCP, 6, PVX-Ho1-SCP; 7, PVX; 8, mock inoculation. Closeup
images of photographs 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 are shown in insets.
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                                                 Chapter VII
                                        Concluding Remarks
There are at least two distinct subgroups of Bean pod mottle virus (BPMV) strains
that can be clearly distinguished based on nucleic acid hybridization and nucleotide
sequencing analyses. Reassortants and partial diploid reassortants have also been
identified among BPMV field isolates. The diversity of BPMV is more complex than I
first predicated even though all the isolates I tested so far were collected from either the
United States or Canada. It will important to decipher the genetic diversity of BPMV in
broader geographical areas of the world, for instance, Brazil and China where soybean is
an important economic crop. World trade not only benefits the soybean growers and
consumers, but also facilitates the spread of seed-borne viruses. Furthermore, knowledge
of the genetic diversity BPMV is critical for the development of soybean resistant
germplasm with broad resistance to all known strains of BPMV.
To the best of my knowledge, the finding that stable diploid reassortants of
BPMV can be isolated from natural populations of BPMV constitutes the first report in
this regard.   The phenomenon of diploid reassortment, however, has been experimentally
documented for animal and plant viruses by using mixed inoculation (Kashiwazaki and
Hibino, 1996; Fraile at al, 1997; Rodriguez et al, 1998). The discovery of diploid
reassortants makes it prudent to analyze several single lesion isolates of potential new
virus strains prior to making definitive identification. The stability of the partial diploid
reassortants under field conditions should be investigated and their roles in virus
epidemiology critically evaluated. A stable diploid reassortant may provide an excellent
reservoir for generating new strains, provided that the beetle vectors efficiently transmit
such strains.
Cross-protection among isolates of BPMV is demonstrated in this study.
However, the mechanism is not clear.  The results presented suggest that PTGS is the
likely mechanism underlying cross-protection between BPMV strains. Direct evidence,
however, is lacking. Characterization of the small RNAs (21-26 nt, indicators of PTGS)
that might accumulate in the cross-protected plants would provide direct evidence for this
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hypothesis. This could be further tested by challenge inoculation of protected tissue with
transcript from a chimeric BPMV vector expressing a strong suppressor of PTGS (e.g.,
HC-Pro).
Symptom severity determinants map to the Co-pro and Hel. Furthermore,
symptom severity is correlated with viral RNA accumulation level. By analogy to
CPMV, the Hel and Co-pro induce extensive proliferation of ER membranes and vesicle
formation thus enhancing the surface area utilized for virus replication.  It is possible that
the Hel and Co-pro encoded by the severe strains are more efficient in eliciting more
membrane proliferation than those of the mild strains. The mechanism that specifies the
extent of membrane proliferation, however, is not known.
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